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UFO Silencers: They Have Not Gone Away! by Timothy Green
Beckley

An Update On The Notorious Men In Black
Millions watched the episode of the UFO Hunters titled The Silencers in

which I detailed my own encounter with a real man in black. Shown to an
national audience for the first time, was a photograph I took back in the
1960s of a strangely dressed individual who was standing in the doorway of a
research associate of mine. Along with Jim Moseley, a long time UFOlogist
who was than publishing a magazine Saucer News, I had driven from
Manhattan to Jersey City to the apartment building where Jack and Mary
Robinson said they were being stalked by a typical MIB who was watching
their in home office and listening in on their phone conversations. Some of
their files were even reported missing. Jim and I wanted to see for ourselves
if such a sinister individual was actually lurking in the neighborhood. The
entire story is told in my previous book UFO Silencers: The Mysterious
Men In Black. The volume is available on Amazon.com or through the
bookstore of our own www.ConspiracyJournal.com web site. And while I



had more or less pushed thoughts of the MIB out of my mind, satisfied to
spend my research time on other projects, my appearance on the History
Channel opened up a whole new can of worms, when I began to receive both
new and older reports which had never been disseminated to those
investigators who take such accounts seriously. This book is an effort to put
together a great deal of the material I have gathered since my early book on
the MIB. One of the most chilling encounters that reached my attention came
via an e mail only a few months ago. We reprint it word for word
* * * * *

Beckley, sometime ago I purchased your book on the Men in Black. I've
always been hugely interested in the MIB and it always made my skin crawl
to think these things are out there.

About six months ago my friend Linda visited Albany Rural Cemetery in
Menands, NY, supposedly haunted. She drove her car up a hill, the cemetery
is a massive city of the dead, with many twisting and turning roads, large
mausoleums and shadowy areas, very scarey!

Anyway, she went over there to go on a historical tour. It contains the
bodies of Pres. Chester Arthur, illustrious Albany, NY historical figures like
mayors and governors and Charles Fort! I need not explain to you who that
was.
Up the hill she went and around a curve. She stopped. The day was a very
nice one sunny and warm but those little milk weeds were blowing in the air
and her car was covered with them from the field next to the grave yard. She
had the windows down and if anyone was approaching she would have heard.
The roads are gravel and the sound of tires coming up the hill would have
been heard.

As she pulled over to stop, she was astounded by a MASSIVE black
SUV, almost looked military like, so close behind her it could have parked in
her rear seat! NO milk weed was on the car, but it was shiny and new
looking, like they had just pulled out of the showroom. She didn't hear a
thing, it made no sound at all.

Linda, who is a fan of the unknown, like me very slowly put the car in
forward and crept forward, waiting to see if the SUV would follow. The
windows were completely black and she had a very strange feeling from the
thing. It didn't go after her, but backed up and Linda watched it go down one
of the side roads that would take you back to the main entrance on Broadway.

She followed it! ONLY THERE WAS NO ROAD WHERE THE SUV



DISAPPEARED INTO, only a chain link fence!!! She went back down the
hill the way she came in and the thing was parked next to the office in the
middle of the road, "like they were waiting for me". She slowly pulled up
next to it and saw a man all in black, strange looking, standing next to the
drivers' window like he was talking. Only the window was up. Linda gunned
the car, watching all the time in the rear mirror and the man disappeared! Just
blinked out. GONE.

This really got me going, so I went online to see what it said about the
cemetery, and lo and behold the cemetery is haunted by vanishing black
vehicles, mysterious men in black, a big black dog and a couple who fly over
the headstones at dusk in their pajamas!

Two weeks later, still thinking about this and quite excited by it, I went to
the Delmar Plaza with my mother to a dollar store. As I got back in the car
we noticed a really big black SUV next to us. I joked that it must be the
vehicle Linda saw, only the windows were down and it looked pretty normal
inside. BUT around from the back came this creepy little man ALL IN
BLACK.

He looked like that picture you have in your book only he had a black
leather cap on, short sleeved black shirt that looked brand new, black pants,
black shoes and black sox and black glasses. As I watched him he walked in
front of our car and very deliberately turned slowly and looked at me with a
smile that was a kind of knowing smile like, "Yes, here I am". I really believe
it was an MIB. I should have followed him or waited to see where he went
but we left.
My neice lives in an apt. building with one of the caretakers at the cemetery
and he confirmed that he's heard all the stories, but has never actually seen
anything himself.

Anyway, that's my story, and it's all true, Mr. Beckley. Just wanted to let
you know the MIB are still active in the Albany, New York area. Claudia
Cunningham, Glenmont, NY
* * * * *
Of course there are many, many stories to relate as told by seemingly reliable
witnesses and researchers from the four corners of the globe.

In fact, one of our ultimate realizations early on in our investigation of
UFOs and those who try to keep unfathomable, dark secrets about the
phenomenon, is that we must think of this mystery as truly global in nature
and not just confined to America and its complacent allies such as Canada



and Great Britain. In fact, if anything, these just mentioned nations seem to
huddle together in their agreement to keep this all under military and
economic raps for the benefit of big business and the armed forces. Some feel
the MIB might well be working for the economic industrial complex or at
least are in agreement to squelch any evidence that would bring great
advancement to our planet. It could well be that the MIBs are cronies of the
darkest elements of our society who would like to keep enlightenment away
from earth's general populace.

To begin our trip we must enter our time machine (you mean you don't
have one?) and go back a few decades almost to the very beginning of
organized UFO research and the silencing of one of the key investigators of
the that period. John Stuart was in the early 1950s a "top dog" in UFOlogy in
the land down under. He was interviewing witnesses and filing reports and
had started a branch of Albert K Bender's International Flying Saucer Bureau.
Both men got into "trouble" at about the same time as the Men In Black came
from their invisible perch to issue their threats to stop all investigation of the
flying saucers and the discussion of where they might originate from and how
they are propelled. The warnings were serious issue – the threats certainly so
deadly – that both men despite their status among their peers closed down
their groups immediately.
Jim Moseley editor of Saucer Smear has said, "In its own unique way, John
Stuart's UFO Warning is arguably the best flying saucer book ever written..."

It has been out of print for years, but in our attempt to provide today's
researchers with valuable collectibles from the past, we have decided to
include the entire text of this manuscript originally issued by our friend Gray
Barker's Saucerian Press. Despite its "sensitive" nature we have not done any
editing, and have decided to leave in even the most terrifying report of a
mortifying rape at the hands of diabolical creatures. Let this be a warning of
what could happen to you!



UFO Warning by John Stuart Return Of The Men In Black by
Timothy Green Beckley

You might think that true stories of the Men In Black are "old hat" (black
ones at least I would hope!). That outside of an appearance on the silver
screen at your local cinema, they have come and gone like will of the wisps, a
part of UFO history that almost seems like it never happened at all.
BUT IT DID! AND THE FREIGHTENING ENCOUNTERS CONTINUE! I
should know as I have written more about the subject than anyone else that I
know of.

My book THE UFO SILENCERS has gone into numerous editions and I
have been quizzed on radio and television continuously because I have been
credited with taking the only authentic photo of one of these menacing
UFOlogical phantoms.

My most recent public proclamation about the MIB was made on the
cable show UFO HUNTERS on the History Channel. I received quite a few e
mails after my appearance (the show is still being aired worldwide) from
individuals who finally had verification of their own encounters with these
not so friendly entities from only the Lord knows where.

The following is an article that ran on over 40 blogs. Written by Sean



Casteel it was originally posted on www.UFODigest.com and spread like
internet wildfire. as if it were sweeps week.

Timothy Beckley Goes On The Trail Of The Dreaded Men-In-Black With
The UFO Hunters by Sean Casteel

An Exclusive Interview With "Mr. UFO" As He Hits The Dusty
Road In Search Of MIBs "UFO Hunters," The Silencers Episode, Air
Date: October 29, 2009 On the History Channel

What do we really know about the fabled and mysterious Men-In-Black?
Perhaps the best person to ask is longtime veteran of the UFO wars Timothy
Green Beckley, whose book on the subject is nowadays considered the
definitive work on the bizarre "heavies" of Ufology. And who should ask
Beckley for his informed take on the subject but Bill Birnes and the team
behind the popular History Channel program UFO Hunters.
In a recent interview conducted for this site, Beckley filled in some of the
background on his upcoming appearance.

"Several months ago," he said, "I was contacted by the History Channel,
the producers of the UFO Hunters show. They were interested in doing an
episode on the Men-In-Black. Now it turns out that the episode is titled "The
Silencers," and of course the name of the book I wrote on the MIBs is titled
The UFO Silencers: Mystery of the Men in Black. So that's a good thing for
both them and me. It's sort of a built-in tag line to promote the book I did,
which has become a classic in Ufology being that it is the only legitimate
overview of the subject of these dark-suited individuals who have threatened
eyewitnesses, contactees and abductees."

Along with contributing his own expertise, as well as what he says is the
only authentic photograph of a real Man-In-Black (about which more later),
Beckley also helped the show line up some additional guests.



"I suggested they reach out," Beckley said, "to several other people who
had been harassed by these cloak-and-dagger-like individuals and strongly
recommended they get in touch with a gentleman by the name of Johnny
Sands, if it was humanly possible to locate him after all these years. The truth
is, I hadn't heard from Johnny since his original experience took place toward
the latter part of December, 1975. Johnny Sands has been for many years a
country and western singer and a stuntman and an illusionist and magician
who had a very interesting experience while driving towards Las Vegas.

"He was within view of the city lights," Beckley continued, "so he
couldn't have been that far out of town, although the lights up and down the
Vegas strip certainly do illuminate for many, many miles into the
surrounding desert. Johnny says he was driving towards the city to see one of
the agents who books acts for the lounge at this particular casino. Johnny had
just come out with a new record and wanted to get a gig doing a live concert
at this particular venue. He was anxious to get into town before it got too late
and was disturbed by the fact that his engine seemed to be sputtering."

Sands next observed a strange light and his vehicle came to a complete
stop. Two beings appeared, descending on a shaft of light. One of the beings
stood off in the distance, while the other one approached Sands and his
stalled automobile. Sands later told investigators that the beings were about 5
feet 8, were completely bald and had what appeared to be gills instead of
ears.



"For the next ten minutes or so," Beckley went on, "they had a brief
telepathic conversation about the lights off in the distance, what people did
there. The beings produced a holographic image of the Earth, showing Sandy
what appeared to be explosions taking place around the miniature globe,
indicating perhaps some future global conflict. Finally, the beings got back
into their ship, which then shot straight up."
About as typical as typical gets with a UFO encounter. But there was more,
according to Beckley.

"The tie-in with the UFO Hunters show on The Silencers," Beckley
explained, "is that Sands later had a rather hair-raising incident with the Men-
In-Black who took him into the desert where he was confronted literally by a
small army of more MIBs and two hairy creatures that reminded him of
Cousin It from the Addams Family Show. I was always fascinated with
Johnny's claims especially since he passed a lie detector test and had
undergone a psychological examination by a trained professional, and I
thought it would make a good addition to the UFO Hunters episode that was
in the early planning stages."

The producers of the program, however, were unable to track Sands down
and told Beckley they believed the gentleman had died some five years ago.
The news greatly saddened Beckley, but then an interesting moment of
synchronicity took place. Beckley went to visit his friend, a performance
artist known professionally as Zamora The Torture King, who was doing a
show on Coney Island near Beckley's home in Manhattan.

"I happened to mention," Beckley recalled, "since both of them are from
the Las Vegas area, that I had tried to get in touch with Johnny Sands to get
him on the History Channel and they had told me he had passed away.
Zamora got a big chuckle out of that. 'Well, I don't think so,' he said, 'because
I just interviewed him recently for my book Weird Nevada.' So it turns out
that the producers of the show did finally manage to get in touch with Johnny
and booked him for the show."

Beckley said that the show would eventually include himself and Sands,
as well as UFO historian Allen Greenfield and John Rhodes. Rhodes has had
personal experiences with the Men-In-Black and is widely known as a
leading authority on reptilian aliens and the unexplained mysteries of the
Inner Earth, which is where some researchers think the Men-In-Black may
call their home, the netherworlds hidden underground.

"Part of the episode was shot near the Grand Canyon," Beckley said, "and



then the UFO Hunters and the crew went on to I think Salt Lake City to shoot
the rest of the program. So it probably took about oh, I guess, four or five
days to put this all in the can and then several weeks of editing before it is
aired nationally. For me, it was a nice trip and an exciting experience, but
then again most folks know I love radio, television and filmmaking."
For those unfamiliar with the program, Beckley offered some basic
background.

"Each episode of the program involves a different aspect of the UFO
phenomenon," he said. "Recently, they've had a show on abductions; they've
had a show on the grays; they've had one on undersea saucers or USOs.
They've had an episode on pilots who have been buzzed. So each show is
themed, and this one is on the Men-In-Black."
Beckley said his interest in the MIB mystery goes back over four decades.

"One of the first books I ever read on UFOs," he recalled, "was by the late
Gray Barker and called They Knew Too Much About Flying Saucers. In its
pages, the author describes how certain UFO researchers had gotten too close
to the truth about the origins of and the occupants who pilot the flying discs
that were being seen all over America in the 1950s and 60s. The researchers
were visited by gentlemen wearing black suits, black hats, sometimes dark
sunglasses, usually traveling in black limousines or Cadillacs, who threatened
the researchers that if they told what they knew about flying saucers then
something tragic would happen to either them or their families.

"Probably the first person to be silenced that we know about," Beckley
continued, "is Albert K. Bender, who was the head of the International
Flying Saucer Bureau, an organization that reigned supreme in the early
1950s. Bender had several thousand members all over the world, and put out
a very nice little newsletter called Space Review. And apparently he had
printed something he should not have in the pages of his newsletter, which
got back to 'them,' whoever they are! We don't know whether they're
extraterrestrial. Some of them may be government officials. I have my own
theory, which I discuss on the show, as to where the Men-In-Black may be
originating."
Bender's tale continued.

"So, these three men appeared at Albert K. Bender's door one day. They
proved to him that they were not of earthly or human origin, let's say. They
materialized and dematerialized in front of him, and they told him to shut
down his international UFO organization, which he did. At around this time,



which would have been 1953 or 1954, there were other individuals who were
being harassed by these Men-In-Black. There were freaky phone calls and
strange poltergeist-like phenomena that were taking place inside the houses
of UFO witnesses and heads of various UFO organizations as well."

Beckley told the story of John Stewart, who ran the New Zealand branch
of the International Flying Saucer Bureau and was attacked by some
unknown force and was actually pushed down a flight of stairs in a large
department store in front of hundreds of witnesses by some unseen hand. His
girlfriend was molested by some invisible creature inside her home. The two
were so terrified by what had happened that they immediately quit their UFO
investigations, ceased their correspondence and retired from the field, never
to be heard from again.

"So little by little," Beckley said, "other researchers started being
frightened by these Men-In-Black. This went on for quite a number of years.
My work, UFO Silencers: Mystery of the Men In Black, detailed many
dozens of cases involving these MIBs. And this of course was long before
Will Smith and the movie version came out, which was jazzed up for public
consumption. There were some pretty strange cases that I wrote about,
including one or two incidents where UFO witnesses were savagely attacked
and the possible murder of a sixteen-year-old boy found within feet of where
a flying saucer had landed on the banks of the New York State Barge Canal
in Scotia, on New York's Mohawk River."
But Beckley has done more than simply research the subject of MIBs. He has
also had a personal firsthand encounter.

"While I was not the person being stalked or harassed," he said, "I was
directly involved in this bizarre incident. There had been a huge flap of
sightings up and down the East Coast that lasted from 1965 to 1968. One of
the individuals I was associated with, John J. Robinson, had collected a lot of
this data. Not just of strange phenomena in the sky, but also of creature
sightings, different flying beings, as well as Bigfoot-type apparitions. He was
also a researcher into strange events that were taking place underground
known as the Shaver Mystery, the Inner Earth mysteries and so forth. He
strongly believed that some UFOs might be originating from under our very
feet.

"Now Jack, as his friends called him of course, was an associate editor of
Jim Moseley's "Saucer News." At that time, "Saucer News" was the largest
UFO publication in the world, with around 12,000 subscribers. Jack wrote



articles for Jim's magazine as well as a newsletter I was putting out. Jack
lived over in Jersey City but commuted to his day job, which was working at
a bank in Manhattan.
"His wife Mary," Beckley went on, "would do the chores and the shopping.
Every morning she'd go out around nine o'clock to go to the local
supermarket or the deli."

On more than one occasion, Mary reported to Beckley and Moseley, who
worked out of an office on Fifth Avenue that served as the "Saucer News"
headquarters, that whenever she left home she would notice that there was
"this strange fellow, almost very, very wooden looking with a very pale face,
kind of standing recessed back in a doorway across the street and dressed all
in black with a black hat and a black suit on."

The strange interloper appeared to be watching Mary leaving the building
as well as watching the activities of other people around her apartment house.
Jack and Mary had also been receiving strange phone calls, people calling in
the middle of the night and hanging up. Some of their files were broken into
and some UFO casebook material disappeared completely.

"So Mary was very, very concerned about this," Beckley said, "and she
would call us repeatedly. Well, Jim and I didn't know whether she was just
trying to get our attention or whether it was her imagination running wild or
whether there really was this individual there stalking the Robinsons. So we
decided one morning to take a ride over to Jersey City without letting Mary
or Jack know we were coming. We would pay them a surprise visit and see if
indeed there was somebody watching their apartment as Mary had insisted."
When Beckley and Moseley arrived, they discreetly passed down the block
where the Robinsons lived.

"And sure enough," Beckley recounted, "there was a fellow, just as
described, standing in the doorway and peering just off into the distance and
dressed in black with a black overcoat, black shoes and black pants. Out in
the street, parked right in front of where he was standing, was a black car of
some type or another.

"Well, it was fairly early in the morning and it was during rush hour, with
very narrow streets, so you couldn't double park or anything. So Jim and I
decided to circle the block in Jim's car and see if we couldn't have a
conversation with this individual and find out what he was doing standing
there on a regular repeat basis. Before pulling away, Jim hands me his camera
and I stick it out the window and click the shutter and capture one photo of



this 'person' and one of his black vehicle."
After circling the block, which took a full five minutes, the pair returned

to find that the stranger and his car were both gone. Beckley feels that the
simple act of taking the photo may have scared off the Man-In-Black and the
Robinsons never saw or heard from the interloper again.

"So I do believe," Beckley concluded, "that, as far as I know, this is the
only authentic photo of what purports to be a true Man-In-Black." Beckley
still defends the authenticity of his photo more than forty years later. He told
Bill Birnes, Kevin Cook and Patrick Uskert, the three primary characters of
the UFO Hunters program, that there is no "earthly" reason for the figure to
have been standing there at the time or at any other time.

"Several people have suggested, though, that it looked kind of like a pall
bearer from a funeral," Beckley said. "Well, I guess you could say it did.
Even more peculiar or strange is the fact that once we had confronted this
individual by taking a photograph of him, he just sort of slinked into this
other realm or other dimension, which is where I believe that the Men-In-
Black originate."
And just who or what are the Men-In-Black? Beckley offered more than one
theory.

"Some of these individuals may be extraterrestrial," Beckley explained,
"because they don't act like humans. They seem to be possessed by a very
peculiar behavior pattern. I describe some of the details of these behavior
patterns in my book The UFO Silencers. Others may be government
officials. Still others may be Earth people pulling pranks."

There have been numerous further reports of injuries suffered by
witnesses to the Men-In-Black. Beckley recounted the story of a man named
Carl Wayne Watts, who had been on his way to meet with the pioneering
UFO researcher, the late Dr. J. Allen Hynek.



"Now Mr. Watts had taken several photographs of UFOs," Beckley said,
"including a cigar-shaped object hovering in the sky. There was also a picture
I used in my book of an alien being who the witness claimed was the
occupant of the ship. It looked to me to be some sort of robot with a hard
outer shell, or maybe he had a space helmet on. Sort of like the robot in The
Day The Earth Stood Still. Anyway, on the way to be interviewed by Dr.
Hynek, he claimed his automobile was forced off the road and that he was hit
over the head by one of these MIBs. After that, course, he refused to talk to
anybody, including Dr. Hynek, about his experiences."

Beckley's publishing company, Global Communications, recently
released a book calledThe Secret Life of Paul Villa, which also deals in part
with harassment by the Men-In-Black.

"Paul Villa was a gentleman of Mexican-American heritage," Beckley
said, "who lived in the American Southwest, near Albuquerque, New
Mexico, for a good part of his life, which is where he took a series of quite
phenomenal UFO photographs from 1962 to around 1973. He says the UFO
beings posed their ships especially for him. They can be seen close by in the
sky, hovering above his truck, over his house, between trees. Some of them
are just within a few feet from the ground. One very remarkable photograph
shows an object with tripod landing gear about to land.

"Mr. Villa's story gets pretty wild as he claimed to have had contact with
beings from another solar system. He also claims he was harassed by the
Men-In-Black as well as by his neighbors. His trailer was set on fire and his



truck was overturned. He had to move on several occasions because he felt
that his life was in danger and eventually he just kind of disappeared from
sight because of this harassment by some unknown force."

Having provided that additional historical background on some of the
encounters with the MIB that Beckley has collected over the years, the
conversation returned to the recent filming of UFO Hunters. Beckley said
that over the past forty years he has made several movies himself in addition
to working with various motion picture and television production companies,
and he can honestly declare that the cast and crew of UFO Hunters are a
topnotch outfit.

"These fellows had it all together," Beckley said. "A lot of times things
were chaotic and hectic and didn't go very smoothly, but the crew there from
UFO Hunters was very professional and we got the whole thing done on
time. Although during the final little segment that I was in, we just caught the
last rays of the sun. Another two or three minutes and we would have had to
re-shoot the next day. So everything went according to plan. The weather was
great and of course the locations out there in Arizona around the Grand
Canyon were really fantastic.

"And I must say," he continued, "that of all the crews I've worked with
over the years, these guys are really polished and I wouldn't mind working
with them again. And of course Bill Birnes is the best. He knows the subject,



as did everyone else that was involved with the episode."
There are some critics of the program who fail to give it much in the way of
credibility, but Beckley quickly dismissed those negative voices.

"Some people have asked me, well, is everything on UFO Hunters for
real? Or is it just a lot of hokum and sensationalism? I have to say, regarding
the episode that I shot, called The Silencers, that everything seemed to be on
the up and up. Everyone on the program seemed to be remarkably sure of
what they were saying. True, to some, the statements made may be a little
more farfetched than people who are into the hardcore science of Ufology,
what we call the nuts-and-bolts people, may be comfortable with. They might
say, 'Well, there isn't enough evidence.' But these three guys are trying to get
to the bottom of the mystery. Nothing is made up on the set; everything is
legitimate as far as that goes.

"And I think the UFO Hunters do a very good job in getting the
information over to the public-a very large percentage of the public who are
really not that familiar with the subject whatsoever. You know, it is
television, and it has to appeal to a large audience. It's not just what we call
'talking heads.' In order to make a show like this successful, there has to be
the appearance of some kind of action. Not just people standing around
looking at the sky. For those who find fault with UFO Hunters, I strongly
recommend they try their hand at producing a UFO-oriented show and see
just how easy it is.

"There is room out there for several programs on the subject, but it takes
more than talk to produce a series for television. That's 13 shows a season.
It's a humpbusting process and one that requires time, dedication, money and
of course the ability to sell it to a network.

"But the end result of my involvement with this process," Beckley said,
"is that I believe that UFO Hunters works within the accepted creative
process to present the subject in a fair and balanced manner, without being
overly sensationalistic, and represents the best interests of the field. I hope
there are future seasons to look forward to."

More About Tim Beckley : Involved with the paranormal from an early
age, author Timothy Green Beckley has had three UFO sightings. As a
teenager, he created one of the first UFO periodicals, which he collated
together with mimeographed sheets. Later, he merged his publication with
Jim Moseley's "Saucer News." As a journalist, he interviewed John Lennon's
girlfriend May Pang, who described Lennon's UFO sighting off his



Manhattan terrace of a large circular craft that shot off a beam of light.
Beckley was invited by his late friend, the Earl of Clancarty, Brinsley Le

Poer Trench, to speak before a private UFO group formed inside Britain's
House of Lords. In addition to his book The UFO Silencers, Beckley has
authored more than 30 works, including MJ-12 and the Riddle of Hangar
18, Subterranean Worlds Inside Earth, and Strange Encounters. For eleven
years he edited the nationally distributed UFO Universe magazine. Today he
writes regularly for Bill and Nancy Birnes at UFO Magazine as well as his
editorial duties atwww.ConspiracyJournal.com
This article was originally posted to www.UFODigest.com
Another Strange Case
Collected by Robert Goreman

On January 23, 1976, at 5:30 PM, 17-year-old Shirley Greenfield (a pseudonym) was returning home from work and noticed lights cavorting over a reservoir. In seconds, the lights
swooped down on her to become a metallic disc directly overhead, possibly thirty feet across and spinning like a top. An invisible force pressed her hard to the ground. Metal fillings in
her teeth "vibrated" and a tangy taste filled her mouth. Shirley feared that this unseen "force" would crush her. One half hour of "missing time" was noted when she arrived home,
terror-stricken and unable to speak from the shock of the experience.

The event was reported to the police, who refused to investigate and turned the story over to the media. Not seeking publicity, Shirley refused to cooperate with the local press and turned
down a lucrative offer for a filmed television interview. Her health had deteriorated and she took to her bed for several days with muscle aches and nausea and vomiting. Her eyes hurt and
watered and were quite red. She had unexplained burn marks on her arm and side, as well as a strange purple rash on her neck and shoulders. In her mouth, top dental fillings crumbled into
powder and fell out, while some bottom fillings became embedded into the gums.

On Monday, February 2nd, Shirley's mother intercepted a telephone call from a man who would only identify himself as "someone who investigates these things" that asked about her
daughter's health and whether any marks had been left on the girl's body as a result of her ordeal. The mother put the caller off.

At 7:00 PM on the following evening, two men arrived at the Greenfield home and demanded "to interrogate" the girl. Both men appeared about 40 and wore crisp black suits and denied
being either UFOlogists or journalists. The father initially refused to let them in. One man, tall and fair, almost blond, did all the talking and sternly responded with, "If you do not let us in now,
we will come back later and make Shirley speak to us."

Neither man used names. Both had an air of authority and conducted themselves as if they had every right to do and say whatever they chose. The silent partner sat on a chair and held a
square black box with no visible moving parts. It was said to be a high-tech recording device. Although this intense grilling session lasted three hours, at no time was any recording tape changed.

The tall one was rude to the point of aggression.
This visit ended with a threat to be silent.
"You must not talk about this matter. It is in your interests not to do so. Nobody will believe you, in

any case. In particular, you must not talk to UFO investigators. "
The pair left in a large black car.
Mr. Greenfield still wonders, "You know, I have never been able to understand why I did not throw
them out. Why I let them hound Shirley for hour after hour. I would normally not tolerate something like this. Why did I let them do this thing?"

The mother was creeped out by the man who had not spoken all night. He continually stared intently at her daughter the entire evening.
These mystery men telephoned the very next day and again a week later. They were still concerned about whether or not the girl had any unusual marks on her body following her ordeal. Shirley
finally admitted that, yes, there were marks, but they were gone now. This seemed to satisfy the visitors. They did not contact the family again.
Under the auspices of Dr. Albert Kellar in Manchester, Shirley was hypnotized and asked to relive both the UFO sighting and the visit by the two Men in Black. She reacted in absolute terror to
the visit by the MIB and the doctor was forced to abandon the experiment because her vital signs rose to dangerous levels. Even so, Shirley offered a possible clue:
"I don't understand.. . He's talking to me twice."
This MIB had supposedly interrogated her on two different levels. During the visit, messages had acted upon her subconscious mind in a form of subliminal communication. This advances
notions of mental hypnotic suggestion and those Experiments in Distant Influence documented by Dr. Leonid L. Vasiliev.

Men in Black... Real Life Cookie Monsters! by ATarrC

First Appeared In Your True Tales
September 2003

This true story happened in the summer of 1999. Three friends and I were
in an apartment complex made for married couples with children while they
attended the University of Northern Iowa. One of my friend's mom was an
employee at the school, so she and her sons stayed in the complex with her.
Anyway, one July night at midnight we started walking through the complex
to the sidewalks that connected with the campus. One of us stopped and
pointed to the edge of the sidewalk, which was about 50 feet away. There
was this gray-haired man wearing a black silk shirt tucked into khakis pants.



He was holding two plastic sacks. Behind him were two men in black cloaks
walking in stride together with their hands crossed. My friends and I hustled
back over to the corner of last building in the complex where we continued to
watch in astonishment as the gray-haired man swung the bags into the woods
along the sidewalk. As he turned around, a couple of my friends popped out
from the corner. He made eye contact with them, then returned to the woods
and grabbed one of the plastic sacks he threw in. He and the two "reapers"
walked off toward the front of the complex.

After they walked past, we went to the spot with the sack. My friend
Nick, went in to retrieve it. We all huddled around as he pulled out what
looked like steering wheel-sized sugar cookies. What the hell?

There are just a lot of unanswered questions, like: What was in the other
bag? Why were they throwing sugar cookies in the bushes? What were guys
like this doing in a married student housing complex? Why the hell were they
dressed in black cloaks... in the middle of July?
Men In Black Terrorize Witnesses In Calama
The ongoing Chupacabra drama in Calama, a city in northern Chile, took an ominous new twist
last week with an appearance by the Men In Black (MIB).

"A resident who saw the alleged Chupacabra was visited and intimidated by oddlooking characters
not once but twice, according to Centro UFO de Calama researcher Jaime Ferrer, who conducted field
researches of the phenomenon from" March 25 through March 28, 2001.
"The witness and his wife were warned not to speak to Ferrer, whose footsteps are being closely
followed by these enigmatic individuals."

"The threatened residents are friends of a third witness to the continuing manifestations and who
served as an important source of information.'" to Ferrer.

"Ferrer himself had the following to say: 'On Wednesday night (March 28, 2001) I returned to
continue my interview, but my witness behaved oddly and steadfastly refused to talk to me. I didn't
know what was going on. I managed to convince him after awhile, and he explained the reason for his
attitude."

"The resident, a humble farmer, told him that at 8 o'clock that morning, 'his friend turned up in a
truck along with his wife, children, worldly possessions, and the following story.'"

"'Listen, compradito, (Spanish for little friend--J.T.) last night (Tuesday, March 27, 2001) at 11:30
p.m., the three men from the last time turned up at my house . They told us a bunch of stuff. My wife
heard it all, and we are in a heap of trouble. Something very bad is going on, and we have to be careful.
They mentioned the name of one Jaime Ferrer, the guy who researches and makes plaster casts of
things and they said it (Jaime's investigation--J.T.) will lead nowhere. They said you are giving him
information about them. I don't know what's going on here, but I'm leaving and I can't stay any longer.'"
"Ferrer said that he had 'in fact discovered and copied several (Chupacabra) prints the previous day.'"

"That evening, myself and others who were with me clearly heard the long, braying sound of the
Chupacabra--no other animal can contain such a sound for over 40 seconds."

"Far from being intimidated by the MIBs, Ferrer said he will continue to pursue his research." (See
the Chilean newspaper La Estrella del Loa for April 26, 2001, "Chupacabra researcher in the crosshairs
of the Men In Black." Muchas gracias a Scott Corrales y Jaime Ferrer para eso articulo de diario.)
Credit - UFO Round Up



Mothmen and Men in Black

original source unknown : fair use notice
What may well have been the most notorious of all "scares" involving

reptilian beings, involved a combined "invasion" of pterodactylin-hominoid
"Mothmen" and "Men In Black". These creatures have been referred to as
Mothmen, Winged Dracos, and Winged Serpents, depending on the source
involved. They reportedly terrorized a particular area in West Virginia,
according to John A. Keel, in the mid1960's. Keel is convinced that these
malevolent entities were involved in the tragic "silver bridge" disaster in
which several UFO witnesses perished, based on certain strange
circumstances surrounding the event. In his own unique journalistic style
Keel reveals the following:

"The moment I met Mary. Hyre's niece Connie Carpenter in 1966, I knew
she was telling the truth because her eyes were reddened, watery, and almost
swollen shut. I had seen these symptoms many times in my treks around the
country investigating UFO reports. Witnesses who were unlucky enough to
have a close encounter with an unidentified flying object, usually a
dazzlingly brilliant aerial light, are exposed to actinic rays...ultraviolet
rays...which can cause 'eye burn,' medically known as KLIEG
CONJUNCTIVITIS. These are the same kind of rays that tan your hide at the
beach. If you lie in the bright sun without protecting your eyes you can get
conjunctivitis. Whatever they are, UFOs radiate intense actinic rays. There
are now thousands of cases in which witnesses suffered eye-burns and
temporary eye damage...even temporary blindness...after viewing a strange
flying light in the night sky.

"...What puzzled me about Connie's case, however, was that she had not
seen a splendid luminous flying saucer. She had seen a giant 'winged man' in
broad daylight.

"According to her story, Connie, a shy, sensitive eighteen- year-old, was
driving home from church at 10:30 A.M. on Sunday, November 27, 1966,
when, as she passed the deserted greens of Mason County Golf Course
outside New Haven, West Virginia, she suddenly saw a huge gray figure. It
was shaped like a man, she said, but much larger. It was at least SEVEN
FEET TALL and very broad. The thing that attracted her attention was not its
size but its eyes. IT HAD, SHE SAID, LARGE, ROUND, FIERCELY
GLOWING RED EYES THAT FOCUSED ON HER WITH HYPNOTIC



EFFECT.
"'It's a wonder I didn't run off the road and have a wreck,' she commented
later.

"As she slowed, her eyes fixed on the apparition, a pair of wings unfolded
from its back. They seemed to have a span of about ten feet. It was definitely
not an ordinary bird but a MAN-SHAPED THING which rose slowly off the
ground, straight up like a helicopter, silently. Its wings did not flap in flight.
It headed straight toward Connie's car, its horrible eyes fixed to her face, then
it swooped low over her head as she shoved the accelerator to the floor-
boards in utter hysteria.
"OVER ONE HUNDRED PEOPLE WOULD SEE THIS BIZARRE
CREATURE THAT WINTER.

"Connie's conjunctivitis lasted over two weeks, apparently caused by
those glowing red eyes. At the time of my first visit to Point Pleasant in 1966
I did not relate the winged weirdo to flying saucers. Later events not only
proved that a relationship existed, but that relationship also is a vital clue to
the whole mystery.

"Max's Kansas City is a famous watering hole for New York's hip crowd.
In the summer of 1967 an oddball character wandered into that restaurant
noted for its oddball clientele. He was tall and awkward, dressed in an ill-
fitting black suit that seemed out of style. His chin came to a sharp point and
his eyes bulged slightly like 'thyroid eyes.' He sat down in a booth and
gestured to the waitress with his long, tapering fingers.
"'Something to eat,' he mumbled. The waitress handed him a menu. He stared
at it uncomprehendingly, apparently unable to read. 'Food,' he said almost
pleadingly.

"'How about a steak?' she offered.
"'Good.'

"She brought him a steak with all the trimmings. He stared at it for a long
moment and then picked up his knife and fork, glancing around at the other
diners. It was obvious he did not know how to handle the implements! The
waitress watched him as he fumbled helplessly. Finally she showed him how
to cut the steak and spear it with the fork. He sawed away at the meat. Clearly
he really was hungry.

"'Where are you from?' she asked gently.
"'Not from here.'
"'Where?'



"'Another world.'
"Boy, another put-on artist, she thought to herself. The other waitresses

gathered in a corner and watched him as he fumbled with his food, a stranger
in a strange land.

"A large white car with a faulty muffler wheezed and rattled up the back
street in New Haven, West Virginia, where Connie Carpenter lived, and Jack
Brown knocked at her door.
"'I'm a--a friend of Mary Hyre's.'

"His strange demeanor and disjointed questions distressed her and
disturbed her husband, Keith, and her brother Larry. It quickly became
obvious that he was not particularly interested in Connie's sighting of the
man-bird the year before. He seemed more concerned with Mrs. Hyre and my
own relationship with her (we were professional friends, nothing more).
"'What do you think--if--what would Mary Hyre do--if someone told her to
stop writing about UFOs?' he asked.

"'She'd probably tell them to drop dead.' Connie replied.
"Most of the questions were stupid, even unintelligible.

After a rambling conversation he drove off into the night in his noisy car.
Connie called her aunt immediately, puzzled and upset by the visit. He was
such a very odd man, she noted, and he wouldn't speak at all if you weren't
looking directly into his dark, hypnotic eyes. Connie, Keith and Larry not
only noticed his long-fingered hands, but there was also something very
peculiar about his ears. They couldn't say exactly what. But there was
something...

"Another kind of Man in Black haunted Brooklyn, New York, in 1877-
80. He had wings and performed aerial acrobatics over the heads of the
crowds of sunbathers at Coney Island. A Mr. W. H. Smith first reported these
strange flights in a letter to the NEW YORK SUN, September 18, 1877. The
creature was not a bird, but a 'winged human(oid) form.'

"This flying 'man' became a local sensation and, according to the NEW
YORK TIMES, September 12, 1880, 'many reputable persons' saw him as he
was 'engaged in flying toward New Jersey.' He maneuvered at an altitude of
about one thousand feet, sporting 'BATS WINGS' and making swimming like
movements. Witnesses claimed to have seen his face clearly. He 'WORE A
CRUEL AND DETERMINED EXPRESSION.' The entire figure was black,
standing out sharply against the clear blue sky...

"North American Indians have extensive legends about the Thunderbird,



a huge bird said to carry off children and old people. It was accompanied by
loud noises, hums, buzzes and, apparently rumbles from the infrasonic and
ultrasonic levels. Known as PIASA to the Indians of the Dakotas, it was
supposed to have terrifying red eyes and a long tail... a monstrous demon
with... bat's wings, and a body closely in human form.

"...In May 1961, a New York pilot was buzzed by a 'damned big bird,
bigger than an eagle. For a moment I doubted my sanity because it looked
more like a pterodactyl out of the prehistoric past.' The thing had swooped at
his plane as he cruised up the Hudson River valley.

"Far away, in the Ohio River valley, another startled pair had an even
more breathtaking experience. A woman prominent in civic affairs in Point
Pleasant, West Virginia, was driving on Route 2 along the Ohio River with
her elderly father. As they passed through a sector on the edge of the park
known as the Chief Cornstalk Hunting Grounds, a tall manlike figure
suddenly appeared on the road in front of them.

"'I slowed down,' she told me years later, 'and as we got closer we could
see that it was much larger than a man. A big gray figure. It stood in the
middle of the road. Then a pair of wings unfolded from its back and they
practically filled the whole road. It almost looked like a small airplane. Then
it took off straight up...disappeared out of sight in seconds. We were both
terrified. I stepped on the gas and raced out of there.

"...A businessman in Arlington, Virginia, wrote to me recently, describing
an experience he and three friends had in the winter of 1969-69. They were at
a farm near Haymarket when they heard a strange rushing sound near a small
lake. Intrigued, they set out with flashlights and a couple of dogs to
investigate. Suddenly the dogs howled, turned tail, and ran.

There, standing by a tree was a huge dark shadow between eight and
twelve feet tall. The quartet scurried back to their car, turned on their lights,
and swung toward the shadow. 'All we saw,' he reported, 'was this huge thing
with large redorange eyeballs and winglike arms. We couldn't get out of there
fast enough.'"

Keel goes on to relate the experience of Woodrow Derenberger, who
experienced a weird encounter on November 4th (1966?) while driving on
Route 7 outside of Parkersburg "when he suddenly felt a tingling sensation in
his forehead." Then thoughts from a being that identified itself as Indrid Cold
from the planet 'Lanulos' "began to spring full-blown in his mind." According
to Keel:



"Two weeks later, though Woody wasn't aware of it at the time, two
salesmen visited Mineral Wells and went from house to house with their
wares. They weren't very interested in making sales. At one house they
offered bibles. At another, hardware. At a third they were 'Mormon
missionaries from Salem, Oregon' (a UFO wave was taking place in Salem at
that time). One man was tall, blond, and looked like a Scandinavian. His
partner was short and slight, with pointed features and a dark olive
complexion. They asked questions about Woody and were particularly
interested in opinions on the validity of his alleged contact..."

were sold to the Trojan-U.S. Powder Co. and the LFC Chemical Co.
Some were leased to American Cyanamid.
* * * * *

John Keel personally investigated the TNT area and claimed that in one
area an irrational "fear" gripped him. He would step out of the large circle
and the sensation would cease. He again entered it and soon the induced
atmosphere of fear and terror would almost overcome him until he was
forced to leave it. Could this have been the site of an underground lair?
Remember, the entire area is honeycombed with tunnels which have for years
been sealed off to the public. Keel related other accounts of encounters where
witnesses saw these pterodactylin 'mothmen', one of which entered one of the
old buildings that led to the tunnels. Investigators followed the creature into
the dome but the winged reptile seemed to have vanished. Keel related other
incident involving the

dreaded MIB. Referring to the investigations of a fellow researcher by the
name of Dan Drisin, he reveals:



"...During his second visit to Point Pleasant Dan uncovered some
Mothmen witnesses I had missed. And he also came across some more
baffling Men-In-Blacktype reports. People up in the back hills has been
seeing mysterious unmarked panel trucks which sometimes parked for hours
in remote spots. There seemed to be several of these trucks in the area and the
rumor was that they belonged to the air force. Men in neat coveralls were
seen monkeying with telephone and power lines but no one questioned them.

"A woman living alone on an isolated island north of Vancouver, British
Columbia, Canada, had two curious encounters with the same kind of beings.
She had moved to a tiny one-room cabin on Keats Island in October 1967 and
was soon seeing UFO lights nightly. On January 29, 1968, following a close
sighting of 'a long dark body with dim red and yellow lights at both ends,' she
was surprised by two visitors. Both wore 'neat, dark coveralls' and claimed to
be employees of the hydroelectric company. They offered to help her put up a
stovepipe. The younger of the two climbed on the roof of her cabin while the
other handed him the pipes. 'I could hear the man on the ground directing him
and the one on the roof would answer, "Yes, Master".'

"After the pipe was installed, the pair joined her for tea. They seemed 'a
little stiff.' When they left she wondered how they had known she was there
because 'the cabin couldn't be seen from the road (and) the stove was out
when they arrived, so there was no smoke from the chimney.'

"On May 2, she again encountered two men. 'One was the 'boss' Hydro
man in his neat coveralls,' she reported (CANADIAN UFO REPORT, #13,
1972-73). 'The other was different, younger and about 19-20. As I entered the
path, the boss man indicated with his hand for the young man to get behind
him. They got well off the path and waited for me, the young man a little
behind his boss. The fellow stared at me as if I were some kind of freak...'

"This time she didn't invite them for tea. One odd thing she noticed
during both meetings was their slow, careful way of walking. They looked at
their feet and stepped uncertainly. "The next day a jeep came along the road,
containing four men inspecting lines... 'carelessly dressed, workaday men,
none in coveralls. The boss wasn't obviously so. They expressed no surprise
at seeing me there, no concern or any particular interest. I told them two of
their men had already been around the day before, inspecting the lines. They
assured me yesterday's men weren't Hydro men, that somebody had been
"pulling my leg."'

"Somebody was also pulling a lot of legs in cosmopolitan Long Island. In



West Virginia I had heard some stories about three men who looked 'like
Indians' and were accompanied by a fourth man, more normal-looking and
very shabbily dressed in contrast to the other three. So I was nonplused when
I heard identical descriptions from people on Long Island.

"An elderly woman who lived alone in a house near the summit of Mount
Misery, the highest point on Long Island, had received a visit from this
quartet in early April 1967, immediately after a severe rainstorm.

"'They had high cheekbones and very red faces, like a bad sunburn,' she
told me. 'They were very polite but they said my land belonged to their tribe
and they were going to get it back. What frightened me was their feet. They
didn't have a car...they must have walked up that muddy hill...but their shoes
were spotlessly clean. There was no trace of mud or water where they walked
in my house.'

"That same week another visitor came to Mount Misery. This was a
woman with striking white hair who claimed to represent a local newspaper.
She carried a book 'like a big ledger' and asked the witness a number of
personal questions about her family background. When I later checked with



the newspaper I found they employed no one of that description.
"The local Mount Misery expert was Miss Jane P. Paro, a radio

personality then with station WBAB in Babylon, New York. Miss Paro is a
dark-haired, dark-eyed young lady with a soft, haunting voice. At that time
she conducted an interview show, largely devoted to the historical psychic
lore of the region. Soon after she reported some UFO sightings around Mount
Misery she began to receive all manner of crank calls, both at the station and
on her UNLISTED home phone. METALLIC VOICES ordered her to meet
them on 'the Mount' (she didn't go).

"...Mount Misery is a heavily wooded hill with a few narrow dirt roads
slicing through it and a number of large mansions set back among the trees.
The late Henry Stimson, secretary of war during World War II, maintained a
lavish estate on the summit. For decades the Mount was known as a haunted
place, THE SITE OF A NUMBER OF MYSTERIOUS DEATHS AND
DISAPPEARANCES. In the spring of 1967, young couples necking on the
back roads began to see lowflying UFOs, particularly around a field that was
used as a junkyard for old cars. Others claimed to see a giant hairy monster
with gleaming red eyes..."

They've Come To Take You Away

The state of Arizona has always been a hotbed (pardon the expression) of
UFO activity. Maybe it has something to do with Wendelle Stevens living
there (only kidding Wendelle), but nevertheless I can remember a handful of
MIB reports being handed to me.

Take for example the case of a Tucson newsboy, Warren Weisman who
was delivering the Daily Star on Feb 19, 1979 at around 6 AM when he saw
an odd looking object crash into a parked car at the side of the road.
According to a newspaper account this is his story:

"I was on Winstel Blvd when I saw this 'falling star' come from the sky. It
was traveling at great speed and landed about a block away. It smashed the
back of a white Volkswagen, throwing off its right rear wheel, rolled off the
car and knocked over a mailbox on a post nearby."

The ten year old fifth grader said the object was about the size of a
microwave oven, was black, shiny, and had lots of "lava-like" holes all
around it. Weisman said the object was smoking when he walked over to it.

As he bent over to examine his unusual find a brown pulled up and says



the witness, "A skinny man in a brown suit and white shirt got out of the car.
He was an FBI-type. He told me, "Why don't you go ahead and deliver the
rest of the papers?"

As he stood talking to the man, what Warren thinks was a Pima County
Sheriff's car pulled up along side the brown car. "I was afraid that the man in
the brown suit was going to pull a gun," Warren said. He quickly departed
from home to tell his mother about what had happened.
Twenty minutes later, he returned to the scene of the "crash" with his mother.
"All we found was the tire and the broken mailbox." The smashed car and the
smoking object had totally vanished without a trace.

Interviewed later, the boy claimed he had put a small chip from the object
into his pocket while looking it over. However, when he got hom a little
while later it was gone.
"I don't know what happened to it," he confessed. "I didn't have any holes in
my pocket from which it could have fallen to the ground."
What at first might seem to be a tale story fabricated by a highly imaginative
youth has additional verification in that there were other witnesses to the
event. The Arizona Daily Star says that "three counselors who patrol the area
while children deliver newspapers saw it fall but didn't see where it hat the
ground."

The woman who lives in the house where the mailbox was knocked
down, said she and her family assumed someone had hit it with a car.
Margaret Pierce said she hadn't heard anything unusual that morning, but
around the time Warren usually delivers the paper to their house "our dogs
just started barking and we couldn't calm them down. They were really upset
and that's not like them at all."

At the time the UFO group APRO was still active in Tucson and were
called upon to make an investigation. As far as is known they never issued a
report, and in the meanwhile Warren Weisman remained one frightened
individual due to a possible visit by an MIB.
Men In Black In Phoenix
Take for example this report that was posted on the website of the UFO
Clearing House. . .

Phoenix, Arizona Men In Black Encounter Posted on December 20,
2009 at 7:17 PM Case Number: 21068
Log Number: US-12202009-0007
Submitted Date: 2009-12-20 16:21 GMT Event Date: 1988-02-15 21:00



GMT Status: Assigned
City: PHOENIX
Region: Arizona
Country: US
Longitude: -112.081
Latitude: 33.4979
Shape: Disc

Around 1989 I was working at a restaurant in Scottsdale, Az. I was
speaking with a customer and somehow we were on the subject of life on
other planets. I recall saying something to the effect of "The odds are that
there has to be life on other planets, due to the vast number of planets".
Another customer overheard me say this and said "Do you really believe
that"? I said "Yes, I do". He said "Next time I come in, I am going to show
you something". He had a serious demeanor as he said this. I had no idea
what to expect. A few days later he came in and had a brief case with him.
This brief case was totally dedicated to this UFO encounter he had
experienced. He showed me a map of Arizona, where he had outlined the
area that he had encountered a UFO in. It was the Roosevelt Lake area, north
of Phoenix. He then pulled out a Polaroid photo he had taken. .

I stared at that photo for 20 minutes. It is THE most realistic photo of a
UFO I have ever seen. And it was VERY close up. The photo was taken from
about 50 ft. away. It was taken at night and the ONLY light source was from
the UFO itself! It was so apparent that I didn't even ask if he had used a flash.
I was obvious he had not, so I just said, unassumingly, "Why didn't you use a
flash"? His eyes got huge, and he said "Are you kidding! They would have
seen me". The reason you could tell the light was emanating from the craft
was because the foliage to the left on the image was illuminated from behind.
The foliage was in front of the craft, from the vantage point of the camera.
The leaves were black, not green, as would be expected if the light source
were from the camera. You could see only the outline of the foliage, not
detail, as one would see from a camera flash.

The craft was the classic disc-shaped kind. It was gray and metallic
looking. The lower portion of the craft was concealed, due to a cliff overhang
that it was hovering behind. I would gauge the craft to be about 60 ft. from
side to side. The craft was about 50-60 ft. away from the camera-taker. The
most fascinating part on the craft was the light on it. There was an orb, about
the size of a basketball, that was circling the middle, most wide part of the



craft. The orb was pure white in color, with not a tinge of yellow or blue. The
reason you could tell the orb was circling the craft was due to the fact that the
camera had captured a tail trailing the orb, as would a tail on a comet. So I
tell they guy, after freaking out on the amazing authenticity of his photo, that
he has to show this to someone. He said "I plan to. There is a
professor/ufologist at ASU that is interested in this". So I see the guy several
days later and he said he had taken the photo to the ASU (Arizona State
University) guy. He said the ASU professor also said it was the best UFO
photo he had ever seen. I see the guy several days later, again, and ask him
what the ASU professor guy is doing with the photo and such. He starts
acting really weird. He wouldn't answer me. I asked him again. His demeanor
was that he was pissed off.

He said to me "I'm not allowed to talk about it". I said "What? What do
you mean?" He said "I'm not allowed to talk about it". He is really agitated. I
can't resist, so I said "Oh come on". He said "I'm not allowed to talk about it.
Two men from the government showed up at my door and said I am not
allowed to mention this again, or I will disappear. They took the photo from
the ASU professor and threatened him as well". Since then I have read much
info on UFO phenomena. Interestingly, much of what I have read about MIB,
is that they appear at someone's door, as a pair of two men, to threaten the
experiencer. Mind you, his experience was long before MIB, the movie, came
out, and MIB became part of general consciousness. I had never heard of
MIB at this point.

The internet had not taken off yet, so he didn't research the MIB
phenomena to add credence to his story. He didn't need to anyway, with that
photo! It now makes sense to me that these government guys take only the
good photos, and leave the junk out there. Thus when the general public
views the photos, they assume the whole phenomena is people's
imaginations, or pranks. They purposely allow the crappy photos to prevail.
If anyone knows who the ASU professor may have been, could you please
contact a MUFON representative. I cannot imagine there were many ASU
professors/ufologists at the time
MIB and A Black Helicopter

Monday, February 08, 2010
Alien Contact / MIB - Tonopah, Arizona
Tonopah, Arizona - July 1, 2009 - 10:30 PM (report unedited):

While in the desert near the Palo Verde Nuclear Plant, the main witness



and some friends saw a very large triangle shaped UFO. They were driving
down a dirt road and saw a bright flashing light. They had seen objects in the
area before and their intentions were to look for UFO's. According to the
witnesses, people that live in this area have been chased in their cars and seen
objects on a regular basis. They went off the road behind some mountains,
and no sooner had they come around the mountain they saw the large flashing
light. All of them were scared but, at the same time, curious.

The main witness friend's girlfriend was crying and telling them to turn
around; they got within 2 to 300 yards from the light. It was the size of three
football fields, triangular in shape, and had windows around it. It was about 3
stories tall, and about 30 feet off the ground, they flashed their lights and it
flashed back, in the same sequence of flashes. The main witness and his
friend, James, got out of the car and walked closer. The closer they got, the
better they could make out what was standing in the windows. They could
see small big headed aliens, and then 7 to 9 foot tall aliens, they based this on
the size of the windows. Some of the windows they could see through, the
other windows were dark, but then the dark windows, cleared up one by one,
and as they went clear more and more aliens appeared on the windows. James
was supposedly videotaping the whole time. The main witness was terrified
but excited at the same time.

They walked closer and had to stop because the heat coming from the
craft was so intense. The craft hovered and then landed. A large panel at the
bottom of the craft opened and two aliens proceeded to walk out. This
absolutely terrified the witnesses, but they couldn't move or talk. The main
witness remembers trying to scream and run but they couldn't move or talk.
Two others were in the car honking the horn, and screaming for them to come
back, but they couldn't respond or move.

The aliens walked up to within 20 feet of them. One of them was very
thin and tall, about 8-9 feet, the other one was about 3-4 feet tall. The
witnesses stood there in amazement, shocked because they couldn't move or
speak. Then calmness came over them and the aliens began speaking to them
telepathically, they were saying not to be scared that they were not going to
harm them. This "conversation" went on between the 4 of them for 15-20
minutes. They said they were here to help us, so that we would not destroy
our planet, and that there was a horrible event coming soon, that it had to be
stopped. One of the witnesses asked if it was something like '9/11' and they
said that it was bigger and that it would come from the Middle East. The



main witness then thought to himself that he had been in this situation before
and the tall alien heard his thoughts and repeated his name and said that yes,
he had been visited before when he was 6 years old in Deming, New Mexico.
He had been in the desert exploring and they had talked to him then. He had
blocked that out, but it all suddenly came back, they said they knew they
were coming and wanted them to warn people about global warming and
what was to come if they didn't take start taking care of our planet. Visions of
disaster then entered their heads, as if to show them what was to come.

The taller alien then walked closer, and held his hand. He was no longer
scared, neither was his friend, James. They said that they would see them
again soon and to warn people about 'saving our planet'. Supposedly James
was recording the whole time. The aliens then returned to the craft and it was
gone in a split second. When the craft left they both felt weak, but managed
to make their way back to the car, when they got there the occupants of the
car, Heather and Jamie, were not crying anymore they just hugged the
witnesses.

For a minute the car would not start and suddenly it just turned on by
itself. As they started to drive away three military helicopters appeared and
began shining their lights on the witnesses. Then two military Hummers
showed up and chased the witnesses. They tried to avoid the Hummers but
were told over a speaker to pull over or they would be forced to shoot at
them. They pulled over and military personnel surrounded their vehicle.

Two men dressed in black opened the door and asked them to get out.
One of them looked familiar to the main witness. He asked the witnesses to
get out and both questioned them, while the military personnel searched the
car. They asked them what they had seen, how long they had been there and
if they had had any contact with the alien ship. One of the soldiers then found
the video camera. The men in black reviewed it and told the witnesses they
were not to speak of this, they then confiscated the camera and took the main
witness with them. The other 3 witnesses asked where they were going and
they told them not to worry about it. He left with them and they questioned
him further. He kept staring at one of the men since he looked familiar. They
then dropped him off on the I-10 highway near Tonopah Joe's restaurant.
There he was later picked up by his friends.
Source: NUFORC

NOTE: this area is in western Maricopa County, Arizona, approximately 50 miles west of downtown Phoenix off Interstate 10. The community of Tonopah is near the Palo Verde
Nuclear Generating Station, the largest nuclear power plant in the country. There have been considerable UFO/alien accounts from this general area including rumors that an underground facility
is nearby...Lon





MIBs, UFOs, and the Carlos Allende Letters

Ever since organized flying saucer research began in the early 1950's a
disturbing number of serious UFO investigators have suffered personal
harassment, unusual accidents and even mysterious deaths. In some cases,
sinister voices have whispered threats over the telephone and warned certain
researchers to terminate specific investigations. Recently an increasing
number of civilian UFOlogists have been visited by ominous strangers who
have made it physically clear that their orders to discontinue all UFO
investigations would be violently enforced. Official disclaimers have only
served to intensify the mystery of the bizarre incidents currently seeding
chaos within the rank of civilian UFO investigators and instilling fear among
those who witness flying-saucer activity.

It was in September 1953, that three agents of a silence group made their
first in-person visit. Albert K. Bender, who had organized an international
flying-saucer bureau, was their target.

According to ufologist Gray Barker, Bender had received certain data
which he felt provided the missing pieces for a theory concerning the origin
of flying saucers. Bender wrote down his thesis and sent it off to a friend he
felt he could trust. When the three men appeared at Benders door, one of
them held that letter in his hand.

The three men told Bender that among the many saucer researchers he
had been the one to stumble upon the correct answer to the flying saucer
enigma. Then they filled him in on the details. Bender became ill. He was
unable to eat for three days.
UFO investigators Dominick Lucchesi and August C. Roberts called on
Bender and encouraged him to break his silence concerning the mysterious
men in black.

"They were pretty rough with me," Bender told them, "Two men did all
the talking and the other kept watching me all the time they were here. He
didn't take his eyes off me."

Bender went on to say that when people found out the truth about flying
saucers there would be dramatic changes in all things. Science, especially
would suffer a major blow. Political structures would topple. Mass confusion
would reign. Roberts



and Lucchesi kept chipping away at Benders wall of silence, but to most
of their queries they received only a noncommittal "I cannot answer that".

In 1962, Bender declared that he would at last tell his story to the world
in "Flying Saucers and the Three Men". This perplexing volume served only
to confuse serious researchers, as it told of Benders astral projection to a
secret underground saucer base in Antarctica that was manned by male,
female and bisexual creatures. The question which remained to plague UFO
investigators were many. Were Benders experiences really of a psychic
nature? Was his book deliberately contrived to hide the true nature of his
silencing? Had the whole experience been clothed in an extended metaphor



that might yield certain clues to the perspective researcher?
On June 24, 1967, Dominick Lucchesi told the authors that Bender

seemed to be a changed man after the three man in black had
visited him. "It was as if he had been lobotomized," Lucchesi said. "He

was scared and later he suffered from tremendous headaches which he said
were controlled 'them!' Whenever he would think about breaking his silence,
one of his terrific headaches would just about knock him out."

"The three men shut him up and he stayed shut-up," August Roberts
added. "Today Bender manages a motel in California. We still correspond,
but he still refuses to discuss flying saucers."

"In my opinion," Lucchesi said, "the men in black are representatives of
an organization on this planet, but they are not from any known bureau in our
government. I believe both these men and the UFO'S come from some
civilization which has flourished in a remote area of the Earth, such as the
Amazon, the North Gobi Desert, or the Himalaya Mountains. It is possible
that these are underground civilizations."

Within a few months after Bender had been silenced, John H. Stuart, a
New Zealander, picked up a piece of metal that had fallen from a UFO during
a close sighting in February, 1955. The next night he received a visit from a
men dressed in black who announced that he had more right than Stuart did
to the piece of grey-white metal. The man in black told Stuart a lot about
flying- saucers, "...too much, maybe,

for my own personal safety," Stuart wrote Gray Barker.
"It is easy to understand why they told me what they did, it was meant to



scare the hell out of me, - it did! I had plenty of fright in the last world war
and I am the first to admit I was very scared after this 'gentleman' had left."
Some researchers feel that certain of their fellows may have ignored the
threats of the silencers and paid the ultimate price for their bravery.

Astrophysicist Morris K. Jessup, who had been vitally interested in UFO
research, received an unusual series of letters concerning UFO'S, secret Navy
experiments, disappearing ships, and invisible men, from a mysterious

correspondent who signed himself as Carlos
Allende.

The letters, postmarked from Texas and Pennsylvania, seemed important
enough to the Office of Naval Research to form a special study group
assigned to ferret out the mystery. Although official investigation seemed to
bog down, Jessup pursued his independent research into the flying-saucer
puzzle. The astrophysicist subsequently was found dead in his automobile
outside a park in Florida, an alleged suicide.

In the late 1940s, Ray Palmer founded FATE magazine with Curt Fuller
gave the UFO enigma its first big publicity push. The Air Force dubbed
Palmer the "Father of Flying Saucers" and accused the editor-publisher of
having fabricated the whole business to boost sales of his magazine. "I only
wish I was that smart." said Palmer in 1967.

Today Ray Palmer edits Flying Saucers, Search and Space World from a
small but impressive publishing company in Amherst, Wisconsin. Palmer is
one researcher who has been involved in the UFO mystery from the



beginning. In June 1947, Palmer sent businessman- pilot Kenneth Arnold,
who "discovered" flying saucers, to Tacoma, Washington. There, Arnold
became embroiled in the famous Mairy Island incident which, according to
Palmer "ended in terror and disaster and the deaths of two fine Fourth Air
Force secret-service officers"

The Maury Island affair was quickly written off as a hoax by Air Force
investigators, but a cautious examination of Arnolds testimony indicates that
there is a mystery inherent in the incident which cannot yet be solved. For
one thing, the cast of characters for the strange drama includes at least two
nearly omniscient men in black who antedate Benders visitors by six years.

Palmers name is also linked to Richard Shaver's bizarre "memories" of
Lemuria, a cave world, Dero, rays, contrived train wrecks, mental control and
ancient space ships.
If you ask Ray Palmers opinion about MIB (men in black), he will tell you
that he considers the whole business a myth, a fiction.

"I have been visited by every governmental intelligence agency in
existence," Palmer said, "and have all presented proper credentials. I have
never been visited by any MIBs or by anyone who threatened me. And if
anyone should be a target for these visits, it should be me!"

"But what about the dero?" he was reminded. "In an issue of Search wrote
that the dero (evil cave-culture aliens) once nearly got your life, that you live
of perpetual and terrible pain, that never subsides for a second. You also
wrote: 'I KNOW the dero are real, and I KNOW what they can do!'"

Palmer did not avoid the question, but he phrased his answer cautiously.
"First of all, let me say that there is certainly something to the flying saucer
mystery. But where do UFO'S come from? That's like asking where do we go
when we die? There is no one answer and there is no easy answer and maybe
several people have different answers and maybe they're all right! I think
there are strong link-ups with psychism in the UFO mystery. I feel there is a
great deal of psychic deception going on. But WHO is practising such
deception - that is the problem!"

"My experience with the dero took place when I was still editing FATE in
Evanston, Illinios. One night we had a very hard rainstorm and the drain in
the basement plugged up. I was wading around in the water, trying to unstop
the drain, when I suddenly felt myself being lifted high into the air. Helpless,
I hung suspended for just a moment, then I was slammed down to the
basement floor with great force. I was paralysed as a result of this attack and I



most certainly do bear the effects of this paralysis to this day. I am not certain
WHAT attacked me, but I am certain it was no accident."

In an "Open Letter to all UFO Researchers," which was published in an
issue of SAUCER SCOOP, John Keel set forth his opinion that the MIBs are
the intelligence arm of a large and possibly hostile group. After discussing
various type of contact, Keel went on to say that he considered the MIBs to
be professional terrorists ..." and among their many duties is the harassment
of the UFO researchers who become too involved in cases which might
reveal too much of the truth."

Keel's pursuit of the silencers has led him to uncover some extreme cases
of personal abuse in which certain contactee's or investigators have been
kidnapped by three MIBs in a black car. The researcher notes that "it is nearly
always THREE men" who subject the victim to some sort of brain - washing
technique that leaves him in a state of nausea, mental confusion, or even
amnesia lasting for several days. "All such victims have a black eye when
released," Keel writes, "which suggests that physical contact of a violent
nature is a necessary part of the brainwashing treatment."
Keels "Open Letter" in SAUCER SCOOP concludes with words of
admonition and warning:

"We are now on a vicious merry-go- round and we are caught in the
middle of this bizarre conflict. Contacts are being made... then suppressed...
on a dizzying scale. Information is being gained... then lost... at an ever
increasing pace. One of the ironies of all this is that no policeman in his right
mind associates black cars, kidnappers, amnesia victims and black eyes with
the UFO phenomena. Many of these cases never got beyond local police
departments. Neither the FBI nor any other central government agency is
engaged in collecting information on these aspects. Even local newspapers
seldom take notice of these cases... since the victims are often children and
teenagers... most newspapers make an effort to protect young people by
suppressing "crime news" involving them.

"Because the official law-enforcement agencies are unwilling, or unable,
to cope with this ever-growing situation, it becomes the responsibility of the
private civilian investigator to collect and collate the full details on these
incidents. The hazards of such investigations are obvious, but the job must be
done. And it must be done fast, with courage and intelligence."

"All of this has been brought upon us because we have wasted years
chasing lights in the sky and fussing with the Air Force. We have allowed a



serious volatile situation to develop under our noses while we played with
aimless speculations about the origin and nature of those rather insignificant
vehicles overhead. We must switch our attention from the vehicles to the
occupants. The menace is not in our skies. It is on the ground and is at this
moment spreading like a disease across the country and the world."

In his address to the 1967 Congress of Scientific UFOlogists, Keel told of
his personal mission to track down the silencers. He said that dark- completed
mystery men had some times silenced saucer sightings BEFORE the
witnesses had time to report the sighting. On occasion, Keel said, he has
arrived on the scene within moments after the mysterious silencers had
departed.

According to Keel, the MIBs visited and silenced eight whole
communities in Washington in May 1967. Several homes in Long Island
were unwilling hosts to the silencers in June. Keel also noted a large number
of dog kidnappings occurring at the time the MIBs were calling upon saucer
sighters.

"The UFO'S don't want us to know where they are from," Keel stated.
"They have been lying to contactee's since 1897!" (Keel explained this
reference by stating that the first man in black may have appeared in Texas in
1897 when, according to newspaper accounts, some "pottery" had fallen from
a mysterious airship. The next day, a dark-suited man of "Oriental



complexion" arrived in town and bought up the strange fragments.)
How does the United States Government feel about the silencers? "We

have checked a number of these cases." Colonel P. Freeman, Pentagon
spokesman for Project Blue Book was quoted as saying, "and these men are
not connected with the Air Force in any way."

Nor will any other United States security group claim them. It has never
been within the line of duty of any government agency to threaten a private
citizen or to enter his home without permission or a search warrant. No
government agent is empowered to demand surrender of private property by
any law-abiding citizen.
Colonel Freeman went on to say that by posing as Air Force officers and
government agents, the silencers are committing a federal offence.
"We would like to catch one," he told John Keel. "Unfortunately, the trail is
always too cold by the time we hear about these cases. But we are still
trying."

Pursuit by government agencies has done little to slow down the activities
of the silencers. In 1967, four bogus Air Force officers assembled policemen
and civilians who had witnessed heavy UFO activity in Wanaque, New
Jersey and told them that they "hadn't seen a thing." Sternly, the citizens of
Wanaque were admonished not to discuss the sightings over the Wanaque
Reservoir with anyone.

Californian Rex Heflin managed to take some highly interesting photos of
a UFO while performing his duties with the highway department. A few days
later Heflin was visited by a man bearing credentials of the North American
Air Defence. The phony NORAD investigator demanded and received,
Heflins original series of pictures.

In April, 1966, two Norwalk, Connecticut, schoolboys were pursued by a
lowflying UFO. The next day a man appeared at the boys' school and
introduced himself to the principal as a representative of a "government
agency so secret that he couldn't give the name". The mysterious agent
questioned the boys for nearly three hours.

Broadcaster Frank Edwards, now best known for his best selling FLYING
SAUCERS - SERIOUS BUSINESS, made much of the official "plot" that
had been set to silence him.

Before he became interested in UFO'S Edward had been conducting a
highly successful radio show sponsored by the American Federation of
Labour. He was warned to abandon the subject. Edwards persisted and was



given his walking papers. In spite of the thousands of letters which protested
the firing of Edwards and the silencing of his UFO reports, his ex- sponsors
stood firm.

When reporters asked George Meany, President of the AFL, why
Edwards had been dropped, Meany answered: "Because he talked too much
about flying saucers!" Edwards said that he later learned that his constant
mention of UFO'S had been irritating to the Defence Department and that that
department had brought pressure to bear on the AFL.

Edwards was only temporarily silenced. He soon had in syndication a
radio show that dealt almost exclusively with flying saucers and other
phenomena. News of the sudden death of Frank Edwards stunned delegates
assembled for the 1967 Congress of Scientific UFOlogists in New York
Cities Hotel Commodore on June 24th. The date was a significant one.
Twenty years before, Kenneth Arnold had made the UFO sighting near Mt.
Rainier, Washington that gave the term "flying saucers" to our language. The
thoughts of several flying saucer researchers turned at once to "the silencers."
"Edwards was warned to lay off UFO investigation" one delegate suggested.
"He had been visited by the same three MIBs that shut up Albert K. Bender."

"Nonsense!" said another. "Frank has been ill for six months. Besides
that, he was overweight and working too hard. It was only natural that the
heart of a man in his fifties would begin to feel the pace that Edwards was
setting."

"Not true!" argued yet another ufologist. "Frank has never been ill. Check
the obituary. It reads death was 'apparently' due to a heart attack. How many
other researchers have died of an "apparent" something or other?"

Jack Robinson, assistant editor of SAUCER NEWS, said: "On two
occasions an electronic-type voice, definitely not human, has told me to stop
all saucer research. It sounded like the strange kind of "voice" that might be
produced by a Voder machine. Each time the phone calls have come, the
message has been the same: "Stop all saucer research."

Timothy Green Beckley, director of "Searchlight", a UFO news service,
told us: "I have never received other than kook calls myself, but I am
currently investigating two cases that involve dark- complexioned men who
have silenced flying saucer sighters in Oregon and Texas."

Howard Menger, who claims to have been inside a flying saucer and to
have talked with the aliens inside, said, "When I was living in High Bridge,
New Jersey, in 1957, the men in dark business suits came to call on me. They



flashed authentic looking credentials and claimed to be from a government
bureau."

"They looked like like ordinary people. One wore glasses. They warned
me to quit talking to me about flying saucers and to drop my research. We
had quite an argument, and they claimed to have considerable power.
Whether this was power of influence or of strange powers beyond those of
ordinary people, I don't know. Eventually they left."

Menger went on. "These same MIBs have visited other researchers. They
sometimes claim to be Air Force representatives or agents from various other
governmental bureaus. They are definitely not affiliated with the Air Force or
the government and these imposters have created a situation for which the
Air Force is blamed.

"Both the Air Force and the CIA are taking a beating from public opinion
on things done by these imposters. "These imposters visit people who have
contacted or seen flying saucers. They come into a sighters or a contactee's
home and take any films that might of been made of flying saucers. They
state that the film will be developed by the government labs. When the
imposters leave and the citizen never receives his film back, he blames the
Air Force or the CIA!"

There will be many researchers, however, who will not be so quick to
absolve the Air Force or government security agencies from all duplicity in
the silencings of key UFO witnesses. In the October, 1966, issue of "Flying
Saucers", Ray Palmer ran the story "Navy Claps Saucer Sighters in
Psychiatric Ward!" This article detailed the plight of seaman Gary Steven
Trent and Charles Lester Niblick, Jr., who were "reassigned" to Ward T-11 of
the Philadelphia Naval Hospital after spotting UFO'S in the spring of 1966.

Recently, a number a researchers have been plagued by an unpleasant
manifestation associated with the silencers that has come to be known
familiarity as "the smellies"

Here is a typical case that occurred to a prominent ufologist in October,
1967. The entire family was seated in- front of the television set when their
dog began to raise a rumpus, punctuated by "ungodly howls". The animal
crawled on its belly, snarling, terribly frightened, yet instinctively compelled
to protect the household. The dog jumped up, charged, was forced backward.
The family was amazed. There was absolutely no visible thing that their dog
could be attacking. Then came the "smelly" - a terrible stench that permeated
the entire house in a sustained, nauseating "gas attack" lasting for about one



minute. The odor was so powerful, that the family had all they could do to
refrain from bolting outside and leaving their home to their unseen and
savory invader.
One researcher reported regular attacks by a "smelly" at precisely the same
time each day for more than eight consecutive days.

Added to this phenomenon have been reports of contact via television. A
number of individuals who have sighted UFO'S have claimed later
communication with "aliens" through their home television sets. The aliens
frequency disrupts normal programming to allow robed figures to instruct the
saucer sighters to cooperate with the aliens and to keep their information
confidential. In exchange for the saucer sighters silence and co- operation, the
aliens promises him that he will be allowed to work with them on certain
glorious secret projects for the betterment of mankind.

Whether such stories are born of individual delusion or organized
deception, the authors have received reports of these communication from
nearly every section of the US. Here is a typical report of such a contact that
was sent to the editorial office of "Saucer Scoop".

"...Now to the Organization; I have been working for them for four years.
They first contacted me right after I had two unusual UFO sightings - one in
which three large, blue, glowing saucers landed near my house (later I went
up to the site and



found landing gear depressions) and the next on the following Sunday
when I saw a huge silver saucer which hovered 20 feet above me and seemed
to be taking my picture! Next you ask how they contacted me... They had and
perfected a magnetic frequency equal to the VHF stations on TV. And so one
night when they were ready and I was home alone watching TV, they cut in
on channel 3 and cut off the normal transmission... by means of a director
beam and transmitted to me. Using the magnetic wave principal, they told me
how to construct an mg transmitter of my own...

"...Though I have never met any of them personally, I know where their
base is in my area and i've watched their activity from a distance by
telescope, in addition to seeing them on my TV."

This particular contactee identified the Organization as the "United
Planets Council". According to him, "...their saucers have been landing on
Earth for thousands of years. They are studying Earth and waiting until Earth
can put spaceships on the moon - then Earth will be asked to join the UPC.
Science will advance tremendously..."

Those who put credence in such reports are divided into two camps
concerning their correct interpretation. There are the cosmic positive thinkers
who sincerely believe such contacts to be initiated by the benign "space
brothers" in order to better prepare man for the glories of the "new age" of
interplanetary brotherhood. Then there are those who feel that such privileged
communication from the Organization is but an elaborate ploy to insure the
silence of those who have witnessed certain saucer sightings. Those who hold
this view also believe that there is at least one UFO group which is, at best,
indifferent to the fate of Homo Sapiens and which may even be hostile to
Earths inhabitants.

Researcher Robert A. Stiff recently advised: "Check your past copies of
"Saucer Scoop" and other UFO publications and see how many cases are
reported that suggest outright hostility and attack by the UFO's, based on fact
and how many others report friendly contact with our "space
brothers". You will find that the former outweighs the latter by a wide
margin.

"The aliens have been reported to have even waved at us in a friendly
manner from their craft" Stiff continued. "I, too have done the same thing.
The only difference was that I waved at animals in a cage! I was being
friendly to dumb animals for my own amusement. When you stop to think
about it there may be no difference. We, too, may be dumb creatures



providing amusement for others while they attain their goal. Our government
knows more about the UFO's than they are willing to say, and they must have
a serious reason. The only time we are SUPPOSED to be deceived by our
government is when National security is at stake. Is this the case concerning
UFO's? If so, the answer is at hand. Friends do not cause occurrences which
would involve national security."

Stiff has come to feel that the aura of laughter built up around persons
claiming contact with aliens has been a deliberate action on the part of those
who would have the truth withheld from the public.

"Again the big question, why?" Stiff asks, "What is there about UFO's
that must be kept silent - not to be disclosed? What path are we as
UFOlogists following that is evidently leading to something important - so
important that we must be quieted? Why the harassment of prominent UFO
authorities? The privacy of them is no longer sacred and telephones have
become the object of distrust.
"Wild imagination? A most definite and sad NO! We have reached the point
where the serious study of UFO's has become a battle!"

Are the silencers horror or hoax? And if it is all a hoax, who is
perpetrating it all, and more importantly, why? Just exactly what is the
silence group that is determined to make a sinister battleground of flying
saucer research?

Are they, in spite of official denials, agents from a top-secret US
government agency, which knows the answer to the UFO enigma and has
been commissioned to keep the truth from the public?
Could they be agents from another terrestrial political system that endeavors
to guard its secret for just a bit longer?

Or, as some Researchers have theorized, could the silencers and the
UFO'S be coming from an older terrestrial race which has survived and
become more technically advanced as it thrives in some remote place on
Earth?

Why do the silencers want certain UFO investigations discontinued? Why
do they so desperately want the nations of the world to remain ignorant of the
true facts about flying saucers?

It may be because they realise the more ignorant man is of the true
dangers which face him, the less able he is to deal with the crisis situation.
The less prepared man is to handle the inevitable confrontation with an alien
race, the more rapidly he will allow himself, slave-like, to become subject to



a race or culture which considers itself to be superior to Homo Sapiens.
Eminent psychologist C.G. Jung wrote with great insight when, he said:

"We would be placed in the very questionable position of today's primitive
societies that clash with the superior cultures of the white race. All initiative
would be wrested from us. As an old witch doctor once said to me, with tears
in his eyes, "We will have no more dreams."

"Our science and technology would go on the junk pile. What such a
catastrophe would mean morally we can gauge only by the pitiful decline of
primitive cultures that has taken place before our very eyes."

How much longer will the mysterious silencers continue in their attempts
to squelch saucer research? How long before the MIB's are exposed or
willingly cast off their black suits in favor of material uniform? And if the
mysterious silence group should in time prove themselves to be citizens of an
alien culture, how much longer will they continue to knock on doors, give
ominous and unsolicited advice over telephones and harass UFO researchers
before they begin invading our world?
Courtesy of UFOEvidence.com





Horrific Unseen Forces

Source: www.alien-ufos.com
Here is proof the Men in Black come in all shapes and sizes and may
come after YOU! next.

Dogtown, near Evansville Indiana
Date: August 21 1955
Time: afternoon

Mrs. Darwin Johnson was swimming with her friend Mrs. Chris Lamble
in the Ohio River about fifteen feet from shore when suddenly something
grabbed her from under the surface. It felt like the "hand" had huge claws and
"furry" palms. It came up from behind her, grabbed her left leg, gripped her
knee and pulled her under. She kicked and fought herself free. It pulled her
under again. Although both women could not see the thing, they were
screaming and yelling to scare it away. Finally, Mrs. Johnson lunged for Mrs.
Lamble's inner tube, and the loud "thump" apparently scared it away, as if
released its grip. Back on shore Mrs. Johnson received treatment for her
scratches and marks on her legs. According to Fortean investigator Terry
Colvin Mrs. Johnson had a palm-print shaped green stain below her knee that
could not be removed for several days.Interestingly Colvin learned that an
individual who identified himself as an Air Force colonel visited the
Johnson couple. He took voluminous notes and warned them not to talk
further about the incident.

Fort Erie, Ontario, Canada
Date: 1956
Time: various

Years after the incident the witness recalled that as a young boy he was
visited in his bedroom on several occasions by several men dressed in black
that would take him out of the room while his parents slept. They would
perform tests on him and it was almost always on his spinal cord. On several
occasions he attempted to scream but was unable to. The dark garbed
"doctors" warned him that he should never speak of them or else he
would be in danger. The "treatments" continued for a while then finally just
stopped. The witness has peculiar "scars" on his back to this day.

Near Gorman California
Date: June 1956



Time: night
Jan Whitley was driving along a mountain road with Emily Cronin and the latter's six-year-old son

who was sleeping in the back seat. They pulled off at a rest stop to sleep awhile. They remembered
seeing a light resembling a truck headlight at first; also they heard a high-pitched whining sound and
felt paralyzed. Both felt the car sway for an unknown reason. Emily perceived a mental message telling
her that someone was going to take her away.

Then she saw a man looking in the back window of the car. Under hypnosis Emily recalled seeing a
tall humanoid with a thin face and wearing black clothes, which was looking into the car apparently
fascinated by the sight of the little boy. Two other beings tried to call away their curious companion.
Emily understood the conversation among them to say that the encounter was a mistake, but the curious
being shook the car and continued his observations, despite the other's objections. The witnesses
eventually managed to leave the site, but later were unable to locate the exact spot alongside the road.

Biggelswade England
Date: November 28 1956
Time: night

A strange customer in his shop, with a very high forehead, told John
Whitworth that he could see a flying saucer if he would go to a certain spot
on November 28. Whitworth went and did see hovering an object like a
humming top, with lighted portholes. Just one year later the visitor returned
& told him he would have a contact this time, at another spot. Whitworth
went with a crowd of others, including a BBC recording van, & was
disappointed.Later a telephone call, "in an unearthly voice" reproached
him from bringing the others

Aberdeen, Washington
Date: Summer 1959
Time: afternoon

On a Friday afternoon Shirley Teabo was driving to her home in the
suburbs of Seattle when she barely noticed a tall, angular man hunched at the
shoulder of a curving stretch of highway, she had never before picked up a
hitchhiker yet for some reason she felt an inner compulsion to offer this man
a lift. Almost without volition she backed her car along the shoulder of the
freeway, but began to tremble with fright when he slid into the seat beside
her. "Don't be afraid, Shirley," she reports that he said. She wondered how he
knew her name.

She noted other odd things about her new companion. Although it was a
steaming summer day, he wore a heavy pinstriped suit with wide out of date
lapels, and a wide brimmed black hat pulled low over his eyes. Suddenly he
was telling her things about herself that she had never told anyone, and she
had the weird sensation that she had known him all her life. Increasingly
suspicious, she pulled into a roadside restaurant area, hoping that the



hitchhiker would look for another ride. But he followed her inside, and sat
quietly while she ordered coffee and an ice-cream cone, declining anything
for himself.

She offered the stranger ice cream and he appeared to study the cone for a
long time before tasting it. They returned to the car, and were cruising
through Tacoma before Shirley realized that she had no idea of her
passenger's destination. "Oh, this will be fine," he said vaguely. She stopped
the car, and he smiled and called good-bye. As she pulled back onto the
roadway she glanced in the rearview mirror for a last glimpse of the stranger.
But he was gone. She pulled off the road, looking frantically up and down the
highway. There was nowhere for him to hide, yet he was nowhere to be seen.
He had vanished. Another man, a neighbor known as Everett reported a very
similar encounter with an equally described and garbed man who also
mysteriously disappeared after a short car ride.

Pennsylvania, exact location not given
Date: Summer 1959
Time: late evening

The witness was sitting in his lounge chair, reading, dozing but was at the
same time tense and restless. Something seemed to be at the back of his
mind. Suddenly he looked toward the door. Somehow he knew someone was
at the other side. He lay his book down got up and went to the door, opened it
a crack and looked out.

There were two men dressed in black there. They looked like identical
twins. They were dark complexioned with Oriental eyes, but they were
definitely not Orientals. They never said a word but the witness heard in his
mind, "Are you ready?" He does not know why but for some reason he was
ready to go. Since it was so terribly hot that night, he had stripped down to
his "birthday suit" so when he reached for a pair of walking shorts again he
heard in his mind, "That will not be necessary. No one will see you."

They stepped out in the hall and instantly they were on top of a flat hill in
back of the apartments. The witness was rather surprised that the scene had
changed so quickly. He noticed the headlights of a car coming down the
street, and he ducked behind the two men. He then heard some laughter in his
mind, "We told you no one would see you. Try it." He then boldly stepped
around in front of them, spread his feet apart, propped his hands on his hips,
daring anyone to see me.

But the car, with a man and a woman in it, passed a few feet from them



not even looking in their direction. He turned to say something to his
companions and they were looking up. He followed their gaze and realized
that something was hanging there suspended above them. As he did so, an
opening appeared in its center and blue-white light came tumbling out of it.
He felt a queasy sensation in the pit of his stomach, like when you are in an
elevator or an airplane that is dropping too fast. He could see apartment
houses and the ground receding below them. They were floating up toward
whatever the object was. He blacked out as they approached the opening.

When he came to he was lying on his side facing a wall. He rolled over
on his back and sat up. He was in an oddly shaped room. It somehow
resembled a wedge of pie with the point of bitten off. The whole room was
bare except for some kind of projection on which he was sitting. Everything
seemed to be made out of a blue gray material. While the walls were very
hard the surface on he was sitting was very soft even though everything
seemed to have been made of the same material. The room was bathed in a
soft glow and there were no shadows anywhere, but there was no light source
that he could see. He then heard a female voice say, "He's awake now."

He looked around to see if he could spot the speaker but saw nothing, just
the walls. About this time on the short wall a door appeared and opened. He
could see into a hallway. Although the hall was dark, here was blue-white
illumination that appeared as though it was coming from some great distance.
Two shadows flittered across the doorway. He couldn't tell anything about
their shapes.

The movement was too rapid and too distorted. But he received a mental
impression of two people approaching---a man in the front and a woman in
the back---carrying a tray full of some kind of surgical instruments and
hypodermic syringes. His next memory was of being back in his apartment,
in his chair, reading his book. An interesting detail was that a book that he
had been reading went mysteriously missing for a week after the encounter
and was later found right on the same spot where the witness had left it.

Brands Flat Virginia
Date: January 19 1965
Time: 1815

William Blackburn was chopping firewood in preparation for an archery
match when he noticed a large conical object in the sky, which he judged to
be 240 feet in diameter. While he watched it, he saw a similar but smaller
UFO, 60 ft wide, with a bubble-like cupola on top, land 50 ft away. It was



made out of metal polished to a mirror finish. A pie like section opened out
and three small entities only 3 ft tall emerged and floated toward him. They
were dressed in close fitting uniforms of the same high polish as the UFO,
and wore shoes with 3 or 4-inch soles. Their skin was of an orange red color,
and one had "a long finger on his left hand." Their faces were human like in
appearance. These beings approached to within 12 ft and addressed him in a
language that the witness could not understand. When he made no reply, the
little men re-entered their vehicle, and both objects then rapidly disappeared.
The sighting occurred during a localized wave of reports in the area, and the
witness was subsequently asked by an un-named government agency not
to discuss his sighting further.

Caliham, Texas
Date: June 6 1965
Time: 0245A

The 5-year old witness woke up in the middle of the night on his way to
cuddle into bed with his parents as he usually did late at night. However, that
night he saw bright lights in the house and hid in the crawl space between the
refrigerator and the wall.

He then saw 2 dull bright figures that were maybe 3 ft tall with glowing
eyes. This frightened him and he covered his face with his hands. However
he still peeked through his fingers and realized that he was now face to face
with the figures. He then ran to his sister's room and hid under the covers in
between his two sisters.The witness claims that the next day his home was
visited by "men in black suits" who asked all kinds of questions
pertaining to lights and fires near the barn area.

Birmingham, England
Date: December 1965
Time: night

One night Margery was told by her first husband to prepare for a shock
and some kind of test. It was obvious that he was being quite serious. They
got into his car and drove off, although her memory of the trip became hazy
and confused and she does not know where they went. Then she was in a
room that was dimly lit and there were people standing around a long table or
flat bed. She was put onto it and seemed "drugged" and unable to resist. The
most memorable of the men in the group was tall and thin with a long nose
and white beard. He had thick eyebrows and supposedly said to Margery.
"Remember the eyebrows, honey." A strange medical examination, using odd



equipment, was performed on her. Her husband then took her on a trip to all
the houses she would occupy in the future. This was accomplished by a click
of the fingers, followed by a barrage of images. Her mind was filled with
information but she was told that she would remember it only bit by bit as the
future unfolded. The memory of the experience did return only from 1978
onwards. At one point one of the "examiners" in the room said to Margery, in
a tone that made it seem as he were amused, "They will think its flying
saucers." Her husband also revealed who he really was---but she declined to
tell the investigator or source. The day after the "abduction" to a house
somewhere in Birmingham her husband left, said he was going abroad, and
Margery never saw or heard from him again.

Here are reports of MIBs, MIB like individuals and others that seem
intent on retriving artifact(s), photo(s), in intimidating or silencing the
witness(s) in some way. Some seem only to be watchers...
I encourage others to look for earlier reports and post them if you can...

Los Angeles California
Date: February 1953
Time: afternoon

A pair of strange looking men, described as over 6' 2" tall, visited a local
attorney's office. Wearing old tattered clothing, with bluish-green skin tone
and peculiar looking pointy ears. Both men claimed they were experts at
locating "missing persons." At one point one of the men made a deep wedge
with his bare hands into the top of a metallic cabinet of at least half an inch in
depth. Unnerved by their strange behavior employees called the local FBI
office, but upon the arrival of the agents, the two enigmatic strangers had
totally vanished.

Kentucky, exact location not given
Date: Summer 1954
Time: afternoon

A couple eating supper at a local restaurant saw a strange "man" or entity
sitting in the back of the restaurant. The man was sitting still with his hands
on his knees, he was very tall, & his head and shoulders were higher than any
other person there. He was silent & sat still staring at everyone. He wore a
dark brown suit; he apparently noticed the witnesses looking at him, gout up
and walked out. He wore very peculiar five toed dark brown shoes and had a
very narrow heel.

Quarouble France



Date: September 10 1954
Time: 2230

Hearing his dogs barking, Marius Dewilde went out and saw a dark mass
on the railroad track, less than 6 yards away. On hearing footsteps, he turned
his flashlight on the path, where he saw 2 very short beings (less than 3.5 ft)
wearing "diver's suits." No arms could be seen. He approached within 6 ft,
when he was blinded and paralyzed by a brilliant light emanating from the
mass of the tracks. The two creatures went toward the object. When the beam
of paralyzing light went out, he ran towards the track, but the object was now
rising, emitting a "thick dark steam" and a low whistling sound. It became red
luminous and flew away. On the railroad ties where found 5 imprints; it was
calculated that a 30-ton weight would have been necessary to produce them.
Recent information uncovered about the case indicates that Dewilde found
after the craft took off a mysterious metallic black box. He took the box home
and attempted to open it, without telling local police about it. After several
failed attempts he finally gave up and hid the black box inside a carton.
According to Dewilde shortly after this several French Air Force officers
who somehow knew about the existence of the black box and took
possession of it visited him. (I doubt they were who they said they were)

Raon-l 'Etape, Vosges France
Date: October 20 1954
Time: 0230A

Lazlo Ujvari, going to work late at night, encountered a heavy set man of
medium height wearing a gray jacket with insignias on the shoulders, and a
motorcycle helmet, which threatened him with a revolver and spoke words he
did not understand. Ujvari spoke Russian to him and got a reply in that
language. The unknown man then asked whether he was in Spain or Italy;
then, what time it was. '0230", said Ujvari. "You lie," replied the man, taking
out his own watch and announcing "Four o'clock!" He then escorted Ujvari
past an inverted dish shaped, lightless saucer bearing a 2-foot antenna, which
took up almost the whole width of the road. After 30 yards, he said, he said
'Adieu!" After a few paces, Ujvari looked back; with a whine like an electric
motor, the saucer rose vertically.

Hamilton New Zealand
Date: December 1954
Time: 0130A

Doreen Wilkinson reported that three invisible entities attacked and



violated her in her home. Around the same time John Stuart was sitting at his
desk when a bizarre entity appeared before him. The humanoid was about
four or five ft from him and was facing him. Its body resembled, vaguely that
of a human. From the waist up it was a man and from the waist down that of
a woman. Its flesh stinking putrid, seemed to hang in folds. It was grayish
color. The slack mouth was dribbling, its lips moved but there was no sound.
Stuart heard a telepathic message, "Your friend knew too much and had to be
silenced." Soon the creature seemed to waver and grow less distinct; then
materialized again into solidity. Stuart almost collapsed in horror as he
realized that the male & female areas of its body had changed places. He
received one more warning before the creature dissolved and disappeared.
Stuart soon abandoned Ufology.

Wildwood New Jersey
Date: January 9 1967
Time: 1730

At 1730 there was a knock at the Edward Christiansen residence
(involved in a previous UFO encounter), 17-year old Connie Christiansen
when to the door, stunned she reported back, "It's the strangest looking man
I've ever seen." Mrs Christiansen went to the door, unbolted, and unlatched it.
It was growing dark and was bitter cold outside. There was no car in view
and this seemed peculiar because the Christiansen home was removed from
other houses in a rather isolated spot. A tall man stood at the door, he asked if
Edward Christiansen lived there. And then said he was from "the Missing
Heirs Bureau" and asked to be led in. The stranger was then invited him.

The visitor must have been at least 6'6" tall, enormously broad. He wore a
Russian fur hat with a black visor on it and a very long black coat that
seemed to be made out of thin material, too thin for the cold weather. He told
the family "this will only take forty minutes." As he removed his hat he
revealed an unusual head, large and round while his face seemed angular,
pointed. He had black hair, which was closely cropped, to his head. There
was a perfectly round spot on the back of his head as if that area had recently
been shaved. His nose and mouth seemed relatively normal, but his eyes were
large, protruding, like "thyroid eyes," and set wide apart. One eye appeared to
have a cast, like a glass eye, and did not move in unison with is companion.

During the course of the conversation Mr. Christiansen noticed a badge
on the stranger's shirt pocket, which he quickly covered with his hand and
removed, placing it in his coat pocket. It resembled a gold or brass badge and



it seemed to have a big K on it with a small x alongside and letters and
numbers around the edge, according to Connie Christiansen. Underneath his
thin outer coat he was wearing a short-sleeved shirt made of a Dacron like
material. His trousers were of a dark material gray or black, and were a little
too short. He wore dark shoes with unusually thick rubber soles.

A strange feature on his leg fascinated Mrs Christiansen & Connie. When
he sat down they could see a long thick green wire attached to the inside of
his leg. It came up out or his socks and disappeared under his trousers. At one
point it seemed to be indented into his leg and was covered with a large
brown spot. The Christiansen's noted that the visitor had an unnatural pallor.
His speech was also strange, with a high "tinny" voice that seemed especially
peculiar coming from such a large man. He also spoke in a strange, hard to
understand, singsong like manner. At one point as his face gradually grew
redder he asked for a glass of water and swallowed a large yellow capsule
which he gulped down. He then returned to normal.

After about 40 minutes he donned his hat and coat and told Mr.
Christiansen that he would be in touch. When he reached the road, he made a
gesture and a black 1963 Cadillac drove through the trees and pulled up. He
climbed into the car and it drove away with its headlights off.

Pittsfield, Pennsylvania
Date: January 25 1967
Time: around 1800

On January 20 at 2330 Mrs. Walter J Kushner and her two daughters,
Susan (17) and Tanya (14) and a close friend of the girls, Marianne
Williamson (16), witnessed a brilliant aero form with a distinct disk shape
drop below the cloud cover and execute a sharp turn before cruising parallel
to a mountain ridge while the group was returning to their residence.

All members of the party were awed by the lack of the sound and high
speed of the object. On January 21 1967 @ 0200A, Susan, Tanya and
Marianne were enjoying a typical teenage pajama party and were doing
anything but sleeping when all three girls simultaneously spotted a peculiar
light shimmering through the closed curtains of Susan's bedroom. Without
warning the drapes parted of their own volition and a midget triangular object
hovering a few feet from the house began beaming pinkish light of a
painfully brilliant intensity into the bedroom. When the triangle moved to the
second window, the curtains repeated their opening act and the intensity of
light emanating from the object increased several fold. At this point the girls



became quite frightened and decided to get the hell out of there.
Suddenly, all three girls became paralyzed and weak, unable to cry out or

do more than whimper helplessly. Not able to move, their terror at this point
became so strong that prayer became a viable option. After a few more
torturous moments that seemed like an eternity, the light effect dissipated and
their freedom of movement was restored, although a weird dizzy sensation
continued to haunt the girls for the better part of an hour.

On the 28th things were back to normal when shortly after the dinner
hour, two men arrived at the Kushner household. They identified themselves
as military investigators and flashed what appeared to be USAF
identification. Mrs. Kushner described the ID card as having black printing
on a durable white stock. Both men wore tan trench coats, which they kept
buttoned from knee to collar. The taller of the two, who, according to the
family's testimony, did all the talking, was described, as having blond hair,
green eyes, was thin and deeply tanned. The other gentleman was heavyset
with dark hair, piercing blue eyes and was also deeply tanned.

The men were very polite but very insistent about one thing: they wanted
every shred of information about the girl's experience. Neither parent could
explain why they allowed their children to be so intensely grilled by these
"government agents." The men moved about the house with apparently total
knowledge of the whereabouts of rooms, furniture, objects, etc. Their
clothing looked as if it had been purchased 10 minutes before and the bottom
of their shoes seemed un-walked on. When the mystery men left, they backed
their vehicle out onto the roadway turned off their headlights and powered
away down the road. At one point one of the men was seen writing strange
symbols in vertical columns, starting from the left, going down one column,
up the next, down the third. This on a small booklet. (Typical MIB report of
the period).

Owatonna, Minnesota
Date: May 1967
Time: evening

One man, five-foot-nine inches tall, with olive complexion and pointed
face and long dark hair (too long for Air Force regulations or so the Butlers
felt) arrived at the Butler household and identified himself as Air Force Major
Richard French. Speaking perfect English and plainly well educated, he
claimed that he was interested in CB (citizen's band) radio and UFOs.

He was dressed in a neat gray suit, white shirt and black tie and



everything he owned appeared to be brand new. Even the soles of his shoes
were un-scuffed and un-walked on. He drove a white Ford Mustang. "He said
his stomach was bothering him," said Mrs. Butler, who then told the air force
officer that what he needed was some Jell-o. He said if it kept bothering him,
he would come back for some. Major French returned to the Butler residence
the next morning. His stomach was still bothering him, so Mrs. Butler slid a
big bowl of Jell-o in front of him. Incredibly, according to Mrs. Butler, Major
French picked up the bowl and attempted to drink it. She had to show him
how to eat it with a spoon.

Mount Misery Long Island New York
Date: May 18 1967
Time: 1030A

The day after being instructed by a metallic sounding voice in her phone
to go to the small local public library, Jane Paro did as was instructed. The
library was deserted except for the librarian, who stuck Jane as being
unusual. The woman was "dressed in an old fashioned suit like something out
of the 1940's with a long skirt, broad shoulders, and flat old looking shoes."
She had a dark complexion, with a fine bone structure, and very black eyes
and hair. When Jane entered, the woman seemed to be expecting her and
produced a book instantly form under the desk. Jane sat down at a table and
began to riffle through the book, pausing on page 42.

The metallic voice had told her to read that page. Suddenly the print
became smaller and smaller, then larger and larger. It changed into a message
about contact with earthlings. The print became very small again, and then
the normal text reappeared. As soon as Jane left the library she became quite
ill. In early June she began to see the "librarian" wherever she went. Unable
to sleep one night, Jane gout up at the crack of dawn the following morning
and went for a walk on an impulse. The dark skinned woman stepped out of
an alley and approached her shyly. "Peter is coming," she announced. Jane
asked her a question and she repeated, "Peter is coming very soon." Next a
large black Cadillac came down the street and stopped next to them. It was
brand new, very shiny, and polished. The driver was an olive skinned man
wearing wraparound sunglasses and dressed in a neat gray suit, apparently of
the same material as the woman's clothes. The rear door opened and a man
climbed out with a big grin on his face. He was about five-feet 8 inches tall,
with dark skin and Oriental eyes. He had an air of someone very important
and was dressed in a well-cut, expensive looking suit of the same gray



material that was shiny like silk but was not silk. The stranger said his name
was "Apol."

Chimney Rock Colorado
Date: mid June 1967
Time: afternoon

A month after seeing a strange crescent shaped light over the Great Sand
Dunes National Monument and painting a picture of the light, the witness;
Mrs Blundell was visited by a strange character at the Pine Cove Inn. The
man was deathly pale, had very dark hair, and wore a dark suit. He told Mrs
Blundell that he was not from our universe and could not read but could
name the contents of any book in any library. He expressed interest in
obtaining the picture of the light, but said he had no money and would return
on a later date. The strange visitor then departed in a vehicle with Arizona
license plates. He was not seen again.

Cordoba Argentina
Date: June 21 1967
Time: daytime?

Four days prior of a massive wave of UFO sightings in the region a man
dressed in black showed up at the newsroom of Cordoba's, "Los Principios"
daily, where he dropped off a letter addressed to the editor stating that before
the week was out the Southern Cone would experience a massive fly over
involving hundreds of extraterrestrial craft. The day before the sighting
began, the newspaper received a phone call stating, "Attention, it will begin
at any moment..."

Greenland, Long Island, New York
Date: October 1967
Time: early morning

Awakened by the sounds of his dogs barking Joseph Henslik looked
outside and was surprised to see a strange circular object circling over the
post office building near his house. Reacting quickly he grabbed his camera
and ran to the patio. He took several photos of the luminous disc-shaped
object that appeared to have a turret on top on which he could see several
lighted windows. Two days after once he had obtained the negatives two
strange men visited Henslik at his home. After returning home at about
0300A that morning he noticed that two men were waiting for him. He
described them as being of medium height, black hair and very tanned skin.
Both wore very tight-fitting black slacks; black turtle necked sweaters and



what appeared to be a black "smoking" jacket. One of the men approached
Henslik and in a strange Scandinavian sounding accent he told him that they
were representatives of the government and that they needed to speak to him

They refused to show him any credentials since they claimed to belong to
a "top secret government agency". The stranger told him, "We know that you
took some photographs that can be considered authentic and in the name of
your family, the government and the world (!) We request you give those to
us". Henslik told them that he did not have the photos yet, the men then left
promising to return the next day. Precisely at the same time the next day
Henslik received another visit, this time from three similarly dressed
strangers, totally dressed in black. Afraid Henslik gave them the negatives,
which they examined closely with a flashlight, then, warned him not to tell
anyone about the photos and walked away into the darkness. Henslik was
surprised since he did not see a vehicle or any other mode of transportation in
the area.

Exploring The MIB Flap In UK by Andrew Lunn

British UFO Research Assoc. and ISUR
This section explores the myth of the MIB (Men In Black). It is mainly based
on my MIB research regarding incidents after 1976 in England.
Part 1:
The Making of the Myth

Many seem to feel it was divisions of the USAF that created the MIB
myth, but this could not be further from the truth. There is strong evidence to
suggest that MIB have been co-existing with us, since we care to remember
and this leads one to ask why there was ever such a need. The actual basis of
their origin lies deep within the recesses of the UFO witness, as research
suggests that MIB normally make an appearance after somebody has
witnessed a UFO. This has often led me to believe whether the ability to see a
UFO, brings out the MIB from their hiding, forced to contemplate the
inevitable that their hidden origin will be revealed one day. However this is
even harder to believe when faced with the MIB themselves; a shocking
confrontation whereby the witness is unsure of how to act, due to the
weirdness being exhibited by the strange guests. The actual name Men in
black is misleading, as there have been sightings reported to me of Females
in black; this may lead one to think that maybe they do possess some Alien



origin, capable of taking on any form they like.
I tend to back away from the alien hypothesis mainly due to my

consistent analysis of English cases pre 1976, which tend to emphasis a more
direct link with military, normally RAF or MoD. Looking at American
reports seem to emphasise a more alien account, and it is here when the issue
becomes confusing. It would surely be a lot easier for the government to
make use of the MIB, instead of spending copious amounts of time and
money necessary for carrying out such widespread operations against people
seeing lights in the sky. However there is clear evidence, which will be
discussed later on, in which witnesses to UFO's or even top secret
government projects have been severely harassed. Much has been born out of
this myth, and I feel that around the 1960's, the US government was able to
use some of the personnel from the Air Force Special Activities
Centre(AFSAC), and 'disguise' them as MIB. Even Mothman(see The
Mothman Prophecies by John A. Keel) was part of the MIB myth, and thus
their identity becomes ever more tightly kept due to the natural progression
that we do nothing to halt proceedings; MIB are natural to human folklore.
Part 2:
Common Characteristics of the Modern Day MIB

While most MIB reports tend to highlight the fact that MIB may be of
some oriental origin, the detraction is made through the association that MIB
always come in threes. Is this irrelevant? Why? Maybe due to the fact that
transmogrification takes place, and size/quantity/appearance is irrelevant, in
that what you see is what you get, but not necessarily what you want! The
classic conception of an MIB is a man of indefinite age, medium height and
dressed completely in black. He always has a black hat and often a black
turtleneck sweater. They present an appearance often described as "strange"
or "odd". They speak in a dull monotone voice, "like a computer", and are
dark; complete with high cheekbones, thin lips, pointed chin, and eyes that
tend to look oriental like. Often when quizzed as to who they are, they say
they are salesman, telephone repairman(even though your phone is not
broken) or representatives from official(ie RAF) groups or an unofficial UFO
group. Their mode of transport differs whether you are in America or
England. In America they are often seen driving Buicks or Lincolns(black); it
seems to be only the films that portray the MIB using black cadillacs. In
England, the cars are normally Jaguars. It is also important to state that not all
reports of MIB are that describing a meeting with men of oriental features;



some have included men with very Aryan features, with distinguishing blond
hair.

A classic MIB case could be highlighted by the 1978 West Kirby case in
Liverpool, England. Here the witness JW has described the classic features of
the MIB, and seems to suggest some ulterior motive as to why they came in
the first place. It seems usual; JW had seen a UFO, and was shortly visited by
two men in black (more men were seen sitting in the car), one of which
confronted JW, a teenager at the time. "You'd better run on home" said one of
the men. The other man who was with our witness said "It's alright he is with
me", and they both then walked away from the men in vehicles. Our witness
described the man who got out of the car as dressed in dark blue or black, and
stranger still, he appeared to be wearing makeup in the form of lip
foundation. This has occurred before(lipstick on MIB), but mainly in
American reports(e.g. 1976 Maine). If this was not strange enough JW has no
memory of the man's lips moving as he was talking. The descriptions that he
gives is remarkably similar to other accounts since the 1950's of the men in
black. The MIB's are renowned for visiting UFO witnesses and are often keen
in trying to encourage the witness to say nothing of their account. Also many
MIB reports state that the men were wearing large hats(often too big for
them), however the 1978 West Kirby MIB, had no such headgear.

A case that has come of light fairly recently, is that of William Shearer,
whose case is being thoroughly investigated by Ufology and Supernatural
Studies(01206 286543-Paul Joslin), led by Barbara Fennell and Paul
Southcott. On Monday 19th January 1997(4 days after his UFO incident in
Essex) Shearer had returned from work and gone to bed as usual. His wife
and daughter had popped out, so he had the house to himself. Unable to
settle, he came downstairs for a drink, and thought he heard a faint knock at
the door. Sure enough, as Shearer approached the door he could see the
outline of a tall man through the glass. Shearer opened the door and was
faced with a strange sight. The man was around 6'4", and dressed in a dark
grey suit and full length coat. He wore a brilliant white shirt(many other
reports have suggested that MIB wear a 'new' type of fabric) and a red tie,
and was holding a brimmed hat. Another similarly dressed man was standing
behind Shearers' wife's car, and appeared to be looking up and down the road,
as if to see if anyone was coming. The first man said "Can I speak to you
please?" His voice was very deep, and seemed to Shearer to be coming from
his chest rather than his mouth. At this stage, the man's gaze was lowered to



the floor so Shearer could not see his face. Shearer assumed the men were
Jehovah's Witnesses and replied "No, I'm not dressed". The man persisted,
and asked again to speak to Shearer, who again declined and asked him to
come back later. When the man lifted his head and looked straight at Shearer
his first impression was that the man was very ill, as he looked deathly pale.
In contrast, the stranger's lips seemed to be tinged red, as if he were wearing
lipstick (how can they get it so wrong for so long??). Again the man spoke,
this time asking to come in. Shearer stood his ground. After to looking at the
second man, the first finally relented and said okay, they would be back later.
On reflection, Shearer states that it was "almost as if the two men were
talking to each other, but I couldn't hear them" as the second man kept
looking at the first and either nodding or gesturing in some way. The men
walked towards their car - which was black and according to Shearer "like
something straight out of a gangster movie, yet it looked brand new".

Throughout many of the MIB reports I have studied many MIB car
number plates are never traceable, and many never existed in the first place -
what are the chances of making up a number plate and it being the only one
in existence? Shearer also noticed that the men walked awkwardly, as if they
were suffering from arthiritis. Shearer was only convinced that these men
were the infamous MIB when told by Paul Southcott of USS, until which
time he was adamant that they were religious types. On 12th February,
Shearer received another visit, this time while he was at work. He got to meet
with the MIB at 1:15 am when he heard a knock on the door. The MIB were
slightly smaller than the one he had spoken to before, and Shearer
immediately knew it was the one standing by his wife's car on their previous
visit. Again he was dressed in the dark suit and coat and wore a hat. This time
the MIB asked to speak to Shearer by name, and specified that they wanted to
talk to him about his UFO sighting, giving exact date and times. Shearer was
baffled as to where he had got this information, but refused to let him in.
Shearer asked for the mans name and ID, but the MIB ignored him and
repeatedly asked to come in. Shearer states that it was almost as if the MIB
could only utter a selection of set phrases, since he kept repeating the same
questions over and over again, ignoring Shearer's own questions. On this
occasion, Shearer was able to get a closer look at the MIB's face, and realised
he had no facial hair at all - no eyebrows, eyelashes, or signs of stubble. The
visit lasted for about two minutes, and then the office phone rang. Shearer
turned to pick up the phone to hold, and turned back, the MIB was gone



Since the night of Shearer's sighting, all the video equipment in his office
building has been malfunctioning for no apparent reason. Since the MIB
visits, Shearer has had problems with his phone lines(very very common in
reports both in America and England). Clicking sounds can be heard on calls
he receives after 4pm, and on many occasions he will pick up the phone only
to find out there is no-one at the other end. British Telecom are at a loss, so
they say. On the 26th March 1997, Shearer's phone, was completely out of
order. No other lines in the area were affected. At the time of writing, he is
still waiting for an explanation from BT.
Part 3:
MIB & Black Helicopters

Occasion permits oneself to see some sort of connection between the Men
In Black and these mysterious black helicopters that seem to be plaguing our
skies, but it is far more complex than the colour match! If we are to presume
an existence that is 'alien' to us but having a connection with earth far greater
than we could imagine, we start to understand a little of the origin of what I
like to refer to as the "original MIB". The same sort of theories are being
attached to reasons behind the appearance of unmarked dull grey/green/black
helicopters, mysteriously hovering over people's back gardens. A number of
reports state that witnesses who have caught a glimpse of the pilots of these
strange craft are that of oriental origin, and thus a familiar pattern starts to
build up. But this shows now direct correlation, until we look at the
behaviour and timing of the black helicopter sightings.

We know that MIB are notorious for making an appearance after
someone believes they have seen a UFO, and it is from this we can
understand a little behind this timing of events and the occurrence of the
black helicopters - the majority of mysterious helicopter sightings suggest
that the primary witness has seen a UFO, but what must be determined is how
'knowledge' of these facts are 'leaked' out. The co-existence theory explains a
little as to how the MIB can be so knowledgeable about a primary witness(for
example, MIB have been known to recall memories that only the witness
would have known), but this is where a sharp dividing line is drawn when
looking for similarities between the MIB and black helicopter sightings.
What has been seen is some form of remote viewing being associated with
the helicopters gaining 'special' information; more precisely this can be
broken down when hearing witnesses explaining seeing one of these
helicopters while at the same time having files downloaded from her



computer. Is there a connection, and if so how can this be determined? What
is more pleasing to the researcher is the fact that we see some need being
built up between the two 'organisations' if you like, to gain this special
information and it is this that ties the two phenomena together. It is receipt of
this knowledge that enables the MIB to gain such a superior advantage over
their human counterparts. Without the ability to 'co-exist' and being able to
listen but be seen only when it suits them, the MIB would not be associated
with UFO phenomena to such a large extent. It is in essence the very basis of
their unknown quantity that allows them to stay as outsiders, but involved in
everything we do. One must stop short of trying to empathise with something
that will never be fully understood and perhaps try to concentrate on the
knowledge we do have about the MIB.

Sources:
The Mothman Prophecies - John A. Keel
The Eighth Tower - John A. Keel
Daimonic Reality - Patrick Harpur
Operation Trojan Horse - John A. Keel
Ufology & Supernatural Studies - Barbara Fennell and Paul Southcott
Men In Black Case File - Jim Keith



The Mib and the World of Anne Henson by Nick Redfern

Here is an MIB report of a slightly different sort as submitted by our
friend and associate Nick Redfern who knows as much about the Men in
Black as any American researcher.

On the evening of August 30, 1962, the world was about to change
drastically for a teenager named Anne Henson when she was plunged into a
late-night UFO/bedroom encounter complete with distinct MIB overtones.
When I tracked her down, Henson told me about the incident:

"At the time that this happened, I lived on a dairy farm and was still at
school; I was sixteen at the time. I actually moved back here with my family
some years ago and we run a nursery business now. It was the middle of the
night and something must have woken me up because I sat up in my bed and
I could see through the window what looked like a round ball of light in the
sky; my room over-looked the Brendon Hills. It seemed to change color from
red to green to yellow and I could see a circle with rays of light coming from



it.
"At first I thought it was a star, but it wasn't static. Then I thought that it

must be a helicopter or something like that, but there was absolutely no sound
from it. Well, it then began moving backwards and forwards and went from
left to right. I was very intrigued by it because it was making fairly rapid
movements. But it was the colors of the lights that attracted me first; they
were nice bright colors. It would come towards me quite quickly and
appeared to increase in size, and then reversed and moved sideways at a
middle speed. But it always returned to its original position just above the
hills.

"Over an hour or so, the light gradually receded until it was just like a
pin-prick of light. Well, I went to sleep, but the next night I wondered if it
might be there again
– and it was. This happened on a few occasions and I got quite used to seeing
it when it was a clear night.

"To be honest, I got quite friendly with it, really. I didn't feel threatened
by it, because although it came close to our farm, it didn't come that close.
Now, when I'd seen it a few times, I decided that I would get a compass and
graph paper and try to track where it was coming from because this was
intriguing me. I thought, this is a bit different."

It was what happened when Henson approached officials that really set
wheels in motion: "After I saw the light for a few times and tracked the
movements of it, I contacted [Royal Air Force] Chivenor. I told them what I'd
seen and then I got a letter saying that my sighting was being looked at. Then
this chap turned up at the house.



"It was an evening when he arrived for the first time, and he pulled up in
this old black car; and when he came in the house he was wearing a black suit
and tie. I would imagine that he was in his late thirties and I was most
disappointed that he wasn't wearing a uniform. He announced himself as a
Royal Air Force official and, of course, I took it as such. To me, he was an
authority, put it like that. He actually came to visit me on several occasions. I
assumed he was from RAF Chivenor; he didn't actually say so. I was a bit
over-awed that somebody was actually coming to see me.

"Altogether," Henson explained, "he came on three nights. On the first
night he came up to my bedroom and we sat there waiting for the clouds to
clear. Unfortunately, that night and the next night he came, we couldn't see
anything. So, he said that he would have to come back again. Now, on the
third night, he saw it."
Did he have any opinion as to what the phenomenon was?

"No, none at all, he was just concentrating on looking at it. But he was
very cagey. He wasn't very friendly, but he wasn't nasty either. But on this
night he took some photos of the light. He didn't seem very surprised by what
he saw. It was all very, very low-key, which I suppose is the way to play it if
it was something unusual. If he'd have got excited, I'd have got excited. He
then left and he took his camera and took my compass drawings and notes –
and I never got them back. But before going he said that nobody else would
believe what I'd seen and there was no point in me talking about it at school.
At that age, you don't want to be laughed at – and my family had laughed at
me, anyway."
Henson was puzzled about her bizarre experience:

"I thought originally that it was some military object, but then the
Ministry of Defense said it was a planet, although that didn't explain the way
it moved. Now, it all hinges on whether or not you believe in UFOs. I can't
see why there shouldn't be life on other planets. And if there is, why shouldn't
they come here to have a look at us?"

Anne Henson's case is a classic Man in Black encounter. It started with
the sighting of a strange object and was followed by a visit from a dark-suited
authority figure who warned her not to talk about what she had seen, and who
confiscated her compass drawings and notes that displayed the movements of
the phenomenon she had observed. But Henson's account differs in one
striking aspect to many other Men in Black accounts that remain unverifiable.
The official files on her experience have now been officially declassified and



they identify her mysterious, black-garbed visitor as an employee of the
British Royal Air Force's elite Provost and Security Services – the equivalent
of the United States' Air Force Office of Special Investigations (AFOSI).

That an organization of this caliber would take a keen interest in the
subject of UFOs is intriguing to say the least. The Confidential report on
Anne Henson's encounter that was prepared by Sergeant S.W. Scott of the
P&SS's Special Investigation Section states:

"MISS ANNE HENSON, aged 16, said that on 30th August, 1962
between 10.30 p.m. and 10.55 p.m. she opened the window of her room
which faces N.N.E. and saw a diminishing star-like object with what
appeared to be red and green colored flames coming from it. It was slightly
larger than the average star and appeared to be round. After about 21/2
minutes it became very small and she could only see it with the aid of
binoculars. She was quite sure that it was not the navigation lights of an
aircraft because she had seen these many times and could recognize them
immediately.

"She did not look for it again until 17th October 1962, when she saw the
object again which was partially obscured by fog. With the aid of binoculars
she compared the object with several stars and noticed that the stars were
silvery white whereas the object was red and green. Near to and above the
object she noticed another exactly similar but smaller object. She noticed a
difference in the color of the original object which was now emitting green
and orange flames in the same way as before.

"MRS. C. HENSON, mother of ANNE HENSON, said that she had seen
the object described by her daughter. She could offer no explanation as to the
identity of the object but was of the opinion that it was not a star. She
declined to make a written statement.

"A visit was made on 1st November, 1962 when the sky was clear and all
stars visible. MISS HENSON, however, said that the object was not in view
on this particular night. Observations were maintained for one hour but
nothing was seen. MISS HENSON was asked to continue her observations
and on the next occasion on which she saw the object or objects to compile a
diagram showing its position in relation to the stars. This she agreed to do.

"On 28th November, 1962, the next available opportunity, [the witnesses
address] was again visited. However, although observations were maintained
for 2 hours the sky remained obscured and nothing was seen. MISS
HENSON was interviewed and said that she had seen the objects again on



two occasions and although she had compiled a diagram she had omitted to
note the date. She said that she would again watch for the objects noting
times and dates and compile another diagram which she will forward by post
to this Headquarters.

"MISS HENSON reports unidentified aerial phenomena and provides a
diagram showing their position in relation to stars. The objects have not been
seen by the Investigator who cannot therefore give an opinion as to their
identity. It is considered that MISS HENSON is a reasonable person,
although at 16 years of age girls are inclined to be over-imaginative.
However, MISS HENSON is supported by her mother, a person of about 50
years of age, who seems quite sincere. The matter should be brought to the
notice of [the] Department at Air Ministry set up to investigate such
phenomena."

Sergeant Scott's report was ultimately dispatched to an Air Intelligence
office that concluded Anne Henson had simply misperceived a celestial body,
such as a star or a planet, an explanation with which Henson vehemently
disagrees. Whatever the truth of this curious affair, however, its importance
in the field of MIB research cannot be stressed enough.

Are The Mib Killing Our Ufo Researchers? by Prof. G. Cope
Schellhorn

Sometimes the Men In Black become UFO Terrorists when they step over
the line and become cold blooded killers. Prof G.C. Schellborn is a seasoned
investigator in his own right having authored several best selling works,
including ETs In Biblical Prophecy. His body of evidence is not very good
for UFO researchers staying alive into their golden years. Many have died
way before they should have as this investigative piece rightly brings out.

* * * * *

Death by gunshot to the head. Death by probable poisoning. Death by
probable strangulation. Deaths possibly by implantation of deadly viruses. No
one lives former. Yet the recent suspicious deaths of UFO investigators Phil
Schneider, Ron Johnson, Con Routine, Ann Livingston and Karln Turner, as
well as the deaths of a host of researchers in the past, only seem to add
emphasis to a reality with which many of the more aware UFOIogists are



now quite familiar: not only is UFO research potentially dangerous, but the
life span of the average serious investigator falls far short of the national
average.

Mysterious and suspicious deaths among UFO investigators arc nothing
new. In 1971, the well-known author and researcher Otto Binder wrote an
article for Saga magazine's Special UFO Report titled "Liquidation of the
UFO Investigators:' Binder had researched the deaths of "no less than 137
flying saucer researchers, writers, scientists, and witnesses' who had died in
the previous 10 years, "many under the most mysterious circumstances."

The selected cases Binder offered were loaded with a plethora of alleged
heart attacks, suspicious cancers and what appears to be outright examples of
murder. We will have occasion to refer to many of these cases, but first let us
take a look at more recent evidence of highly suspect deaths among present
day researchers.
Phil Schneider

No one has shook up more those who have been following UFO fact and
rumor the past low years than Phil Schneider. Schneider died January 17,
1996, reportedly strangled by a catheter found wrapped around his neck. If
the circumstances of his death seem highly controversial, they are matched
by the controversy over his public statements uttered recently before his
death.

Phil Schneider was a self-taught geologist and explosive expert. Of the
129 deep underground facilities Schneider believed the U.S. government had
constructed since World War II, he claimed to have worked on 13. Two of
these bases were major, including the much rumored bioengineering facility
at Dulce, N.M. At Dulce. Schneider maintained, "grey" - humanoid
extraterrestrials worked side by side with American technicians. In 1979, a
misunderstanding arose. In the ensuing shootout, 66 Secret Service, FBI and
Black Berets were killed along with an unspecified number of "greys. It was
here he received a beam-weapon blast to the chest which caused his later
cancer.

If Schneider is telling the truth, he obviously broke the code of imposed
silence to which all major black-budget personnel are subjected. The penalty
for that misstep is presumably termination.

Schneider in fact maintained that numerous previous attempts had been
made on his life, including the removal of lug nuts from one of the front
wheels of his automobile. He had stated publicly he was a marked man and



did not expect to live long.
Some of Schneider's more major accusations are worthy of attention:

(1) The American government concluded a treaty with "grey" aliens in
1954. This mutual cooperation pack is called the Grenada Treaty.

(2) The space shuttle has been shuttling in special metals. A vacuum
atmosphere is needed for the rending of these special alloys, thus the push for
a large space station.
(3) Much of our stealth aircraft technology was developed by back-
engineering crashed ET craft.
(4) AIDS was a population control virus invented by the National Ordinance
Laboratory, Chicago, Illionois.

(5) Unbeknownst to just about everyone, our government has an
earthquake device: The Kobe quake had no pulse wave; the 1989 San
Francisco quake had no pulse wave.

(6) The World Trade Center bomb blast and the Oklahoma City blast
were achieved using small nuclear devices. The melting and pitting of the
concrete and the extrusion of metal supporting rods indicated this.
(Remember, Schneider's forte, he claimed, was explosives.)

Finally, Phil Schneider lamented that the democracy he loved no longer
existed. We had become instead a technocracy ruled by a shadow
government intent on imposing their own view of things on all of us, whether
we like it or not. He believed I l of his best friends had been murdered in the
last 22 years, eight of whom had been officially disposed of as suicides.

Whatever we think of Phil Schneider's claims, there is no denying that he
was of peculiar interest to the FBI and CIA. According to his widow,
intelligence agents

thoroughly searched the premises shortly after his death and made off



with at least a third of the family photographs.

Ron Rummel
Another recent disturbing case is the death of Ron Rummel, ex-air force

intelligence agent and publisher of the Alien Digest, on August 6, 1993.
Rummel allegedly shot himself in the mouth with a pistol. Friends say,
however, that no blood was found on the pistol barrel and the handle of the
weapon was free of fingerprints. Also, according to information now
circulating, the suicide note left by the deceased was written by a left-handed
person. Rummel was right-handed. Perspiration on the body smelled like
sodium pentothal, or so it is alleged.

The Alien Digest ran to seven limited issues, all now almost impossible to
acquire. One thing is certain. Ron Rummel's magazine was touching on
sensitive issues such as the predator/prey aspect of the alien/human
relationship and the use of humans as food and recyclable body parts. Did
Rummel cross a forbidden line? It would seem so. But which line, and
where? Interestingly enough, one of Rummel's friends was Phil Schneider,
and the two had been collaborating.
Ron Johnson



An equally disturbing and more recent death is that of Ron (Jerrold)
Johnson, at the time MUFON's Deputy Director of Investigations. Johnson
was 43 years old and, it would seem, in excellent health. He had just passed a
recent physical examination with the proverbial flying colors. However, on
June 9, 1994, while attending a Society of Scientific Exploration meeting in
Austin, Texas, Johnson died quickly and amid very strange circumstances.
During a slide show, several people sitting close to him heard a gasp. When
the lights were turned back on, Johnson was slumped over in his chair, his
face purple, blood oozing from his nose. A soda can, from which he had been
sipping, was sitting on the chair next to him.
Did Ron Johnson die of a stroke? Possibly. An allergic reaction? Another
possibility.

Some of the more outstanding facts of Ron Johnson's life might easily
lead a more skeptical-minded person to a tentative conclusion that his death
was probably neither accidental nor natural. For instance, his most recent job
was with the Institute of Advanced Studies, purportedly working on UFO
propulsion systems. He had been formerly employed by Earth Tech, Inc., a
private Austin, Texas, think tank headed by Harold Puthoff. It would appear
he held high security clearances, traveled frequently between San Antonio
and White Sands, and had attended 2 secret NATO meetings in the last year
or so. One of those meetings, it is rumored dealt with ET communications.

Although advanced in years, there are some who believe that Dr. Hynek's
death was because of "strange circumstances," due to the high number of
researchers who have died of brain tumors or cancer.

If all or most of the facts offered above are accurate, one thing seems
obvious: Johnson was walking both sides of the street. This in itself was
highly dangerous, and he may have paid the ultimate price in an attempt to
serve more than one master.

As for exactly what killed Ron Johnson, a number of possibilities beyond
natural ones present themselves. It is quite easy in this day and age to induce
strokes through chemicals or pulsed radiation. It is just as easy, and has been
for some time, to induce heart attacks and other physical debilitations, such
as fast-acting cancers. The best bet is that Ron Johnson was eliminated by a
quick-acting toxin, perhaps a nerve agent. As for exactly why he was killed,
we will probably never know. The autopsy, somewhat ludicrously, has been
officially classified as inconclusive.
Ann Livingston



As a side note, a nurse returning home from Austin shortly after Johnson's
death reported a similar death-situation aboard her plane. When she tried to
move rearward to offer her assistance, she was forcefully restrained from
doing so. Could it be, one wonders, that some agent, through an accident, was
the victim of his own machinations? The idea strikes a nice note of poetic
justice, if in fact that were the scenario.

Another death involving elements of high strangeness is that of Ann
Livingston, who died in early 1994 of a fast-form of ovarian cancer.
Livingston made her living as an accountant, but she was also a MUFON
investigator and had in fact, published an article entitled "Electronic
Harassment and Alien Abductions" in the November 1993 MUFON Journal.
The article was highly critical of Julianne McKinney, directorof the
Electronic Surveillance Project of the Association of National Security
Alumni. McKinney discounts U FO phenomena, believing that what passes
for such is most often one kind of governmental ploy or another, whether in
the form of experimental machinery or experimental psychology.

Some facts which seem relevant to the case stand out. At 7:15 AM,
December 29th 1992, Livingston's apartment close to O'Hare airport, in
Chicago, Illinois, was lit up brightly by a silver white flash. She was accosted
later in the day while in her apartment parking lot by 5 MIBs (Men in Black)
which she described as being almost faceless and carrying long, flashlight-
like black objects. She was rendered unconscious. What, we must ask,
assuming her story is true, was done to her at this time, and why'? And did it
have anything to do with her later rapidly-advancing ovarian cancer?

It is not a well-known fact that Ann Livingston had been previously
abducted. Her friend, Fran Heiser, has stated that Ann Livingston had met
two handsome people, a man and woman, on an earlier trip to Mexico. To
Livingston's surprise, the man told her that the attractive young lady she was
meeting was in fact her daughter.
Karla Turner

Could genital intrusions from past UFO abductions have poisoned in
some way Ann Livingston's system? That is exactly the suspicion Karla
Turner (author of Maquerade of Angels, Taken, and Into the Fringe) had
about the breast cancer that preceded her death during the summer of 1996.
Both publicly and privately, Karla Turner held up the specter of alien
retaliation for statements she made in print, especially in Masquerade of
Angels. How much her suspicions were founded in reality we will probably



never know. (Her husband has made al her books available for free at
http://www.karlaturner.org/)

Who or what is killing UFO investigators now and in the past? Probably
some of the deaths presented here-that look at first glance so suspicious---are
in fact natural or accidental or self-inflicted because of stress or mental
imbalances. But, as Otto Binder noted more than 25 years ago, there are so
many. Pure common sense, and good logic, should lead us to believe that the
high incidence of premature death in a field which has a limited number of
investigators is very disproportionate compared to the population at large.
Spider Web of Causes

What we may have IS a concatenation, a spider web, of interweaving
threads which are causal and often, in fact, deadly. One thread is the activities
of the US (and other) intelligence agencies. Another thread is possible ET
involvement. A third thread is the involvement of certain PSI-tech think tanks
and private PSI/PK practitioners, including negative occultists. A possible
fourth thread is highly reactionary religious cults which feel they are carrying
out the will of God. It is more than likely that one or more or all of the above
agencies are responsible in whole or in part for many of the deaths from the
recent past, which have already been mentioned and many of those remaining
cases from the present to the more distant past, some of which we will now
explore.
Danny Casolaro

Danny Casolaro, an investigative reporter looking into the theft of Project
Promise software, a program capable of tracking down anyone anywhere in
the world, died in 1991, a reported suicide.
Casolaro was also investigating several UFO "NO-Nos" Pine Gap, Area 51
and governmental bioengineering.
Mae Bussell

Not long ago, Mae Bussell, a gutsy, no-holds-barred, investigative radio
host died of a fast-acting cancer just like Ann Livingston and Karla Turner.
Bussell was acutely interested in UFOlogy.
The directors of APRO, Coral and Jim Lorenzen, a Tucson-based UFO
group, both died of Cancer.



Deck Slayton
Deck Slayton, the astronaut, was purportedly ready to talk about his UFO
experiences, but cancer also intervened.
Brian Lynch

Brian Lynch, young psychic and contactee, died in 1985, purportedly of a
drug overdose. According to Lynch's sister, Geraldine, Brian was approached
approximately a year before his death by an intelligence operative working
for an

Austin, Texas, PSI-tech company. Geraldine said they told Brian they
were experimenting on psychic warfare techniques. After his death, a note in
his personal effects was found with the words "Five million from Pentagon
for Project Scanate."
Capt. Don Elkin

In the '80s Eastern Airlines pilot Capt. Don Elkin committed suicide. He
had been investigating the UFO coverup for over 10 years and, at the time,
was deep into the study of the Ra material with Carla Rueckert. There are
interferences investigation. reports of negative psychological having
developed during this latter



Bizarre Death of Scientists
Certainly nothing is stranger, and breeds speculation more quickly, than

the 30-some-odd deaths associated with SDI (Star Wars) research at Marconi
Ltd. in England between approximately 1985-1988. Here in capsulated form
is a list of a few of the more bizarre deaths:
Roger Hill, a designer at Marconi Defense Systems, allegedly commits
suicide with a shotgun, March 1985.

Jonathan Walsh, a digital communications expert employed by GEC,
Marconi's parent firm, falls from his hotel room, November 1985, after
expressing fear for his life.

Ashad Sharif, another Marconi scientist, reportedly tied a rope around his
neck, and then to a tree, in October 1986, got behind the wheel of his car and
stepped on the gas with predictable results.
In March of 1988, Trevor Knight, also associated with Marconi, died of
carbon monoxide poisoning in his car.
Peter Ferry, marketing director of the firm, was found shocked to death with
electrical leads in his mouth (August 1988).

Also during the same month of the same year, Alistair Beckham was
found shocked to death with electric leads attached to his body and his mouth
stuffed with a handkerchief. He was an engineer with the allied firm of
Plessey Defense Systems.
And, finally, but by no means the sole remaining death in this unique cluster,
Andrew Hall was found dead in September of 1988 of carbon monoxide
poisoning.

What, you may be asking, does SDI research have to do with the deaths
of UFO investigators? Theoretically, quite a lot. If, as many investigators
have hypothesized, Star Wars research was initiated with the dual purpose of
protecting "us" against Soviet aggression and/or the presence of UFO craft in
our atmosphere, then several possibilities arise. Most compelling is the idea
that the soviet KGB, realizing that the Western powers were on the verge of
perfecting a high-powered beam-weapon that could be used from outer space
or atmospheric space against them, marshaled a last-gasp, all-out espionage
offensive to slow or destroy the project. If this scenario is true, and the
weapon was indeed successfully developed, we have an explanation for the
collapse of the Soviet Union ("Surrender or you might be incinerated").

Other explanations have been offered. For example, scientists working on
the project discovered the true nature of the research they were involved with



and the overwhelming stress led them to suicide. Or they discovered that their
real collaborators were "greys," or Western politicians working with/for grey
aliens. One thing seems obvious. Something went terribly wrong at Marconi.
Scientists usually don't commit the kinds of bizarre, "unscientific" suicides
we find here.

One other possibility is that a contingent of unfriendly ETs got wind of
what GEC and Marconi and its affiliates were up to and, to protect
themselves, created enough psychic trauma within the minds of many of the
scientists to drive them to suicide. But if this is so, why have the deaths
stopped? Has the project been shelved? Highly unlikely. The best bet is that
the project was completed, roughly about 1988, and whatever it is, beam-
weapon or otherwise, it is now operational.

Certainly neither the public at large, and not even UFOlogists generally,
seem thoroughly aware of the real risks UFO investigators run. In fact those
UFOlogists who are aware of the suspicious deaths of some of their
colleagues in the 50s and 60s, seem to believe that whatever forces and
agencies that were then responsible have softened their tactics in the `80s and
`90s. The evidence, as we have indicated, does not seem to support such a
conclusion. There is no doubt, however, that the `50s and `60s produced
some strange goings-on.
Jessup and McDonald

Undoubtedly the most intriguing (and perhaps appalling) deaths in
UFOlogy were those of Dorothy Kilgallen, M.K. Jessup and Dr. James
McDonald - the former an alleged accident, the latter two purported suicides.
The details of these deaths, despite official pronouncements to the contrary,
are disturbing to say the least. Each of the three individuals seemed to have
much to live for, all were successful, and everyone of them was deeply
immersed in the relatively new UFO-phenomena problem.
Dorothy Kilgallen

Dorothy Kilgallen was the most famous syndicated woman journalist of
her day. Stationed in England in 1954 - 55, and privy to the highest levels of
English society and its secrets, she wired two unusual dispatches which may
have contributed to her death. The first, sent in February 1954, mentioned a
"special hush-hush meeting of the world's military heads" scheduled to take
place the following summer. The 1955 dispatch, which barely preceded her
death from an alleged overdose of alcohol (a la quoted an unnamed British
official of cabinet rank, `We believe, on the basis of our inquiry thus far, that



saucers were staffed by small menprobably under four feet tall. It's
frightening, but there is no denying the flying saucers come from another
planet.'

Whatever the source (rumored to be the Earl of Mountbatten), this kind of
leak in the atmosphere of the mid- 50s was an unacceptable leak. It is well to
recall that the secret CIA-orchestrated Robertson Panel had met in 1953 and
issued the Robertson Report. Briefly summarized, this document-and the
attitudes reflected there - represented a new hard-line attitude to covering up
all significant UFO phenomena. The year 1953 and the meeting of the
Robertson Panel truly initiated the UFO cover up as we know it today, with a
few extra dollops having been added.
Did Dorothy Kilgallen actually commit accidental suicide? There appears to
be an excellent chance she had help.
sleeping pills and Marilyn Monroe),



Dr. James McDonald
Dr. James McDonald, senior physicist, Institute of Atmospheric Physics

and also professor in the Department of Meteorology at the University of
Arizona, died in 1971 purportedly of a gunshot wound to the head. There is
no one who had worked harder in the 60s than McDonald to convince
Congress to hold serious, substantial subcommittee meetings to explore the
UFO reality of which he was thoroughly convinced. He was definitely a thorn
in the side of those who maintained the official cover up and, needless to say,
his passing to them would be a blessing.

McDonald, allegedly depressed, shot himself in the head. But, alas, he
didn't die. He was wheelchair-ridden but somehow, several months after his
first attempt, he allegedly got in an automobile, drove to a pawnshop,
purchased another pistol from his wheelchair, drove to the desert and did



himself in. How convenient, one might say, for his adversaries. And
McDonald, there can be no doubt, had made enemies. The question is: How
much did these enemies aid and abet the demise of this most worthy and
influential campaigner?

Astronomer M.K Jessup
When astronomer and archaeologist M. K. Jessup allegedly committed

suicide in Dade County Park, FL., in 1959 certain alarm bells should have
gone off. There is no doubt the well-known author of such influential works
as The Case for the UFO and The Expanding Case for the UFO had been
depressed. Things had not been going well for him, and he had, it must be
admitted, indicated his gloom to close friends, Ivan Sanderson, the biologist,
and Long John Nebel, the well-known New York City radio host. Sanderson
reported him disturbed by "a series of strange events" which put him "into a
completely insane world of unreality."

Was the reality Jessup was faced with at the time "completely insane" or
were there, perhaps, forces driving Jessup to the edge, forces with a plan?
Anna Genzlinger conclusion: Remember, these were the days of secret
governmental
mind-control experiments which have only recently been uncovered.



Certain facts about the case raise red flags. For example, no autopsy was
performed, contrary to the state law. Sergeant Obenclain, who was on the
scene shortly after Jessup's body was discovered, has said for the record,
"Everything seemed too professional." The hose from the car exhaust was
wired on; and it was, strangely, washing machine hose. Jessup died at rush
hour, with more than the usual amount of traffic passing by. He had been
visited by Carlos Allende three days before his death and according to his
wife, had been receiving strange phone calls. thoroughly investigated his
death. Her "He was under some sort of control." We know the navy was very
much interested in what he was doing; and we all know, or should know, it is
the ONI (Office of Naval Investigations) that has been in the forefront, from
the very beginning, of the UFO coverup.
And what of particular interest was Jessup investigating at the time?
Something that was top secret and would remain so for some time: the
Philadelphia Experiment. Dr. James McDonald tried to convince Congress to
look into the UFO situation. He died after shooting himself a short while
later.
The late astronomer Dr. M.K. Jessup was the first to reveal details of the
Philadelphia Experiment-he died a few months later.
Frank Edwards

Frank Edwards, the noted news commentator, died of an alleged heart
attack on June 24, 1967, on the 20th anniversary of the Kenneth Arnold
sighting. Was that coincidence?

Probably not. Several other prominent UFOlogists died the same day,
Arthur Bryant, the contactee, Richard Church, chairman of CIGIUFO and the
space writer, Willie Ley. The circumstances surrounding the death of
Edwards, who like James McDonald was pushing for meaningful
Congressional subcommittee meetings, raise huge questions. It so happens
that a "World UFO Conference" was being held in New York City at the
Commodore hotel on that very day in June, chaired by UFO publisher and
author Gray Barker. Barker stated publicly that he had received two letters
and a telephone call threatening that Frank Edwards, who was not in
attendance, would not be alive by the conference's end.

It definitely looks like someone was sending a message. As an unhappy
sequel to this account, Rep. Rouse, who had been supporting Edwards in his
campaign for Congressional attention to the UFO issue, died of a similar
heart attack shortly afterwards.



The annals of UFOlogy are frighteningly filled with the deaths of
UFOlogists from unusual cancers, heart attacks, questionable suicides and all
manner of strange happenings. Did former Secretary of Defense James
Forrestal really commit suicide as purported by jumping out a hotel window
at about the time saucers may have been crashing down in the southwestern
desert? Was UFO writer Damon Runyon, Jr.'s suicidal plunge off a
Washington D.C. bridge in 1988 really an act of will? What really happened
to Dr. B. Noel Opan who, in 1959, after an alleged visit by MIBs,
disappeared, as did Edgar Jarrold, the Australian UFOlogist, in 1960.

How do we explain the rash of heart attacks that took so many: Frank
Edwards, Rep. Rouse, author H. T. Wilkins, Henry E Kock, publicity director
of the Universal Research Society of America, author Frank Scully and
contactee George Adamski? How do we correlate accurately the large
number of purported suicides, including: Rev. Della Larson, contactee, author
Gloria Lee (Byrd), Marie Ford, UFO enthusiast who discovered Larson's
body, researcher Doug Hancock, and, more recently, researcher Feron Hicks?
What do we do with the inordinately large number of cancer deaths which
pepper the UFO field and burn doubtful holes in our credulity: Canadian
researcher Wilbert B. Smith, Brazilian researcher Dr. Olavo Fontes, Jim and
Coral Lorenzen (photos are earlier in this article), and the deaths of biologist
Ivan Sanderson and CUFOS founder James A. Hynek (photo at the start of
this article) (both from rare brain cancer)?

Certainly not all of these individuals, as well as many other less
prominent researchers that space limitations do not allow us to mention, were
marked for termination. Many, perhaps most, died natural deaths. But so
many of the cases leave doubt; some seem to be branded by the mark of Cain.
We know now how easy it is to induce strokes and heart attacks through
chemicals, pulsed beams and microbes. We have learned that the federal
government was (and still is) involved in PSI-tech research. An individual's
mind is rather easily manipulated, and minds can be subtly beaten like putty
into despair and madness.
Ivan T. Sanderson
The late Ivan T. Sanderson passed away unexpectedly. He was head of a



major UFO/paranormal group! 
UFOlogy is not the safe, hobbyist pastime some would like it to be. There

is danger, real danger in sticking your nose in places where the powers that
be don't want you to be. Many of the deaths related above are highly
suspicious. Some appear to be outright murder.

What is the cause, who the villain? Again, it must be emphasized that the
"problem" is complex. Rogue intelligence agencies, negative ET groups,
freelancing PSI-tech firms, and reactionary cultist groups all seem to play, or
to have played, a part in the more nefarious UFOrelated events described here
including the possible homicides of UFO researchers in past

decades as well as more recently. It seems highly likely that sometimes
one or more of these agencies may be working together, either with or
without the knowledge of the other's presence.

What can we do about such a state of affairs? Several things. We can
inform ourselves like good democratic citizens. And we can inform others.
We can and must raise a hue and cry when we suspect foul play. If we are to
protect our very lives and the democratic hopes we say we cherish, then we
must not go, silent and ignorant, into the night, pretending an innocence we
have not earned.
Copyright G.C. Schellhorn



The Mysterious Life and Death of Philip Schneider By Tim
Swartz With assistance from Cynthia Drayer

Al Pratt suspected something was wrong with his friend Philip Schneider.
For several days in a row, Al had gone to Phil's apartment, in Willsonville,
Oregon, saw his car in the parking lot, but received no answer at the door.
Finally, on January 17th, 1996, Al Pratt, along with the manager of the
Autumn Park Apartments and a detective from the Clackamas County
Sheriff's office entered the apartment. Inside, they found the body of Philip
Schneider. Apparently he had been dead for five to seven days. The
Clackamas County Coroner's office initially attributed Philip Schneider's
death to a stroke. However, in the following days disturbing details about his
death began to surface, leading some to believe that Philip Schneider had not
died from a stroke, but had in fact been murdered.



to be an ex-government
Philip Schneider's life was certainly as controversial as his death. He was

born on April 23, 1947 at Bethesda Navy Hospital. Philip's parents were
Oscar and Sally Schneider. Oscar Schneider was a Captain in the United
States Navy, worked in nuclear medicine and helped design the first nuclear
submarines. Captain Schneider was also part of OPERATION
CROSSROADS, which was responsible for the testing of nuclear weapons in
the Pacific AT Bikini Island. In a lecture videotaped in May 1996, Philip
Schneider Schneider, "Philadelphia Experiment." In addition, Philip claimed
structural engineer who was involved in building

underground military bases (DUMB) around the country, and to be one of
only three people to survive the 1979 incident between the alien Grays and
U.S. military forces at the Dulce underground base. Philip Schneider's ex-
wife, Cynthia Drayer believes that Philip was murdered because he publicly
revealed the truth about the U.S. government's involvement with UFOs.
claimed that his father, Captain Oscar
was also involved with the infamous

For two years prior to his death, Philip Schneider had been on a lecture
tour talking about government cover-ups, black budgets, and UFOs. Philip
stated in his lecture that in 1954, under the Eisenhower administration, the
federal government decided to circumvent the Constitution and form a treaty
with extraterrestrials. The treaty was called the 1954 Greada Treaty. Officials
agreed that for extraterrestrial technology, the Grays could test their
implanting techniques on select citizens. However, the extraterrestrials had to
inform the government just who had been abducted and subject to implants.
Slowly over time, the aliens altered the bargain, abducting and implanting
thousands of people without reporting back to the government.

In 1979, Philip was employed by Morrison-Knudsen, Inc. He was



involved in building an addition to the deep underground military base at
Dulce, New Mexico. The project at that time had drilled four holes in the
desert that were to be linked together with tunnels. Philip's job was to go
down the holes, check the rock samples, and recommend the explosives to
deal with the particular rock. In the process, the workers accidentally opened
a large artificial cavern, a secret base for the aliens known as Grays. In the
panic that occurred, sixty-seven workers and military personnel were killed,
with Philip Schneider being one of only three people to survive. Philip
claimed that scars on his chest were caused by his being struck by an alien
weapon that would later result in cancer due to the radiation.

If Philip Schneider's claims are true, then his knowledge of the secret
government, UFOs and other information kept from the public, could have
serious repercussions to the world as we know it. In his lectures, Philip spoke
on such topics as the Space-Defense-Initiative, black helicopters, railroad
cars built with shackles to contain political prisoners, the World Trade Center
bombing, and the secret black budget.
Quotes taken from a lecture given by Philip Schneider in May, 1995, at Post
Falls, Idaho.
Railroad Cars

"Recently, I knew someone who lived near where I live in Portland,
Oregon. He worked at Gunderson Steel Fabrication, where they make
railroad cars. Now, I knew this fellow for the better part of 30 years, and he
was kind of a quiet type. He came in to see me one day excited, and he told
me 'they're building prisoner cars.' He was nervous. Gunderson, he said, had a
contract with the federal government to build 107,200 full length railroad
cars, each with 143 pairs of shackles. There are 11 subcontractors in this
giant project. Supposedly, Gunderson got over 2 billion dollars for the
contract. Bethlehem Steel and other steel outfits are involved. He showed me
one of the cars in the rail yards in North Portland. He was right. If you
multiply 107,200 times 143 times 11, you come up with about 15,000,000.
This is probably the number of people who disagree with the federal
government. "
"Star Wars" And The Alien Threat"

"68% of the military budget is directly or indirectly affected by the black
budget. "Star Wars" relies heavily upon stealth weaponry. By the way, none
of the stealth program would have been available if we had not taken apart
crashed alien disks. None of it. Some of you might ask what the space shuttle



is 'shuttling." Large ingots of special metals that are milled in space and
cannot be produced on the surface of the Earth. They need the near vacuum
of outer space to produce them. We are not even being told anything close to
the truth. I believe our government officials have sold us down the drain -
lock, stock and barrel. Up until several weeks ago, I was employed by the
U.S. government with a Rhyolite-38 clearance factor - one of the highest in
the world. I believe the "Star Wars" program is there solely to act as a buffer
to prevent alien attack - it has nothing to do with the 'cold war,' which was
only a toy to garner money from all the people. For what? The whole lie was
planed and executed for the last 75 years."
Black Helicopters

"There are over 64,000 black helicopters in the United States. For every
hour that goes by, there is one being built. Is this the proper use of our
money? What does the federal government need 64,000 tactical helicopters
for, if they are not trying to enslave us. I doubt if the entire military needs
64,000 worldwide. There are 157 F117A stealth aircraft loaded with LIDAR
and computer-enhanced imaging radar. They can see you walking from room
to room when they fly over your house. They see objects in the house from
the air with a variation limit of one inch to 30,000 miles. That's how accurate
that is. I worked in the federal government for a long time, and I know
exactly how they handle their business."
Terrorist Bombings

"I was hired not too long ago to do a report on the World Trade Center
Bombing. I was hired because I know about the 90 some odd varieties of
chemical explosives. I looked at the pictures taken right after the blast. The
concrete was puddled and melted. The steel and the rebar was literally
extruded up to six feet longer than its original length. There is only one
weapon that can do that - a small nuclear weapon. A construction-type
nuclear device. Obviously, when they say that it was a nitrate explosive that
did the damage, they're lying 100 percent folks. I want to further mention that
with the last explosion in Oklahoma City, they are saying that it was a nitrate
or fertilizer bomb that did it. " First, they came out and said it was a 1,000
pound fertilizer bomb. Then, it was 1,500. then, 2,000 pounds. Now its
20,000. You can't put 20,000 pounds of fertilizer in a Rider Truck. Now, I've
never mixed explosives, per se. I know the chemical structure and the
application of construction explosives. My reputation was based on it. I
helped hollow out more than 13 deep underground military bases in the



United States. I worked on the Malta project in West Germany, in Spain and
in Italy. I can tell you from experience that a nitrate explosion would have
hardly shattered the windows of the federal building in Oklahoma City. It
would have killed a few people and knocked part of the facing off the
building, but it would have never have done that kind of damage. I believe I
have been lied to, and I am not taking it any longer, so I'm telling you that I
have been lied to."

In 1987 Philip married Cynthia Marie Drayer Simon. The two had met in
June of 1986 at a meeting of the Oregon Agate and Mineral Society. As
Cynthia put it years later, "He had so many interesting stories, so much
information to share, we bonded and love began to bloom." Philip and
Cynthia would later have a daughter, Marie Schneider. Unfortunately their
marriage had difficulties. According to Cynthia, health problems contributed
to their break up. Philip had multiple health concerns, many of which could
have killed him. He had chronic lower back pain that never went away, even
after a back operation. He had multiple Sclerosis, which was chronic and
progressive. Occasionally he had to use, crutches, a body brace, leg braces,
bladder bag, catheter, diapers, and a wheelchair. He often had to sleep in a
hospital bed with railings, a helmet, and body braces. When Cynthia first met
him he was taking Dilantin for seizures, and almost died 3 times from this
medication due to an allergic reaction.

Philip also had Brittle Bone Syndrome (osteoporosis) and cancer in his
arms. He had hundreds of shrapnel wounds, a plate in his head with a metal
fragment in his brain, fingers missing from his left hand. There was a scar
that ran down from the top of his throat to below his belly button, and another
scar that ran from just under his ribs, side to side. Cynthia would later state "
Philip was a complex person. he had brain damage after a bomb was dropped
on him while working as a civilian structural engineer for Morrison-Knudsen
in Vietnam. He had a Rhyolite clearance. He was learning disabled, brilliant
in some areas, yet unable to fill out a form in the Doctors office. Able to
create time travel formulas, but unable to budget money; he had to file
bankruptcy one year. I now believe that he had been 'deprogrammed' so that
he could not remember most of his 'past' life. But something began to happen
shortly after we first met. Perhaps because of the seizures, or because he
changed his medication, or because he now had another person to talk to that
was interested in what he had to say, he began to remember the old days.
Being the scientific, logical minded person I am, I listened intently to his



stories with a grain of salt, waiting for additional information to verify them.
I can still remember the night he began to talk in some foreign language
(sounded like Chinese and another night in what sounded like French.) Philip
told me he knew 11 languages before the brain damage. After the space
shuttle, Challenger, exploded, I visited Philip in his apartment. He had a large
chalk board with complicated formulas which proved that a 'cosmosphere'
had shot down the space shuttle."

Cynthia also said, "It was a difficult marriage for both of us, which was
complicated by a failed self-employed business selling rocks, minerals, and
antiques, Philip's re-constructive surgery on scars on his chest, his lower back
operation, my gall-bladder surgery and the birth of our daughter, all within a
1 year period. The pressures of our new family, failed business, and physical
problems culminated in our divorce in 1990. Philip was an emotional abuser
and could be very mean and abusive. He was a complex person - part genius
and part paranoid schizophrenic. We had a bad marriage but developed it into
a great friendship."

One of Philip's more amazing stories was his fathers alleged involvement
with the "Philadelphia Experiment." When Philip's father, Captain Oscar
Schneider (Navy Medical Corp.) died in 1993, Philip discovered original
letters in his basement. According to Philip, the letters were evidence that the
Philadelphia Experiment actually existed, and that Oscar Schneider had been
a participant in it after the crew members had been quarantined in a Virginia
psychiatric ward. Captain Schneider supposedly autopsied the bodies of the
crew members as they died, and found alien implants in their arms, legs,
behind their eyes, and deep inside their brains. Captain Schneider was
confused by these implants, so they obviously were not military. They had to
have been alien in nature, and the small "transistor" like item was discovered
before transistors had been invented. Here was evidence that either by
accident, or on purpose, aliens were involved with the Philadelphia
Experiment, and were probably responsible for its failure.

Also discovered in Oscar's basement were photographs taken during
Operation Crossroads, in which a nuclear device was used on Bikini Island.
Authentic military photos taken from an airplane showed UFOs raising up
from the lagoon and flying through the mushroom cloud. These photos
however, mysteriously disappeared from Philips apartment at the time of his
death.

Some investigators in Philip Schneider's mysterious death have had



problems believing some of the incredible claims he made before he died.
Even those who knew Philip when he was alive didn't always accept the
validity of his stories. Cynthia Schneider noted that when Philip was under
crisis or pressure, he would tell people that he had been arrested, or that
people from the sheriff's office or government had been at his door. This was
the way he expressed his crisis. Unfortunately she claims, sometimes it was
true, Like "the little boy who cried wolf," his friends became numb to his
reports.

Despite the fact that Philip's claims seemed too wild or disturbing to be
true, he obviously believed in what he was saying. Philip claimed that his life
was in danger because he was revealing the truth, a truth that some would kill
to keep secret. He borrowed a gun from his friend Ron Utella, stating that he
felt he needed protection and that there had been several attempts to have his
car run off the road. In the end, though, Philip's safeguards were not enough
to save his life. On either January 10 or 11, 1996, Philip Schneider died under
mysterious circumstances.

After the initial cause of Philip's death was listed as a stroke, Cynthia
asked to see the body before it was to be prepared for cremation. She was
dissuaded by the funeral director who felt that the body's advanced state of
decomposition would be too traumatic. However, she could not shake the
feeling that something was wrong. The next day Cynthia was contacted by
Detective Randy Harris who said that "something was wrong" - that there
were marks on Philip's neck. Philip Schneider's body was removed from the
funeral home and autopsied by Dr. Karen Gunson, Medical Examiner for
Multnomah County, Oregon. The autopsy revealed that Philip had in fact
died as a result of having a rubber hose wrapped three times, tightly around
his neck and tied in a knot. The conclusion from the autopsy was that he had
committed suicide. He had wrapped the tubing around his neck, tied it in a
knot, blocked the flow of blood to his head, became unconscious and finally
died.

More surprising was Cynthia's discovery that Philips lecture material,
unknown metals, military photographs, and all notes for his unwritten book
on UFOs were missing from his apartment. However, money and other
valuables were left untouched.

When he was found in his apartment, Philip's body was in an unusual
position. His feet were under the bed, his head was in a wheelchair seat, at an
unusual angle, the rest of his body was on the floor, hands by his sides. There



was blood found on the floor near the wheelchair, but no blood was found on
the wheelchair. There were no apparent wounds on Philip's body to account
for the blood. No sample of the blood was taken due to the initial belief that
Philip had died of natural causes. No suicide note has ever been found. In
fact, Mark Rufener, a long time friend of Philip said, " I saw Philip the
weekend of January 6 and 7th 1996. We were going to buy land in Colorado.
We were excited because he was going to hire me to help write a book about
his knowledge on UFOs and aliens, the One World Government, and the
Black Budget. He did not commit suicide, he was murdered and it was made
to look like a suicide. "

When he was alive, Philip enjoyed eating out at the 76 Truck Stop in
Aurora, Oregon. A waitress named Donna remembered his stops when they
would talk about his work. Philip mentioned to her that there had been 19
attempts to stop him from talking. Donna states that Philip said "If they ever
say that I have committed suicide, you will know that I have been murdered."
She said that Philip believed he had a mission to talk about a government
cover-up about aliens and UFOs, and that there were forces out to stop people
who talked.

Was Philip Schneider murdered? His ex-wife Cynthia believes this to be
the case. She thinks that Philip was met by someone he knew and injected
with a drug in order TO incapacitate him. The assailants then wrapped the
rubber hose around his neck, asphyxiating him. In fact, shortly after Philip's
death, several friends told Cynthia that they had seen Philip with an unknown
blond women several weeks before he died. During the course of the
meeting, Cynthia noticed a long-haired blond women in a car, watching the
meeting through the window with a pair of binoculars. When they tried to
approach the car, the woman quickly sped away. Cynthia later traced the
license plate number and it turned out to be from a truck, with the plate
reported as stolen. Cynthia thinks the reports of women with blond hair is
significant because Cynthia's mother, through a channeling session, had told
her that a woman wearing a blond wig was involved in Philip's death.

Despite the fact that officials have closed the case as a suicide, and
Philip's surviving siblings have tried to persuade Cynthia to accept the ruling,
Cynthia has not stopped in her efforts to discover the truth in her ex-
husband's death. She says that she knows in her heart and soul that Philip
would not have committed suicide willingly, and she still hopes that Philips
blood and urine can be relocated by the Multnomah County Medical



Examiner's Office and examined for traces of drugs that would not normally
be there. However, as the days go by the reality for such tests grows smaller.
She still hopes that someone will come forward with pertinent information to
help her find justice for Philip's death. Until that time comes, Cynthia Drayer
will continue her task, perhaps putting her own safety at risk. That prospect
doesn't frighten her anymore, " I just want people to know the truth about
Philip Schneider, a person who died trying to expose the difficult truths of
this world."
If you have any information concerning the death of
Philip Schneider, you can E-mail Cynthia Drayer at: cimbid@aol.com

Something Looks Strange My Friend Compiled By Robert
Goreman

On January 9, 1967, Mr. Edward and Mrs. Arline Christiansen and family returned home
after a trip to Florida to their new house in Wildwood, New Jersey. A UFO sighting made the
previous November was the last thing on their minds.
At 5:30 PM, there was a knock at the door.

A representative of the "Missing Heirs Bureau" said that he was looking for an Edward Christiansen
who had inherited a great deal of money. This investigator dressed in black and stood at least six-foot-
six with an enormous frame, with thyroid eyes, dead white skin, and pipe-stem limbs. His shoes
featured unusually thick rubber soles. Despite his size, the visitor spoke in a high "tinny" voice that
issued in an emotionless monotone, in clipped phrases, "like a computer." When he removed his jacket,
he disclosed an official-looking gold badge on his shirt pocket which he instantly covered with his hand
and removed.

As he sought personal information to determine if he had located the missing heir, this investigator
wheezed with labored breathing and his face got redder by the minute. He asked for a glass of water
and swallowed a large yellow pill. He returned to normal after taking it.

Arline and her seventeen-year- old daughter Connie both noticed that the inquisitor's too-short
trousers had ridden up his skinny leg and saw a thick green wire that came out of his sock and
disappeared under his pants. The wire seemed to be indented into his leg at one point and was covered
by a large brown spot.
Although UFOs were never mentioned, this case is pure MIB.

When the visitor left the house and reached the road, he gave a hand signal and a 1963 black
Cadillac pulled alongside with its headlights out. The stranger climbed into the car and it drove off, its
headlights still off.



Abduction Researcher Karla Turner The Men In Khaki by
Greg Bishop

UFO Mystic.com

The 1994 MUFON convention featured one speaker whose book I had
read and who I wanted to speak with. Fortunately, I had an excuse for an
interview because of a zine I was publishing at the time.

The researcher was female, a rarity in the UFO field. She had written two
books on the abduction scenario, Into The Fringe, and Taken, which
impressed me as different views on the subject than were making the rounds
at the time. There was little discussion of breeding programs or alien takeover
of our genetic material. Instead, she examined what the phenomenon meant
to the individuals involved, on a personal as well as a symbolic level.

It was with a little nervousness that I introduced myself to Karla Turner.
She turned out to be a polite, charming, and intelligent person, although I
don't know why I expected otherwise. Perhaps it was the forthright tone in
her writing, which conveyed a strong dedication and no-nonsense attitude.

She agreed to an interview, which we conducted at the hotel in Austin
where the convention was held. At this point, I was willing to accept most of
the abduction stories as true, at least as many of the witnesses reported them.
I still have little doubt that Turner was sincere and honest about her
experiences, and those of her husband, who had both been subject to strange
visitations for many years. She didn't really care about people who
questioned her interests and tended to ignore all but those who could offer
useful information in her quest for answers.



The interview was published, and Turner took me seriously enough to
keep up a correspondence for two more years, until her death in 1996. We
talked on the phone once every month or two, and she suggested people and
subjects that I might want to study. Most of them had little or nothing to do
with abductions.

Strangely, almost every piece of mail that I received from Turner showed
evidence of tampering. Some were simply left open, while others were sealed
in plastic with an apology from the US Post Office. I asked her about this,
and she began to send envelopes with a piece of tape over the flap, writing
"sealed by sender" over it. The tampering stopped. This sort of thing
happened with only one other person, and he was a cattle mutilation
researcher.

One experience made me wonder about not just Turner herself, but the
whole subject of abductions in general. On the night before our interview, I
woke up four or five times: at 1:11, 2:22, 3:33, etc. This is the only time this
has happened in my life. Turner and others later told me that this was a little-
known experience of many who had claimed anomalous interludes with the
UFO phenomenon. My host in Austin, Wes Nations, told me that his
neighbors had seen people in khaki outfits looking around his home the day
after I left, and that a fire had broken out soon after they disappeared. It did
little damage, and may have been a coincidence, but made all of us wonder
just what it was that Karla Turner had uncovered.
Listen to Greg Bishop every Sunday night at www. RadioMisterioso.com

The Guardian Men In Black, An Investigation Subject Bob
Oechsler

Among the attachments included here are responses to questions
submitted regarding CURSE.TXT, Guardian, "Original Guardian", Alien
Liaison book reference authored by Timothy Good, etc. and the following file
listings.

[1] Biographical Information Sheet - Bob Oechsler
[2] Guardian Investigation - UFO Video Case (February 1993)
[3] Insider's Report - Investigating the Guardian Enigma

The latter is an in depth report on the investigation through May of 1993.
There have been other interesting revelations and discoveries since then that
again tend to support more of Guardian's claims reported as "preposterous"



by Robert Stack on the "Unsolved Mysteries" broadcast of 2-03-93. My
personal experience indicates that this one case has been subjected to more
diversified scientific scrutiny than any other UFO case. Much of that is no
doubt due to the fact that there exists such an abundance of tangible evidence
to work with, both tactile and corporeal. With that stated, I'll start by
responding to the questions in order of number received.

1) Unspecified Guardian question ... (Lee)
[RES] ... Refer to attached [2] & [3] above.
2) Was Bob approached by an MIB? ... (Leslie)

[RES] ... While I have researched the MIB (Men In Black) phenomenon
for several years and recently investigated a possible MIB incident in
Maryland, I cannot confirm that I've ever been directly approached by anyone
or anything fitting the common description. Suggested reading: The UFO
Silencers, Mystery of the Men In Black authored by Timothy Green Beckley,
Inner Light Publications 1990 New Brunswick, NJ.
3) Was Bob's house broken into & was a (tape) stolen? (Leslie)

[RES] ... There has never been any evidence of my house being "broken
into". However, there was an incident in 1989 during the course of several
field investigation trips to Gulf Breeze, Florida wherein several audio taped
interviews and two very important computer disks mysteriously vanished
from my somewhat less than perfectly organized home office. I should point
out that we did find overt evidence of mail tampering between myself and Ed
Walters including undelivered packages of photographic and mapping
materials. The evidence was submitted to postal authorities and an
investigation initiated which stopped the illegal practice at least for six
months.
4) Did Bob ever meet with the Guardian? What did he learn? (Dave)

[RES] ... In November of 1992 while on location shooting part of the
"Unsolved Mysteries" segment with the Cosgrove-Meurer Production
Company, we received a telephone call at our hotel in Kanata, Ontario from
an individual who professed to know the identity of Guardian. I stayed an
extra day after shooting just to meet with this individual who was providing
numerous contact names, addresses and phone numbers for corroboration
including that of the individual he claimed was Guardian.

The person that I met with was a local college student who had known
Guardian for 17 years and claimed to be long time friends. He reported an
incident where his friend had shown the Guardian video tape along with other



tapes, documents and photographs to a group of six people including himself.
The incident was fresh in his mind because he thought all of this UFO stuff
was nonsense and he remembers falling on the kitchen floor laughing in
hysteria. His friend was so adamant about the veracity and authenticity of the
material that he assured him that he was the Guardian and that it was all true.
It wasn't until he heard and saw local news reports of eyewitnesses to the
events and that NBC was in town filming that he realized there may be more
to it than he first thought.

I called the number he gave me for the Guardian and tried to arrange a
meeting by leaving a message on an answering machine. Guardian called his
friend back and left a message for me on his machine basically denying any
knowledge or complicity. The more the friend challenged him, the more
remote he became. However during the course of my investigation it became
abundantly evident that this individual was in fact the Guardian of whom I
was searching. Only forensic evidence is yet to be collected for final proof.
Nonetheless I an quite convinced that I know who Guardian is and an awful
lot about him and the events hr has been involved in for many years. I never
believed it was necessary to expose him because all of the other witnesses
and landing contamination effects was sufficient. to validate the case. The
bottom line is simply that not one of Guardian's rather outrageous claims has
been disproved and quite a number of them have so far been completely
validated.
5) Is the Guardian the same one as "original guardian" described in
CURSE.TXT? ... (Peter)

[RES] ... A review of CURSE.TXT reveals that "original guardian"
referenced is an executive with the motion picture. My suspect is clearly not
involved in that field. The so called "incident" occurred in a city east of
Toronto, that is a rather large area. The video taped landing incident that I
investigated occurred about 30 miles west of Ottawa, which is some 200
miles east of Toronto. The Guardian involved in the case I investigated was
clever enough to put his fingerprint on the label of video tapes he sent out.
That makes them unique in as much as it certainly cuts down on Guardian
claimants and that's why we featured that issue on the "Unsolved Mysteries"
and "Sightings" segments. The Guardian documents that I investigated
referred to a roll of 35mm film of alien images that was submitted by an
anonymous photographer to NRC (National Research Council) in Ottawa.
We have not to date been able to verify if such a roll of film was received at



that repository, but it does seem to coincide to a certain degree with the
"original guardian" reference. In summary, there does appear to be some
possible similarity in the two cases but there is insufficient detail in the
CURSE.TXT report that I have to draw even the slightest parallel or even to
determine if there exists a mergence of the two. It is difficult to give much
credence to reports that are warranted by unsigned individuals and even more
difficult to find rationale to prompt research and investigation.
6) Was Bob ever taken to an off-shore research platform by the Gov't and
shown an anti-gravity chamber? ... (Mike)

[RES] ... As reported in the hardback book Alien Liaison - The Ultimate
Secret authored by Timothy Good and originally published by Random
Century Ltd, London 1991 (47 weeks on the London Times Best Seller List)
and subsequently in paperback by Arrow Books Ltd, London 1992 and now
available in the U.S. under the title Alien Contact published by William
Morrow Company, NY 1993, the chapter called Cosmic Journey refers to a
project which I was involved in under commercial secrecy contract to
Kenneth Feld Productions Special Development Group out of Orlando,
Florida. The project was sanctioned by the White House Office of the
National Space Council and by NASA (National Aeronautics and Space
Administration), the latter of which I was a former employee during the
midseventies. I was retained for the project due to my robotics expertise and
involvement in the adaptation of the manipulator arm for the Shuttle Project
as well as my expertise in innovation of RF remote control systems, and all of
that not withstanding my UFO research credentials.

The activities referred to in the question relate directly to my involvement
with a former astronaut and Air Force General Officer in the U.S. Intelligence
establishment at the Pentagon. On a project trip to the Houston area, I was
taken along with a group that filled three unique helicopters to a NORAD
(North American Defense Command) facility located on an off-shore
platform off the Gulf Coast between Mobile, Alabama and Pensacola,
Florida. We were flown from Ellington and were on the platform little more
than an hour at most. Refer to one of the above books for details. During the
same visit to the Houston area I visited a facility southwest of Houston
referred to as the Micro-Gravity Research Center. It did not involve to my
knowledge the swimming pool facility which I believe is located at the
Johnson Center complex and did not involve the famous airplane retro
gravity airborne project. This facility housed a micro-gravity chamber which



was encompassed in a room approximately 20' x 4O' and housed several
dozen if not hundreds of experiments, protein crystal experiments being one
of the most notable to me. A small scale model of the manipulator arm on the
shuttle was previously arranged and set-up for me along with a computer
simulation for modeling modifications. The purpose of my visit was to install
design changes with limiter stops and axis weight changes for adaptation to a
gravity environment for the full scale model for the Cosmic Journey Project. I
believe the micro-gravity environment was effected by an unusual lighting
system installed in the ceiling. The effect was analogous to what it might be
like if one could stand inside a florescent light tube. For more information,
again refer to the above referenced books.
7) Was the space tracking station (off-shore research. platform) on the
"fence" off the SC coast? ... (Peter)

[RES] ... The facility was not on the Atlantic Seaboard, see question six
above for location. I am not familiar with the reference "fence". The off-shore
facility was not to my knowledge a research center. It was an on-line
NORAD monitoring facility with capabilities far exceeding ordinary space
tracking.
8) What was Bob's position at NASA? What does (position) mean? ... (Mike)

[RES] ... My NASA credentials are referenced in the book Alien Update
authored by Timothy Good and published in the U.K. et.al. by Arrow Books
Ltd 1993. The photo section depicts my original NASA identification photo
badge with security number in black and white, the original is in color. My
position was titled Mission Specialist which is a catch all reference given to
about half of the employees at the Goddard Space Flight Center, the rest were
referred to as Operations Specialists. My job entailed project engineering,
documentation and sub-mission appraisal. Some of the projects that I worked
on included the Apollo-Soyuz Test Project (docking collar latch mechanism),
the IUE (International Ultraviolet Explorer), the manipulator arm connecting
mechanism for the Shuttle Project and several DOD (Department of Defense)
missions. I had no interest or knowledge of the UFO phenomenon during my
tenure at NASA and have repeatedly announced my failure to recognize the
connection to my work at NASA and my subsequent UFO research other
than as it has applied to the Cosmic Journey Project. I continue to be amazed
at the wild conspiracy theories and the constant speculation about my
supposedly working as some kind of a mole for the Gov't. My position has
always been that if the Gov't doesn't know what UFO researchers have



discovered, then they ought to know and probably do know a great deal more
than all of the researchers combined.

9) I'm still wondering how he managed to go from doing freelance
research (under NASA auspices) on some video tapes taken by a contractor
to being able to order a military polygraph for a Canadian official that was
allegedly taken against her/his will aboard an ET craft, ... (Bob Perse)

[RES] ... Since you're wondering, perhaps I can shed some light on the
issues for you. Actually I prefer interested individuals to ask this sort of
question rather than blindly speculate. First let me clarify the "freelance
research on some video tapes" issue. As a video and photographic analyst, I
was very interested in the depiction at close range of a UFO craft in flight
shot by Ed Walters in Gulf Breeze, Florida on December 28, 1987. The
moving images afforded an opportunity to evaluate the fundamental
operational physics of the craft and since I had been cited by the United
States Chamber of Commerce for my work in field applications technologies
in robotics there existed a natural interest in determining the prospects of the
video taped object being a remote controlled model. Therefore I was asked by
several groups including "Unsolved Mysteries" and the Fund for UFO
Research to have a look at it. I was looking for an independent lab where I
could conduct my analysis in privacy and without commercial expense. Since
I have several former associates still working at GSFC (Goddard Space Flight
Center) within thirty minutes of my home, including the local MUFON
(Mutual UFO Network) director of investigations, it was natural to inquire of
the possibility of conducting my work in their rather well equipped studios
during off-peak hours. Arrangements were made with the section director at
GSFC TV Studios to move the necessary equipment into one of their editing
studios. There was no official inquiry on the part of NASA HQ nor GSFC
hierarchy since the station which is closed circuit was operated by Bendix.
Therefore the work I was doing was clearly NOT under the "auspices" (look
it up) of NASA.

The second and independent issue which does not appear connected in
any way that I can imagine relates to the Guardian Case. The Canadian
Official initially contacted me anonymously by mail, but included enough
information that I was able to locate the individual due to my knowledge of
the landing area. The individual claimed to be having explicit memories
relating to the landing event depicted on the "Unsolved Mysteries" broadcast.
I did not learn until later that this individual had significant credentials within



the Canadian Government. The claims involved witnessing the landing event,
being taken onboard the craft and interacting with not only the alien entities
depicted on the program but also a human being of a specific nationality as
being in charge of the operation involving the craft and entities. There was
never any allegation regarding being taken against anyone's will since no
invitation was extended or refused.

The issue involving the taking of a polygraph examination of the claims
was raised due to the sensitivity of the witness' position within the Canadian
Government. Since the witness was not acting on behalf of any agency of the
Canadian Government and the onboard events did not directly involve same
(in other words the witness was not onboard as a representative of the
Canadian Government), there existed a need for specific anonymity in order
to avoid the appearance of a potential international incident. For clarification
it should be noted that the witness' voice and/or likeness would be readily
recognized at any Canadian Embassy throughout the world. Therefore in
order to establish credibility for the claims of an anonymous witness, it was
clear to all interested parties that a polygraph exam of the witness claims
would be required for the record to be included as a valid contribution to an
already complex case. I did not order a military polygraph, I selected a
polygraph examiner in Canada who had been trained by the U.S. Military.
Dr. Bruce S. Maccabee (Ph.D. Optical Physics and Exec. Dir. of FUFOR)
assisted me and the polygraph examiner in developing the questionnaire
strategy in consultation with skeptic Jerry Black who arranged the polygraph
for Travis Walton, Allen Dallas, etc. just before the 1993 release of "Fire in
the Sky". We wanted to be sure that any positive polygraph result could not
only be supported, but subjected to review by other examiners.

It seems to me that this last question poses some important points that
should serve these inquires well. We need to be very careful about jumping to
conclusions. It does not seem fair to me that just because someone exercises
care and diligence in investigative technique, that somehow this correlates
with heavy handed old fashioned CIA tactics. Or somehow suggests that the
analyst or investigator is secretively entrenched in some covert government
plot. I do recognize that conspiracies have and do exist, but my experience
suggests that such activity is vastly overstated in UFO research activities. It's
really not needed here as most researchers in this field tend to bicker and
debate so much that precious little actual research ever gets accomplished
much less accepted. When it comes to establishing public opinion the



tabloids win hands down it seems simply because they are so well financed.
Hope this proves helpful and doesn't bore anyone to tears. Thanks very

much for the questions. I believe the Guardian Case will eventually make for
a good book and could serve as an excellent template for future investigations
of this nature. If you think writing a book is going to make anyone rich, I
suggest you try getting something published. It always amazes me when
skeptics try using the old rich and famous explanation to attempt to discredit
witnesses and researchers/investigators. It is quite a naive ploy in the eyes of
the informed.

Thanks again, Cheers.
BoB Oechsler
Biographical Information Sheet - Bob Oechsler

BoB Oechsler: Pronounced X-ler
Former NASA Mission Specialist

Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, Maryland
Who's Who Listings
Who's Who in the East
Who's Who in Finance and Industry
Who's Who in the World
International Book of Honour
Author - The Chesapeake Connection
Contributing Author: The Gulf Breeze Sightings - Walters

Wm. Morrow, New York 1990
* Alien Liaison - Good
Random Century LTD, London 1991
The DFO Report 1992 - Edited: Good
Sidgwick & Jackson, London 1991
Alien Contact - Good



Wm. Morrow, New York 1994
Alien Update - Good
Arrow, Random House, London 1994
* 27 weeks on the London Times Best Seller List.
Lecturer: The Franklin Institute, Philadelphia
Speaker: The United States Chamber of Commerce
International Television exposure:
NBC - "Unsolved Mysteries" (Regular Consultant)
ABC - "America's Best Kept Secrets"
ABC News - With Science Editor Jules Bergman
CBS - "UFOs: The Best Evidence" (Award Winning
Documentary)
FOX - "Sightings"
Syndicated - "Now It Can Be Told"
Central Television - London
BBC - London
NTV - Tokyo, Japan
RAI - Rome, Italy
META - Berlin, Germany
Technical Expertise: Photo & Video Analysis

Invented process for converting nighttime Polaroid images
into almost daylight conditions for easy analysis.
Professional Expertise: Robotics Field Applications Technologies
Electro-gravitics Research
Radio & Television Broadcasting



Primary Guidance within the U.S. Intelligence Community:
Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) - Science & Technology
U S. Naval Intelligence - Director, Naval Ops Air Warfare
National Security Agency (NSA), Institute of Def. Analysis
Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA)
Executive Branch - Defense Science Board
Guardian Investigation – The
UFO Video Case
February 1993

The Ottawa, Ontario UFO Landing reported by the anonymous Guardian
has resulted in a year long active field investigation. I believe it to be a
landmark case which involved the complete cooperation of several agencies
in Canada including the Department of National Defence. DND has
participated actively in the investigation to the extent of providing an alert
team ready to respond to any continued helicopter harassment activity at the
site and witness residence. Although we have interviewed several witnesses
to this helicopter activity, we have yet to identify the perpetrators in spite of
several photographs taken at times of intrusion.

Transport Canada has been quite cooperative in providing classified radar
data at the site location. The National Research Council has been receptive to
my investigation of Guardian claims, classified helicopter research activity
and has provided access to CSIS, the Canadian Secret Intelligence classified
radar data at the site location. The National Research Council has been
receptive to my investigation of Guardian claims, classified helicopter
research activity and has provided access to CSIS, the Canadian Secret
Intelligence Service. Energy, Mines and Resources have provided aerial
photography for the research area. Canadian UFO author Arthur Bray and
researcher Graham Lightfoot have provided invaluable assistance in the
investigation. CUFORN, the Canadian UFO Research Network has been
helpful in providing me with a background on Guardian's prior UFO report
for 1989 and original materials they received from Guardian including
photographs and video tape.

Scheduled broadcasts of the investigation by network television include
NBC's "Unsolved Mysteries" (February 3rd) and Fox's "Sightings" (February
12th) clearly achieve Guardian's implied interest in widespread exposure for
alien UFO activity in the Ottawa Valley area. Television attention of this
caliber should give significant credit to the investigation and open the door



for those reluctant to come forward for fear of ridicule. These broadcast
provide the first international exposure for this case which centers around the
events instead of the anonymous Guardian who video taped the extraordinary
landing event.

Guardian began reporting UFO incidents in the area where the landing
occurred as far back as November of 1989. The landing was video taped
without the knowledge of other witnesses to the event on August 18, 1991.
We discovered the landing site and witnesses on May 10, 1992 and began an
investigation based on contamination evidence suggesting an extraordinary
event which affected the site. I have testimony of several experts in
diversified scientific fields which strongly argues against human
technological involvement in the event.

The size of the craft was approximately 20-25 feet in diameter as
determined by correlating field tests. The flares or Pyrotechnic activity at the
site has been determined to be of unknown origin, not compatible with any
universally known compounds. The craft depicted in the video apparently left
residue elements identified as not being indigenous to the site. Acoustics
analysis of the video tape correlates with the geography and particular
topography of the investigated field site. A Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)
from a Digital Audio Tape (DAT) taken from an original Guardian supplied
copy of the video detailed no evidence of electrical fields, repeating pulses or
oscillations within the detection frequency range of the recording equipment
used, yet all ambient sounds typical to the scenario depicted in the video
including the distant sounds of barking dogs, wind noise, insects, camera
operator breath walking as well as camera equipment noise in close proximity
to the microphone were all identifiable. No unknown is could be attributed to
the object or pyrotechnics depicted in the video.

NBC invested in excess of $115,000 unsuccessfully attempting to
duplicate the effects in the Guardian video and concluded that to fake what
was observed in the video would have taken a sizeable investment and would
have been virtually impossible to Pull off without the cooperation of the
residents in the neighborhood, some of whom have agreed to polygraph
examination in order to refute that possibility. Even NASA's JPL was unable
to find evidence of hoaxing the event depicted in the video.

After five research and investigation trips to Canada, the task is not yet
complete. The final conclusions may only be reached upon meeting the
anonymous Guardian who holds the keys and answers to many questions.



The single most important question that remains to be answered is: "How did
Guardian know that the craft was going to land at that time and place?".

My remaining efforts will be focused on establishing a dialogue with
Guardian. His decision to remain anonymous is in my opinion prudent.
Removing public anonymity can only put the dialogue with Guardian. His
decision to remain anonymous is in my opinion prudent. Removing public
anonymity can only put the focus on his credibility and integrity instead of
the incredible event itself. My objective will be to encourage his cooperation
upon confirming his identity and ascertain the rationale to his methodology
and determine the level of veracity of his claims.
BoB Oechsler
The Insiders Report
By Bob Oechsler

Investigating The Guardian Enigma
NBC's "Unsolved Mysteries" airs video of landed UFO craft. FOX's
"Sightings" features this landmark UFO landing case.

A strange series of events unfolded during the summer of 1991 in a rural
area about 20 miles west of Ottawa in the Ontario Province of Eastern
Canada. Out of the rolling hills and heavily wooded swamp lands of West
Carleton Township, residents were reporting surrealistic screams,
excruciating cries of tormented agony that warned off all attempts by
residents to investigate. Those that went to the edge of the forest land to look
into the matter were met not only with silence at first, but an eerie permeating
sensation of fear that seemed to hang over the area. The strange silence was
penetrated by a startling scream like no other sound experienced before. Even
the dogs would not venture into the area as their keen senses warded them off
ahead of their inquisitive masters. This was but one of a pattern of unusual
events that rained down on this sparsely populated residential former farming
estate community that summer. One individual now known publicly as
Guardian had the courage to investigate and report his unique findings of
unusual activity.

Guardian began reporting in late 1989 to UFO research organizations in
Canada that American and Canadian Security Agencies were engaged in a
conspiracy of silence. He anonymously claimed that UFO sightings in the
Ontario region had intensified in the 1980's (specifically around nuclear
power generating stations) and that on November 4, 1989 Canadian Defense
(sic) Department radars picked up a globe shaped object traveling at a



phenomenal speed over Carp, Ontario. The UFO, Guardian reported, abruptly
stopped and dropped like a stone. He claimed that the ship landed in deep
swamp in a rural area of West Carleton Twp. While monitoring satellites
traced the movements of the alien occupants, two AH-64 Apache choppers
and a UH-60 Blackhawk helicopter descended on the area the following
night. Guardian says they carried full weapon loads and were part of a covert
American unit that specialized in the recovery of alien craft. Independent
UFO investigations revealed no less than three eye witnesses confirming the
hovering craft over the swamp area, sounds of explosions, military vehicles
and personnel with no identification marks blocking off a main access road to
the swamp area. Guardian reported the recovery of "three reptilian fetus
headed beings" listed as Class I NTEs (Non Terrestrial Entities) identified as
muscular, grey-white skinned humanoids.

Guardian's rather elaborate report details a matrixed dielectric magnesium
alloy craft driven by pulsed electromagnetic fields generated by a cold fusion
reactor. He reveals that the craft was of a military nature and coldly calculates
a mission designed to pit human species against human species in an
ideological war to further strain east-west relations. His expressed knowledge
of alien installed human implants, military operations, high technology EMP
(Electro-Magnetic Pulse) weapons and ELF (Extremely Low Frequency)
waves calibrated to the same wavelength as the human brain to subliminally
control test subjects all suggest an extraordinary intimate involvement in
these events. If his assertions are correct, then we humans are in for a tough
time regardless of the official secrecy surrounding these issues. Guardian
warns of an impending hostile invasion much like the concerns expressed
numerous times by former President Ronald Reagan about a potential "Force
from outer space". He reports that data aboard the recovered sphere explains
why the aliens are so comfortable on our world. They preceded humans on
the evolutionary scale by millions of years and that their civilization was
destroyed 65 million years ago during an interdimensional war forcing them
to leave the earth. Now they have chosen to attempt to reclaim what was once
theirs.

Guardian was not the only one to report evidence of UFOs and alien
entities in the township of West Carleton. Alana Masters (pseudonym)
reported to the local press in September 1989 that her daughter had been
making drawings of a ghost with big black eyes and spoke of unusual dreams
and visitors at night. One evening before retiring, Alana was drawn to a



winnow looking out over her back yard by a bright light. Concerned about
the unusual shape of the object idling silently out back, she went to check on
her two and a half year old daughter. Upon opening the door she was startled
to see two beings that had really dark eyes and glowed a whitish yellow
color. One of the entities turned toward Alana and the next thing she
remembered was waking up on the sofa the next morning. Alana's neighbor
reported seeing a glowing creature of like description appearing to be taking
ground samples from the back yard and another in her house. She said she
never would have mentioned the event were it not for Alana's report. The
Canadian National Research Council reported over 100 UFO sightings
reports during the same period.

In February of 1992 a video tape and several constructed documents
arrived at my mailbox postmarked from Ottawa, Ontario. There was no return
address, but the video tape was cleverly labeled with the name Guardian
accompanied by an inked finger- print as a unique identifying reference. The
documents contained a map of the same area as reported in the 1989 UFO
landing event, but referenced a newer landing and retrieval occurring on
August 18, 1991. The cover document was

fabricated with a DND Department of National Defence) stencil, a maple
leaf watermark and two photocopies of Polaroid flash pictures depicting
events in the video. Other documents resembled typical FOIA (Freedom of
Information Act) responses involving deleted classified data using a black
"magic" marker. The documents contained the same ideology referred to in
Guardian's 1989 report, but seemed to focus more on theology and



Nostrodamus type apocalyptic proclamations. Had it not been for the
exceptional video tape Guardian's reports would have no doubt been
dismissed as the ravings of a misguided ideologist.

Psychologists that I consulted reviewed the material and concluded that
while there is evidence of pathology (perhaps sociopath) as it relates to the
source's interpretation and explanation of the scenario, there exists no
evidence of schizophrenia or other similar disorders. Guardian is clearly
literate in some areas of ufology, but may lack the ability to discriminate
extremist and conspiracy theorists viewpoints from traditional rationalists.

In April of 1992, I completed a preliminary video analysis on the case.
The video appears to be a series of edited takes from a longer video. This was
determined as a result of several stops and starts with the observance of
technical changes in the setting. For example in earlier sequences there
appear to be several flares burning with billowing smoke rising from that
general area, in later sequences it appears that the flares had burned out yet
the remnants of smoke are still visible. The individual segments may
however just be a product of starting and stopping the camera in order to
conserve battery power. Guardian may have missed the initial landing due to
late arrival. If he was influenced by the intelligence aboard the craft, he may
have been affected in such a way as to inhibit filming of the departure of the
object.

The first segment that I examined depicts a wide angle nighttime field of
view with a series of bright red fires or flares burning on the left side of the
screen with smoke billowing up and to the right of the frame reference and an
elliptical bright white light to the right of the frame on an approximate
horizontal even plane with respect to the red lights. The luminosity of the
flare activity is great enough to expose a tree line or forest area in the
background not far from the luminous source. The segment depicts a
variation of zooms in and out of the scene with slight panning action to the
right and left. At the fully zoomed setting the camera is far enough away
from the total scene so that both the left scene and right scene are still
simultaneously visible, except during gross panning of the camera. The right
side scene with the elliptical white light also exhibits a flashing blue strobe
light vertically aligned above the primary light source. Residual light
smearing is evident below and slightly bleeding to the right of both primary
scenes. On the left scene the smear is red and on the right the smear is green
with a central blue. This is typical of nighttime electronic photography and



eyewitness reports typically confirm that smear color is reflective of the
actual naked eye color observed in the prime light source. This segment runs
2 minutes and 20 seconds.

The second segment commences with the photographer walking closer to
the scene of the strobing lights, apparently at the full zoomed in setting or
perhaps the view that exhibits only the flashing lights is such that the actual
disc is initially obstructed by the terrain horizon on approach. During the
initial frames smoke is visible which is apparently luminated by light from
below the frame horizon. The smoke continues to be visible throughout the
segment. Through a series of zoom sequences, apparently while the
photographer is still walking, a clear image of what appears to be a disc
shaped object is visible especially when examined frame by frame. There
appears to be two flares or red colored fires at the left front leading edge of
the disc but at least separated from the disc which does not appear to be
damaged or on fire.

The center of the top of the disc builds into a triangular shape or turret
area. The flashing lights depicted in the previous segment resolve to a blue
strobe that is oscillating about the outer portion of the top of the turret and
each flash reflects off of the curved portion of the top side of the disc below.
The strobe sequence is approximately 7.5 flashes per second and rotates
vertically as opposed to typical horizontal strobes on emergency vehicles and
aircraft. The luminosity intensity characteristics of the strobe are variable
with high intensity flashes followed sequentially by low intensity flashes. On
occasion during single frame analysis a square flash of light could be
observed as the source of the strobe. On at least one frame it is conclusive
that a squared light pattern was observed sourcing from amidships the turret
area as opposed to the top of the turret and well above the area of observed
reflection.

Additional features apparent in this segment include a series of vertical
slats, appendages or ridges that appear on the outside of the disc equidistant
from each other. These features are luminated by the plasmatic like light
source emanating from the underside of the craft. It would be easy for the
casual observer to view these features as windows or square porthole like
features due to the shadowing effect caused by the distortion of light
distribution as a result of the protrusion of the vertical slats around the disc's
leading edge.

Another observed anomaly in this segment involves what appears to be a



secondary moving strobe seen at times well above the primary strobing light.
This is probably a product of the electronics in the form of a continuous ghost
roll of the strobe that constantly repeats itself strobing from the bottom of the
frame to the top much like a horizontal roll characteristic. It maintains a
constant vertical alignment to the strobe and is consistent with experiments
conducted using a vertical strobe. The segment runs for forty seconds.

The third segment depicts the disc at an intermediate distance without
change in zoom reference. There is still evidence of flares burning near the
left front of the disc. It is the most significant segment for measuring the
strobe frequency characteristics. As a side reference, an interesting
correlation exists between the 7.5 strobe frequency in this video and the 7.5
oscillation observed in the video of a flying craft taken in Gulf Breeze,
Florida in December 1987. It should be noted that a tripod is never used by
the photographer. All segments are hand held and attention is not always
given to the viewfinder for frame referencing. This segment shows no
evidence of the signal flares depicted in the first segment so it is not possible
to develop an actual chronology regarding these segment sequences. The
segment runs for two minutes and seven seconds.

The forth segment proved to be more of a challenge to analyze. The
segment commences with a close-up hand held shaky view of the upper
strobe area without depicting the reflection area on the top side of the disc
surface. It depicts a disembodied rising strobe feature which we were able to
duplicate in laboratory tests. As the segment unfolds, it appears that the
photographer is walking toward a crest in topography exposing the full disc
with strobing features at a wide angle much the same as in segment two,
absent the back- lighting effects of the luminated drifting smoke from the
pyrotechnics activity. The photographer then zooms in closer to expose
previously observed details of the disc and immediate surrounding terrain. It
appears that the two flares at the front left of the disc have burned out,
assuming the photographer's orientation to the disc is similar to previous
segments. This segment runs for one minute and six seconds.

Additional segments on the source video depict a variety of freeze frames
related to the final close-up frames of the disc where a blue beam of light was
apparently aimed directly at the camera from the disc itself. The tracking
quality for most of the segment is quite poor. The bulk of the subject matter
appears to relate to images of either photographs or actual video frames of an
alien entity(s) of the generically typical gray (grey) variety with almond



shaped black eyes. The facial features contain a dominant protrusion or snout
which an eyewitness described as "pig nosed". Sequential images show one
eyelid closing and other changes in facial features. The entity(s) appear to be
self luminating as no external light source is evident capable of luminating
the hands and facial features. Guardian sent one researcher an 8 x 10 black
and white print of such a creature posed in the terrain depicted by the
Polaroid prints with the foreground luminated by flash. These final segments
run just over 26 minutes duration.

In order to estimate the actual distance of the disc from the camera, I
conducted a field test using only Sony CCD 4 Lux 8x Zoom video camera. A
1000 foot course was laid out at 100 foot intervals. I then recorded wide
angle and zoom variations of an ordinary highway road flare in like nighttime
conditions to that of the source video. The comparative results suggested that
the disc shaped craft in the source video, at it's closest point, would be
approximately 500 to 700 feet from the camera assuming an object of 50 feet
in diameter. A 25 foot diameter craft would place the camera at 1000 to 1200
feet at closest approach. The latter proved to be the most viable following a
field investigation which located the site where the video was taken.

It was immediately apparent when comparing the nighttime video
sequences from both cameras that the source video was taken with a field
production quality camera probably costing tens of thousands of dollars. The
color retention is extraordinary even from the perspective of my own
personal experience with broadcast quality field production camera systems.
Considering the ultra high luminosity characteristics of the bright white light
emanating from the bottom of the disc structure, it is surprising that the
camera was able to retain the red coloring of the flares. The flares or flare
mix in pots are exhibiting a significant amount of smoke giving indications of
an active localized thermal environment with a wind velocity and direction
that would later prove consistent with meteorological reports for the date and
time period reported. My tests with ordinary road flares did not exhibit the
same amount of smoke, nor did my camera retain the red color as that of the
source camera. Test conclusions tend to validate that a high technology
camera was used and that the pyrotechnics were no less than military grade.
Preliminary Conclusions
(Prior to Field Investigation)

The evidence suggests the depiction of a real event. It can not be
determined at this time whether the source is providing credible information



relative to the depicted events in the video tape. Nonetheless I am convinced
at this time that the events do not appear to represent a fabrication or hoax in
the form of scale modeling. An actual field event seems to be unfolding in the
video segments. It would appear unlikely that the photographer just happened
onto the scene with at least six packs of Polaroid film (assuming there in fact
exists 60 Polaroid prints of the scene as inferred from Guardian's documents)
and a field production quality video camera accompanied by the requisite
power source equipment. Subsequent field investigation supported this
conclusion due to sight limitations in surrounding topography.

In spite of the quality of the camera, the photographer does not appear to
be experienced with the equipment. It should also be noted that there is no
evidence that the source sender of the written and video materials is the
photographer. It is surprising that no tripod was used, rarely are cameras of
that quality carried without the optional use of a tripod.

The disc appears to be active throughout all segments and is static (not
moving relative) to the environment. The disc is not on a perfect horizontal
plane to the camera but is tilted slightly rising to approximately five degrees
on the right side. This position might be a product of the topography of the
terrain where the disc appears to be resting.

The appearance of the disc could be likened to an upside down frying pan
without the handle and with a conical shaped turret at the center top. It has
vertical ridges or protruding flange elements at equidistant intervals around
and extending beyond the leading edge of the disc. The underside appears to
be quite hot in terms of light temperature. There should be significant
evidence of physical effects relative to this light frequency phenomenon at
the landing site where this event occurred.

Initial evaluation of the entity images on the video and other photographic
material suggested that it might be easy to fake such images using a
protective fencing or hockey face mask and black jumpsuit costuming. If the
entity images were faked however, a dichotomy in logic would exist if in fact
the video of the disc is authentic. A more intensive analysis of the entity
images detected obvious changes in facial features that are not consistent
with the mask hypothesis. And the apparent self luminosity characteristic
infers a strange complexity associated with the images that would have to
border on a Hollywood level make-up job.
The Field Investigation

Satisfied that the video segments of an active landed disc were potentially



authentic, the next step was to attempt to locate the exact site where the event
occurred. The map that Guardian supplied did not identify the specific site
where the disc landed, but did narrow the scope to an area of approximately
four square miles. On May 9, 1992 I arranged to meet several field
investigators from the Toronto based Canadian UFO Research Network
(CUFORN) at a prearranged location in Carleton Place not far from the area
outlined on Guardian's map. Graham Lightfoot, who had conducted one of
the investigations at the area based on Guardian's 1989 report, agreed to be
our local guide.

That first day was spent mostly trying to get a feel for the area and
unsuccessfully attempting to locate a radar site depicted on Guardian's map.
Using various magnetic compass devices we attempted to locate magnetic
Matrix lines drawn on Guardian's map. Most of the area that we searched was
heavily wooded bush country much of which was under a foot or less of
water, typical Canadian swamp land. The team had split up into three groups
by day's end and eventually regrouped at a restaurant in Carp some fifteen
miles away from the search area. My son and I had decided to venture deep
into the forest swamp attempting to locate evidence of the 1989 landing event
previously reported by Guardian and hoping to find a clearing in the woods
large enough to accommodate the video tape landing of 1991. We were
fortunate enough to find our way out of the swamp about an hour before dark.
The other teams had left notes on the windshield of my truck with directions
to the restaurant. Although we were unable to find any evidence of the events
reported in 1989, we did locate an area whose topography appeared capable
of containing the sequence of events depicted in the 1991 landing video tape.

Following dinner discussions, the rather large contingent from Toronto
had to make the return trip back home that night and were unable to pursue
further involvement in the field investigation. Having narrowed the search to
the clearing we discovered that evening, Graham Lightfoot returned the next
morning to join us in visiting the property owners to ask for permission to
inspect the lower field. The clearing area I had seen the day before from an
opening in the swamp area was surrounded by tree lines on three sides and
invisible from nearby roadways as the property sloped up to a higher
elevation. The residence overlooking the lower fields was situated at the crest
of a rolling hillside which sloped steeply back down to the main roadway.
We called on the owners at mid-morning that Sunday and met Mrs. Labenek
and her three children. Dr. Labenek was toiling away on the riding mower



cutting the vast expanse of grass on the front hillside and was unaware of our
arrival at the time.

Graham Lightfoot reintroduced himself to Mrs. Labenek whom he'd met
more than a year earlier during his investigation of the 1989 Guardian report.
Mrs. Labenek had been one of the three witnesses along that sparsely
populated stretch of roadway who confirmed the sighting of an unusual bright
light hovering over the swamp area in 1989. We asked Mrs. Labenek if she'd
seen anything unusual down in the field the previous summer. Her uneasiness
with the question was quite evident as she reluctantly suggested that there
was a bright light over the field, but hesitated a t giving any further details
recounting the subtle ridicule, she received from giving testimony on the
subject she observed over the swamp in 1989. Not wanting to press the issue
at that time, we requested permission to inspect the lower field which was
granted without hesitation.

It was apparent that at one time the property was broken up into three
separate fields with the remnants of stone pilings for fence posts leaving mute
testimony. The fields extend 2,000 feet from the crest of the hill where the
residence stands to the tree line which is fenced off from the back edge of the
property. The lower field is a valley which in May was quite soft with about
three inches of water covering approximately thirty percent of the surface
area. Much of the field was covered in dense two feet high bush grasses and
generously populated with hardy juniper bushes and a few small saplings.
Spring growth was just coming up all over the area. Looking for evidence of
the flares activity, my thoughts were that if this was the site, there should be
some remnants of the slag from the red pyrotechnics unless flare pots were
used. It figured that if we could find even microscopic evidence of the
pyrotechnics activity, then it should be easy through laboratory analysis to
determine if the event could possibly have been a secret military operation.

Much to my surprise it was unbelievably hot under the May sunshine in
Canada that day as we hauled the video camera case and other photographic
equipment and sample retrieval supplies down into the field. We were
immediately drawn to an area in the middle of the lower field that seemed to
be devoid of the dense growth pattern common to the rest of the field. As we
scouted this area it was immediately apparent that something very unusual
had occurred there affecting a roughly circular pattern approximately fifty
feet in diameter.

All of the plant life in this one local area appeared to have been subjected



to some level of microwave frequency exposure. The grass plants had all of
the pigment bleached out and were completely dehydrated but not scorched.
Outside that area the same species had turned brown through natural
perennial cycles. Some of these bleached white colored grass plants had
strange black sooty deposits on the surface which we collected along with
unaffected control samples. Subsequent laboratory analysis proved the
deposits to be of Titanium residue which was not indigenous to the site and
not of any known pyrotechnics mix.

More than a dozen juniper bushes were found inside the circumference of
the affected area. All had evidence of gross wilting, total loss of foliage and
total dehydration. It appeared as though the cellulose had been softened
allowing gravity to force the plants to lie flat on the ground, apparently at
which time they became quickly dehydrated and brittle. Just outside the
affected area were numerous healthy juniper shrubs that stood in stark
contrast to the barren waste only several feet away.

Although all of the plant life within the circle had perished due to some
form of exposure, the effects were apparently not permanently toxic to the
soil. Spring growth of various forms was already beginning to sprout in the
affected area. No evidence of the flare activity was ever found at the site in
any of the several dozen samples taken from the entire field on two
expeditions for that explicit purpose.

Developing lines of sight from the affected circle area, it became evident
that while the event was clearly in plain view of the Labenek residence, the
neighboring properties had an obstructed view of the area due to the specific
topography and surrounding tree line. Since the Guardian video showed
specific changes in elevation on approach to the event, we were able to limit
the angles of view and camera orientation of objects visible in the video.
Locating the direction from which the camera video taped the event would
prove useful in comparing subsequent eyewitness testimony.

Discovering the actual landing site would not in itself Prove that the
video tape depicted an authentic alien landing operation, but decreased the
possibility of a simple staged event. The extraordinary gross physical effects
suggested that a significant event had occurred involving a vehicle of high
technology. If the event was the result of some top secret military aircraft,
there existed no evidence whatsoever to support even an attempt to clean it
up. There were no vehicle tracks in the area, no latent footprints in the soggy
ground and no evidence of military pyrotechnics all of which should have



been easily detectable. Clearly the site had not been touched in the nine
months since the event occurred.

After our preliminary field investigation we stopped back at the house up
on the hill to call on Mrs. Labenek once again before leaving the area with
our equipment and samples for analysis. Convinced that an actual event had
occurred on the Labenek property, we informed Mrs. Labenek that a video
tape of the event had been taken. We asked if she had ever heard of the name
Guardian to which she genuinely seemed uninformed. The fact that a video
tape of the event existed appeared to set her more at ease and she began to
open up to us about what she had seen that night in August of 1991.

She was just putting her three young children to bed and had walked into
her upstairs bedroom where the windows provide a panoramic view of the
lower field. There was no need for privacy shades which would only spoil the
rustic view. As Mrs. Labenek crossed the room, she couldn't help but see the
bright flicker of red fires deep in the field below. She went to the window and
threw up the sash for a closer look. She said there was a lot of smoke and a
lot of light from the cherry red fires but they didn't seem to be catching the
brush or moving toward the forest swamp area and so she hesitated about
calling the fire department so late on a Sunday night. There was a substantial
fine for calling in false alarms and she sensed that they might burn
themselves out before the fire trucks could arrive so she stayed at the open
window to keep a close watch.

The Labenek boys were watching from their bedroom on the opposite end
of the house while Dr. Quarrington, living in the house next door, was sitting
in his den watching television when he saw what appeared to be red lightning
over the Labenek field next door. He got up to go to the window to
investigate but could only see the flickering glow of red light over the
horizon from his vantage point. As he stepped outside to investigate further,
he saw a tremendously bright elliptical white light with a golden aura
descending over the trees out of his view into the Labenek field.

Mrs. Labenek and her two boys were independently watching from the
upstairs windows as the disc shaped object moved over top of the red fires
and settled to about ten feet above the ground in front of and to the right of
the red flare like fires. There was no sound except for the barking of a dog(s)
and none of these witnesses could see any movement of people in the field.
There was so much light coming from the craft that it was easy to define it's
structural shape which was highlighted by a bright flashing blue light on top



which luminated a cone shaped central hump on the disc shaped object. After
several minutes the object began to rise and then disappeared as if someone
had turned off a light switch.

Meanwhile on an opposing side of the field through a short stand of trees,
Sarah Janille's (pseudonym) dog began excitedly pacing back and forth from
an open living room window to the den where she was watching television.
When the dog began barking at the front window, Sarah got up to go check
on the disturbance. As she peered through the open window, she noticed a
peculiar array of red lights glowing through the trees across the street which
she assumed were fireworks in the Labenek field. As she continued to watch,
she saw a set of colored lights rise up over As she peered through the open
window, she noticed a peculiar array of red lights glowing through the trees
across the street which she assumed were fireworks in the Labenek field. As
she continued to watch, she saw a set of colored lights rise up over the
treetops and angle off at about forty five degrees before instantly vanishing.
After waiting a while to see if there would be more, she returned to the den to
ponder the event. She thought it was strange that the fireworks didn't make
any sound and didn't explode into an umbrella of light like normal fire- works
displays.

Out of curiosity she decided to venture outside onto her driveway to catch
a closer look. Suddenly just above the trees in front of her was a most
awesome sight of swirling colored lights which defined a strange looking
object like nothing she'd ever seen before. As the object descended in front of
her, she almost collapsed in panic attempting to retreat closer to the house.
The Labenek dogs could be heard barking up a storm in the distance.

While the cylindrical object hovered, two occupants whose skin glowed a
yellowish white came out of the vehicle and opened a panel on the side
exposing a tremendous amount of white light. As the one "pig nosed" entity
worked at the open panel, the other motioned sort of a hurry up signal as he
pointed over the roof of Sarah's house. She recalled feeling quite concerned
as the creature struggled to close the panel on the side of the craft and seemed
to be moving as though in water or molasses in trying to reboard. The next
thing she remembered was being back on the couch startled at the roaring
sound of a helicopter bearing down low over the roof of her house. In a
somewhat groggy state she ran back to the window, but could only hear the
helicopter hovering and flying around the Labenek field. She was relieved
that it didn't crash into the trees across the street.. Weeks later she recalled in



explicit detail being on board the craft he called a car with it's headlights
turned off racing by in front of her house just after the helicopter flew over
the trees descending into the Labenek field. Perhaps it was Guardian fleeing
the area and trying not to be detected.

Following a well documented pattern of helicopter harassment activity of
the witnesses at the site, an investigation of the origin of the helicopters was
launched with the cooperation of the Canadian Department of National
Defence. The publicly stated conclusion by DND was that the helicopters did
not originate from Canada. That conclusion has been debated by other
Canadian Agencies whose investigations suggested that DND was more
aware of the situation than what was publicly acknowledged.
Some Final Conclusions

What actually happened in the fields of West Carleton? Was it an
elaborately staged hoax? Was it some kind of Top Secret military vehicle
landing on private property? Or was it powerful evidence of visitation by
beings of non-human origin? Since witnesses have agreed to take polygraph
exams, we can probably eliminate them from complicity in any Production
Company invested recreate the events depicted in the Guardian video yet
were unable to meet the criteria. Even NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory
optical film analyst Dr. Robert Nathan was unable to find any evidence of a
hoax related to the video. Therefore we hoax hypothesis. NBC's "Unsolved
Mysteries"

between $115,000 and $250,000 attempting to can comfortably set aside
even an elaborate hoax hypothesis as an answer for these events.

The lack of any physical evidence at the site of the flare or pyrotechnics
activity became the single biggest mystery in the case investigation. Video
analysis eliminated the possibility of misinterpretation of camouflaged
electrical lighting with companion According to top experts in pyrotechnics
chemistry, there would be no way to hide or extract the long term residual
effects of the primary pyrotechnic residue ingredients pouring over the field
in the form of smoke from the red flare activity. There- fore we can conclude
that whatever form of pyrotechnics used during the event, they do not
conform to known military or any human known compounds that
academicians say would be required for red colored flare type pyrotechnics.
Added to the gross physical evidence of Titanium residue from the craft, the
apparent microwave exposure of the plants, the helicopter response and
eyewitness verification confirming the exact location of the site, this



pyrotechnics mystery would appear to be the smoking gun UFO researchers
have been in search of for decades.

Few conclusions can be drawn about the enigmatic anonymity known
publicly as Guardian. Did he too befall the same fate as Sarah when the blue
beam from the craft was pointed at the camera? Our investigation has located
a strong suspect as to Guardian's identity. There appears to be absolutely no
evidence to suggest that Guardian has distorted the facts in any way. His
choice to remain anonymous has gratefully forced us to focus on the evidence
presented instead of challenging his credibility. It seems most UFO
investigations tend to focus so much attention on the level of veracity and
motives of the messenger that we often misplace our objective priorities. In
this case the scientific analyses have proven to be the real tools of
investigation. Nonetheless, our thirst for answers to the Guardian mystery
will remain unquenched until he at least anonymously can fulfill the myriad
of inquiries about his knowledge of the event and the entities he apparently
encountered.
The Aftermath

As I prepare to return to West Carleton Township for the seventh time in
this expanding investigation, more evidence has surfaced with regard to the
apparent alien presence there. On February l0th following the local broadcast
of "Unsolved Mysteries", another sighting was reported on the same property.
The event apparently completely overwhelmed an elderly lady who had not
witnessed any of the previous events. And again on may the 12th of this year
at 8:30 PM just before dark, another report came in. This time a red-orange
disc hovering directly over the previous landing spot lifted off slowly and
instantly vanished upon clearing the treetops in the field below. There has
been talk of an alien camp nearby and helicopters that descend into the forest
where no roads have been found to access. Further still there are claims of
strange looking footprints along the banks of a nearby stream. And so the
investigation will continue...
the pyrotechnics activity as

cosmetic smoke canisters.



Weird diagrams and papers were also included in the mail that Oechsler
received from an individual calling himself The Guardian.

Vanishing MIB –Ghosts Or Teleportation? By Tim Swartz

The author is one of the top investigators of the paranormal today. He has
been a guest on Coast to Coast AM as well as numerous other programs. In
addition to his work in the UFO and metaphysical fields he has also operated
as a TV and movie producer. He is editor of the weekly on line version of
www.ConspiracyJournal.com

At the time of the incidents in 1980, Maria Korn was a 14-year-old
boarder at the Convent of Jesus and Mary in Milton Keynes,
Buckinghamshire, Great Britain. As reported by researcher Robert Bull,
Maria was receiving psychological counseling from a Dr Black for acute
anorexia and sleeping difficulties.

One night Maria couldn't sleep and got up, at about 1:00 AM to look at



the stars. She stood by the window overlooking the tennis court and was
surprised to see a large, ball-shaped flashing light inside the tennis court
itself, which was completely surrounded by wire netting. She looked at it for
about five minutes, then turned away. When she looked again at about 1:30
AM the object had gone, but she heard a strange whirring sound and, looking
up, she saw the object again just above the window, but there were no lights
on it this time. The object then moved off rapidly.

The next morning, none of the other girls mentioned having seen
anything strange during the night, and Maria kept her experience to herself.
Later that morning she was playing tennis when she slipped and fell, and was
surprised to see a large, shallow, circular depression seemingly burnt onto the
tennis court, exactly where she had seen the object the night before. The next
day the police arrived to inspect the damage, but Maria didn't tell anyone
what she had seen two nights before.

Three or four months later Maria was in a math class when one of the
nuns, Sister Jennifer, interrupted the class and took her out, saying that she
had a visitor. Maria thought at the time that it was unusual for the class to be
interrupted, visitors normally came only at weekends, and she was worried in
case the visitor was bringing bad news. Sister Jennifer showed her into a
dining room where, sitting at a large table, was not one visitor but two men
dressed in black. The heat was on and

the room felt warm as Maria entered it, but as soon as she saw the two
men she felt cold, and she put on the jacket that she was carrying.



Maria had never seen her visitors before, and she asked them who they
were. They told her they were with Dr Black, her psychiatrist. She stared at
their eyes, which weren't brown or blue, but a strange brownish grayish color.
She found the experience frightening, and looked away.

The men asked her how she was and how she was doing at school, just a
normal, polite conversation. As they talked Maria noticed several other
strange things about her visitors. They looked the same, as if they were
identical twins, their skin was smooth and featureless, no beard and no sign
that they ever needed to shave at all. Their hair was shiny black, each brushed
in the same style and not a hair out of place, their black suits, seemingly
brand new, fitted perfectly as if tailor-made and having razor-sharp creases.
Their ties and socks were also black, exactly the same black as their trousers
and jackets. One of the men then asked

Maria if anything strange had happened at the convent recently. She
instantly thought that they must mean what she had seen at the tennis court –
but she was afraid to admit anything she knew to the strangers, so she said
no. The two men obviously knew she was lying as they continued to press the
question. Just then the school lunchtime bell rang. The man asked what the
bell was for, then told Maria she had better go to lunch, adding that they had
to leave.

Although the men looked to be like businessmen, they didn't appear to be
wearing watches as one of them asked Maria the time. The men had been
drinking coffee during their talk with Maria, but when she shook hands with



them as she was saying goodbye she noticed that their hands were ice cold,
despite the fact that they had been holding hot cups of coffee during most of
the conversation.

One of the men asked Sister Jennifer if Maria could show them the way
out, saying finally that: "we'll be back to see you again." She walked to the
doorway and was amazed to see that the two men were walking and swinging
their arms exactly in step with each other.

They walked outside to their waiting black car, Maria noticing as they did
so that, although it was a windy day, their hair didn't move, as if it was glued
down. The car had a chauffeur, also dressed in black, who must have been
waiting all this time. As the car moved off Maria noticed that the number
plate had white characters on a black background, which she thought was
strange. It also had mirror windows; Maria couldn't see through the windows
into the car, but she thought that the men could see out. She caught a glimpse
into the car when one of the men opened a door, but all she could see was
black, no seats, and no dashboard. It was as if she was looking into a black
hole. The car moved off silently. There was no sound of an engine being
started, no exhaust fumes. (An electric car?) She was also mystified that
although she saw the car turn out of the convent gate, she didn't see it moving
up the hill that led to the convent. It had completely disappeared on the only
road leading to the convent.

Maria stood where she was for several minutes, unable to move. She
could hear Sister Jennifer calling to her, but she couldn't turn around and go
to her. Sister Jennifer asked her if she was all right, at which point she
"snapped out of it" and was able to move again.

She asked Maria who the men were and Maria replied, saying that they
were from Dr Black; although they were both surprised that Dr Black hadn't
warned them that the men would be coming. When, a few weeks later, Maria
saw Dr Black, she asked her about her visitors. Dr Black said she hadn't sent
the men, and would never send anyone without informing Maria first.

Although Maria never saw her MIBs again, she did begin to develop
psychic powers and have extraordinary experiences. While still at the convent
she: Bent a spoon, Uri Geller style – Timed herself swimming under water
for five minutes before surfacing – She had an out-of-body experience.
Experienced an upsurge in her creative and academic abilities, tested and
verified by Dr Black. Most amazingly of all, she also claimed that on one
occasion, at night, she went out into the convent yard and began to fly. This



was witnessed by several other girls, who ran around trying to catch her when
she flew low enough.

After Maria left the convent her strange experiences and abilities
continued. She found that she could make things disappear and reappear by
just thinking about them. She could make light bulbs burn out; she started a
stalled car engine (with a jammed starter motor and a totally dead battery)
just by willing it. She claimed to be able to turn red traffic lights to green,
repeatedly, even after they had just changed to red. Strangely enough, Maria
also experienced several episodes where she was unexpectedly teleported
over the distance of several miles. Once, she stepped out of her front door to
get the mail and found herself standing on the sidewalk in a neighborhood
over five miles from her home. This happened without any warning and, as
far as she could tell, was instantaneous. Marie can offer no explanation on
why these strange events have centered on her.

Many of the things that happened to her were witnessed by others and
were undoubtedly real. The UFO she saw left a depression and burn marks on
the ground which was there for all to see; her MIBs were seen by other
people and they drank

their coffee; her spoon bending, the increase in her academic and artistic
abilities, light-bulb popping, some teleportation incidents, UFO sightings and
other events can all be testified to.

In another weird case, also in Great Britain, Mrs. Evans (pseudonym) of
Portsmouth, Hampshire went to visit the local grocer's store one morning in



the autumn of 1977. In the shop she saw a tall man, dressed in black. He was
ahead of her, so she stood back to wait until he was served.

As she stood in line Mrs. Evans noticed that the man's gaze was fixed
upon her. She found this unnerving; he looked at her as if he knew her, as if
he had been expecting her. He left the store when it was her turn at the cash
register.

When she left the shop, Mrs. Evans noticed that the man was standing
nearby, as if waiting for someone. As she started to walk, he began walking
also, keeping five or six paces ahead of her. As she watched him she began to
form the impression that he was "unusual," although she couldn't say just
why.

Mrs. Evans was half-way home when he turned left into a side road. As
she crossed the road, she looked to her left out of curiosity only to see the
same person standing in the middle of the road. Facing her now, their eyes
met once more. He nodded three times, without any change in his facial
expression. His gaze was intense and penetrating. Then, to Mrs. Evans's utter
amazement; he vanished without moving from the spot, "like someone
turning out a light."
Thoroughly unnerved by now, she hurried home later recalling several
strange things about the man:
* His clothes looked brand new, as though they had only just been bought.
He was dressed from head to foot in black (except for his white shirt).

* His skin was albino-type white, as was his hair, which was wispy. His
eyes were jet black, and he appeared to be in his early 50s, but there were no
wrinkles on his skin, and no sign of any facial hair or stubble.

*He had unusually broad shoulders, a narrow waist, and he walked
upright with a stiff gait. There seemed to be no natural curve to his spine,
which was seemingly perfectly straight.

This was not Mrs. Evans only encounter with the unusual; in 1979, over a
year after her original MIB encounter. In her kitchen one day, she became
aware that there was a figure standing beside her. Her husband walked in and
shouted: "Who's that? What's he doing here?" Whereupon the figure, which
did not seem to be totally solid, ran out of the open kitchen door and
disappeared.

On another occasion, Mrs. Evans was returning home one evening when
she saw, in the light from a street lamp, a tall figure. The figure was
completely black and seemed to be wearing some kind of helmet, making her



think of a scuba diver. At this moment her husband walked out of the front
door and again shouted: "Who's that? What's he doing here?" He was
convinced by now that this was Mrs. Evans's secret lover.

As her husband shouted, and as their dog started to bark, the figure glided
forward, going through her neighbor's front garden hedge. She later recalled
that the figure appeared at first to be completely solid and real, but it grew
more transparent and eventually vanished as it slowly went through the
bushes.

On another day, in broad daylight, Mrs. Evans encountered a "strange
little man" who appeared in front of her and walked on by. On turning
around, expecting to see his back, she was shocked to find that he had
vanished.

She described the man as small, about five feet tall, olive skinned, large,
round dark eyes, and black hair, slicked straight back. He seemed to be
wearing some kind of RAF uniform except that it looked made-to-measure,
perfectly cut and stitched. His shoes looked brand new but were not the
current fashion. He walked towards her with his arms held up in front of him,
gazing straight ahead with blank eyes.

On yet another occasion, again in daylight, Mrs. Evans was out walking,
and she came upon a small van parked in the road. The van was white, with
what looked like blue clouds and flowers painted on it. As she approached
the van, its door suddenly opened and a little person jumped down in front of
her. She just kept slowly walking as she and the little person gazed at each
other.

At first she thought she was seeing a doll, or puppet wearing a checkered
shirt and blue jeans, but she was startled as she looked into his eyes, which
were jet black, marble-like, with two white dots where the pupils should have
been.

He seemed to have Eskimo features, with dull black, dead straight hair,
roughly cut in a pageboy style. He seemed to have a knowing look in his
eyes, which disturbed her. As he passed by her she tried to look over her
shoulder to see him, but her neck did not seem to be moving normally and
she could only see him out of the corner of her eye.

Mrs. Evans thought he seemed to be a freak of some kind, although he
was perfectly proportioned. In this case and others, it was the eyes that made
her realize that she was not seeing something normal.

Another encounter came one evening in Mrs. Evans's front garden. She



noticed movement within a large bush that was in the garden; as if a cat or
other small animal was inside it. She remembers that everything seemed
unnaturally still and quiet. Slowly, the bush began to part in two or three
places. Instead of the cat that she was expecting, she was amazed to see faces,
seemingly those of children. When she realized that these were not children,
she froze, and the hairs on the back of her neck stood up on end. She began to
hear soft clucking sounds, the sort of noise one makes when trying to make
friends with a shy animal.

What she saw made her think of elves, pixies and the like. They did not
seem to be totally solid looking and the bushes covered their lower bodies.
As their misshapen hands extended out towards her she decided that she had
seen enough and ran indoors. As she ran upstairs her husband called out to
her, asking if she had seen what it was that had just bolted out of the front
garden. Later, with her heart still fluttering, she came down and looked
nervously outside. The "elves" were gone, but she saw, walking towards her
down the path near her home, a dark figure lit by an aura that moved with it.
Before it suddenly disappeared, Mrs. Evans saw that the figure had short,
dark curly hair and a pointy face with very high cheekbones. Its eyes seemed
to glow as it stared at her in a menacing way.

Like others who have had similar experiences, Mrs. Evans found herself
undergoing a whole series of unexplainable occurrences. As a young girl in
1947, there was a poltergeist in the family home, although she herself did not
realize this and her parents who had never even heard of the poltergeist
phenomenon did not tell her about it until many years later.

October 16, 1973 - her father sees a massive UFO. Winter 1977/Spring
1978 – Mrs. Evans sees (with her husband) her first UFO. Christmas 1978 -
early New Years 1979 - UFOs, hauntings, poltergeists. Her husband and
neighbors also experience these phenomena, but her house seems to be the
focus. She begins to notice strange marks, burns, bruises, and puncture marks
on her skin, which seem to appear in the mornings after restless nights. Mrs.
Evans reports seeing "about a dozen" UFOs from Christmas 1978 to
November 1979.

A blood-like substance appeared "out of thin air" at her home, also a
"transparent, jelly-like" substance. Strong smells – she, her husband and her
neighbor saw a small, yellowish cloud, accompanied by a strong smell of
sulphur. On another occasion there was a strong, "overpowering" smell of
incense, also smells of zoo animals' cages and wet animal fur. On two



occasions when "something unusual" passed over her head, she felt a click, or
tap, on her temples, somewhat like a tiny electric shock.

Things appeared and disappeared in her home: keys, jewelry, eye glasses.
Her purse rose from the table, flew through the air and landed in her left
hand. The teakettle whistled as if boiling, but there was no water in it, and the
gas was not turned on. Flames came out of fingernails, which turned bright
turquoise overnight, the color being on the underside of the nail.

A "paper tape streamer" appeared out of nowhere and flew through the air
in her living room. It bore the words: "Don't be afraid - we are coming back
in October." Her milkman saw her standing at her front door and waved to
her, and then he turned around and saw her walking down the street towards
him. Other people reported seeing her at various other places when she was
actually miles away.

In an article titled: "MIB Activity Reported From Victoria B.C.", (Flying
Saucer Review, January 1982) Dr. P.M.H. Edwards, formerly professor of
linguistics at the University of Victoria, detailed an unusual case of MIB
teleportation.

In October 1981, three days after a UFO sighting in Victoria, British
Columbia, Grant Breiland saw two sun-tanned expressionless men who
lacked fingernails observing him at a K-Mart department store. They were
stiff, seemingly "at attention," and were dressed in very dark blue clothes.
They approached, and one asked Breiland in a monotonous, mechanical
voice, "What is your name?" Their lips did not move when they spoke.

Breiland said, "I'm not going to tell you that."
The other man asked where Breiland lived, and then, "What is your number?"

Breiland did not respond. The two strange men stared at him for a few
seconds, then turned and left, but Breiland followed them out of curiosity.
The two men waited at the edge of a muddy, plowed field and, as Breiland
watched them, he thought he heard someone call his name. Turning around,
he saw no one. The two men walked into the field, and again, Breiland
thought that he heard someone call out his name. Suddenly, the two men
vanished three-quarters of the way across the field. Checking around,
Breiland was unable to locate any footprints in the muddy field. It was as if
the two men were ghosts.

Breiland noted that, mysteriously, no other persons were in sight at the
busy shopping area during the entire incident, and the setting was only
repopulated after the strange men had vanished. The "depopulation" anomaly



has been noted in other UFO and MIB cases, and has been termed the "Oz
effect" by British UFO researcher Jenny Randles. This zone of unreality
seems to indicate that these incidents could be paranormal in nature.



Smile MIB –Your On "Candid Camera"

I can't help but believe that when you take matters into your own hands
and reverse the tables on them that the MIB will make a quick exit. While
they do have untold capabilities to menace and perhaps even maim, at times
they also seem unnecessarily timid. It is of course possible, as we have begun
to realize through the pages of this study guide on the men in black, that the
MIB are of various kinds. Some are secret agents of a known – or unknown –
government, while others appear to be a visitor in their own right. I myself
believe that the MIB are interdimensional, and are not rooted in our reality.
Some might be here drawn to our world without knowing why or how to exit.

I know in the case where I photographed an MIB while in the company of
Jim Moseley, he was never again seen in the neighbor in Jersey City where
he had been plunked down like a zombie keeping watchful building Robinson
lived.

Jim and I drove over from Manhattan without alerting the Robinson's to
the fact that we were coming just in case the entire episode was being made



up or fantasized by the couple. This way we could catch them off guard. Will
the MIB was there just as they claimed it would be. Moseley was driving
while I was in the passenger seat. Jim handed me the camera and without
making a comment I took a photo of this individual hovering in the doorway
along with a black car parked at the curb. Because there was traffic behind us
and we wanted to park to quiz the person dressed in black we drove around
the block. When we returned the individual in dark clothing was gone along
with any type of car resembled anything the MIB would want to drive.
He was never seen again. Vanished completely out of Jack and Mary
Robinson's lives.

The only other attempt I know to take a photograph of a MIB involved a
long time acquaintance of mine. Allen Greenfield has been thru the flying
saucer mill. He's seen and just about heard it all. Allen has edited various
publications on and off tabs on the apartment where Jack and Mary

since his teenage years, has organized UFO conferences in his neck of the
woods. He has also been on just about every radio and tv station known to
mankind that caters to believers in the paranormal. This is his little story.



"The story in brief is this - during the Charleston W VA National UFO
Conference - as I recall that was June 24, 1969 there was this guy shadowing
the delegates. When he followed some of us to a restaurant, several of us -
maybe you and Jim and Gray included (keep in mind this is tail end of the
"Mothman period") were eating when this guy approached from behind and I
decided to confront him. "Who are you?" I asked. "I am a man in black in
training" he replied in a monotone, and went out into the street. As I recall it
was a Sunday in downtown Charleston, so there was virtually no persons or
traffic. I jumped up, breaking my chair in the process, ran out in front of him
and he just stood facing me. I photographed him with my Yashica J-7 35mm
camera using high speed B&W film. He then rounded a corner, I was maybe
two seconds - tops - behind him, and, yet the street was now totally empty."
And so it goes – two MIBs caught on a cosmic "Candid Camera" for the
entire world to see.





YOU
HAVE
BEEN
WARNED!




